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RIVERSIDE
a big name in jazz ... and getting bigger all the time!

RIVERSIDE means exciting, important music by 

many of today’s biggest & best jazz names: Sonny 

Rollins, Kenny Dorham, Thelonious Monk, Coleman 

Hawkins, Zoot Sims, Herbie Mann, Mundell Lowe 

and many others.

RIVERSIDE means major performances by the 

biggest stars of classic jazz: Louis Armstrong, Fats 

Waller, Bix Beiderbecke and many others.

and RIVERSIDE has big news for you
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BIX BEIDERBECKE (12-123)

New Music of ALEC WILDER: 
composed for MUNDELL LOWE Orch.

JELLY ROLL MORTON: 
Classic Piano Solos

COLEMAN HAWKINS: 
A Documentary

ing tone colors.

Trigger Happy!
TRIGGER ALPERT All-Stars

RIVERSIDE

HIGH FIDELITY . . .
"HI FI” can mean just about all things to all men. 
But to us it means Reeves Sound Studios, whero 
most Riverside jazz is made and where the finest 
equipment, a superbly designed studio and skilled, 
sensitive engineering help produce the full-bodied, 
unsurpassed new sound of "Riverside - Reeves 
SPECTROSONIC High Fidelity Engineering.” 
All records are enhanced by such great sound, but 
here are some that will be particularly pleasing 
to HI FI tastes:
HERBIE MANN:
Sultry Serenade
The outstanding jazz flutist—plus bass c'arinet, trombone, 
baritone sax, rhythm—in a rich program of varied, excit-

A septet of stars: 3 reeds (Tony Scott, Zoot Sims, Al 
Cohn); 2 brass (Joe Wilder, Urbie Green); bass (Al
pert); drums (Ed Shaughnessy)—but it sounds like the 
biggest ever as these fop jazzmen swing mightily through 
unique, full arrangements.

The rare magic of a great composer, scored for French 
horns, trumpet, guitar, bassoon, clarinet, flute, oboe, bass, 
drums. It adds up to an ncredibly moving experience in 
music and sound.

CLASSIC JAZZ . . .
Jazz didn’t start yesterday, or even the day be
fore. The roots of today lie back in the past : in 
the rugged pathos of the blues, the driving stomps 
of New Orleans, the brash excitement of Chicago. 
Riverside’s remarkable reissue program brings 
the full panorama of traditional jazz sources to 
new life through the miracle of modern engineer
ing and revitalizing processes. To those who know 
the older jazz, these names alone are magic; those 
who do not will (as Down Beat has put it) "be 
grateful to be made aware of how varied and time
deep the sources of jazz are.”

A sumptuous package of five 12" LPs, plus an introduc
tory essay by historian Charles Edward Smith that is it
self a classic. All the great early names in a compilation 
all the critics call "magnificent."

With King Oliver—the discs that launched the greatest 
career in jazz. A must for any serious jazz collection.

LOUIS «WMmOMC ISIS

A unique addition to jazz lore. One of the true greats 
talks frankly and fully of the men and music of three 
decades. It's a volume of jazz history come to life!

(A two-album set.)

All the flamboyance and color of this brash genius still 
lives in his fabulous recordings of his famous tunes: King 
Porter, Wolverine Blues, etc.

and the Wolverines
Superbly reprocessed, the rich, clear tones of the legend
ary Bix soar forth on his first, lastingly great discs.

(July release)
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GREAT JAZZ TODAY . . .
More and more of the important jazz names of 
today are turning up on Riverside. And it’s highly 
gratifying to report that they are turning up with 
albums that display their considerable talents at 
their creative best. Important jazz voices deserve 
carefully planned, sensitive, meaningful presenta
tion, the finest recording conditions, and support 
by top musicians of their own choice. Under such 
circumstances, they can produce superior jazz 
LPs like these:
SONNY ROLLINS:
The Sound of Sonny
Most highly regarded of the new generation of tenor 
men and dearly marked for lasting greatness, Rollins of
fers here a rich variety of tunes, with emphasis on un-

"K. D.", brilliant star of the Max Roach Quintet, stands 
in the front ranks of today's trumpet men. Here he 
exhibits widely contrasting abilities on ballads (with 
harp) and blowing tunes (with Sonny Rollins). With Hank

"Timeless" is the word for the Hawk: the first of the 
tenors is still as up-to dato as any. Here's his first small
band swinger in years, a memorable session with J. J. 
Johnson, Idrees Sulieman, other stars.

The tough-and-tender tenor and a!to sound of one of to
day's major improvisers. This is top-form Zoot (4!/j stars 
—Down Beat), with George Handy, Nick Travis, Wilbur 
Ware, Osie Johnson.

MUNDELL LOWE:
A Grand Night for Swinging
Usually on the restrained side, this time this formidable 
guitarist breaks loose to create an unforgettably hard- 
driving LP, with major assistance from Billy Taylor, Gene

TOMORROW'S STARS . .
Jazz keeps moving and developing, keeps chang
ing its faces — which is precisely why it stays 
alive and healthy. And much of its excitement lies 
in the fact that tomorrow’s stars are with us 
right now, extending the established patterns, 
learning from the established masters and adding 
the all-important touch of their own individuality. 
We at Riverside are proud of the future greats on 
our roster (and pleased to consider some of them 
our own personal discoveries). But let’s not over
do the “future” tag: these men 
dig today.
GIGI GRYCE
and the Jazz Lab Quintet
Quickly outgrowing the "new star" 
talented altoist and arranger. H's 
fegratod group features trumpeter Donald Byrd.

BILL EVANS: (12-223)
New Jan Conceptions
A truly different piano sound doesn't come along very 
often, which is one good reason for all the raves about 
this sensational newcomer. "A man to dig . . . 4,/j stars 
—Down Beat.

The 1956 Down Beat "New Star" on tenor (and a rich, 
warm flutist, too), now featured with J. J. Johnson's 
group. On this LP George Wallington, and Idrees Su 
lieman provide great support for Bobby's exceptionally

RANDY WESTON:
Trio and Solo 
Jan a la Bohemia
Two fine examples of the startling piano talents of this 
fast-rising star. For a special, free-flowing treat, dig the 
wonderful on-the-scene sound of 12-232, recorded al 
New York's Cafe Bohemia (August release).

The distinctive alto sound and unusual composing skil’s 
of a sensitive artist and brilliant technician. With Kenny 
Dorham, Kenny Drew.





The Genius of
J THELONIOUS MONK . . .

Riverside is extremely proud that its catalogue 
is highlighted by great performances by this truly 
major force in jazz. Revered by many, baffling to 
some, provocative to all, Monk is a vital influence 
on many of today’s finest musicians. (Our favor
ite recent quote on the man, out of many, is the 
Saturday Review's simple statement: "Monk is 
an artist ”)
Monk today is at the height of creativity. His 
ceaselessly inventive and still-expanding genius 
is represented on Riverside by these exceptional 
LPs:
BRILLIANT CORNERS (12-226)
Surely the most universally praised album of the year, 
and deservedly so. Rollins, Roach, Pettiford and other 
stars give brilliantly eloquent voice to Monk's challenging 
ideas.
THELONIOUS HIMSELF (12-235)
Undiluted Monk! A probing and sensitive album of unac
companied piano solos, revealing that solo piano brings 
forth a different Monk sound. (Plus an unforgettable ver
sion of Monk's Mood with guest star John Coltrane.

(July release)
THELONIOUS MONK (12-201)
plays Duke Ellington

< A remarkable salute from one jazz great to another, as 
I Monk interprets eight of the Duke's finest compositions.

I The Unique
| THELONIOUS MONK (12-209)
I All "standards," but it's safe fo say that you've never 

heard Teo for Two or Honeysuckle Rose, or any of these 
numbers played quite like this before.

MONK'S MUSIC (12-242)
Fresh and startling (as always) arrangements of great 
Monk compositions. Featuring Coleman Hawkins, Art 
Blakey, Gigi Gryce, others.

(August release)
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Let's Call These
( THE SOLID SWINGERS . . .

Breaking matters down into categories, as we’re 
doing here, has just one drawback. You run the 
risk of neglecting to take proper note of some 
very wonderful jazz by men who can’t be called 
exactly new, or exactly top-famous, or exactly 
anything except thoroughly talented and exciting. 
But when such albums happen to rank, in our 
opinion, among the very finest, the oniy solution 
is to create a category just for them:

CLARK TERRY:
Serenade to a Bus Seat (12-237)
The notable Ellington trumpet star, long admired by 
those in the know ("one of the most original" says Leonard 
Feather), gets a rare opportunity to really display his 
merits. With the new tenor sensation, Johnny Griffin.

(August release)

KENNY DREW:
This Is New (12-236)
The fine, "funky" sound of Drew's piano, plus stand-out 
blowing by top horns like Donald Byrd and Hank Mobley 
make this a shining example of today's post-bop jazz.

(July release)

Counterpoint for Six Valves:
DON ELLIOTT and RUSTY DEDRICK (12-218)
This is an album we have to call neglected, simply because 
people haven't fallen all over themselves as we think they 
should over this fantastic collection of Dick Hyman scores 
for two trumpets and rhythm. Listen and you'll hear what 
we mean.

And, as Al Jolson used to say, you ain’t 
heard nothing yet. There’s more and more 
superb jazz, by established greats and tal
ented newcomers, coming up on Riverside. 
There’ll be lots of BIG Riverside news in 
the months to come. Watch — and listen (!)

BILL GRAUER
ORRIN KEEPNEWS



Soucia Let's You And Him Fight
New York City

To the Editor:
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Let's You And I Fight
New York City

To the Editor:

And In This Corner
Iowa City, Iowa
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If you're looking for the accordion 
that produces a pure, distinctive 
tone chamber sound .. with high 
fidelity through the amplifier ... 
Sonata's Ernie Felice Electronic 
Model is for you. Ask your dealer 
or write for literature today.
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ERNIE FELICE - Now stalling with 
the Ernie Felice Quartet on The 
Bill Goodwin Show every weekday 
over NBC Radio. <ron> Hollywood

Ml
ENGINEERED ALIY

FOR AMPLIFICATION!
chords and discords

Ernie Felice
Electronic Model
Tone Chamber Accordion 

with Sliding Mute.

I just read John Mehegan’- analysis 
of Dave Brubeck, and I think Dave 
should definitely challenge John to a 
bout of two-piano improvisation. The 
judges would be as follows and will 
award points in each category:

Count Basie: good time, and relaxed 
feeling.

Duke Ellington: interesting tone col
or, harmony, and voicing.

Billy Taylor: touch, choice of chords, 
and harmonic interest.

Oscar Peterson: technique, facility 
and development of ideas.

Horace Silver: funkiness.
The loser would play a guest shot 

on the Lawrence Welk television show 
(without pay). Winner gets a Fats 
Waller piano roll. Okay, fellas—start 
swinging!

Marian McPartland

What criteria does John Mehegan 
use for his ridiculous assertion that 1 
am a “Peterson-style pianist?”

Is iny touch an imitation of Oscar’s? 
Do I play ballads the way he does? Do 
I build the same kind of melodies that 
he does when I improvise? Do we have 
a similar concept of swinging?—Does 
Mr. Mehegan have any concept at all’

Oscar Peterson is, and has been for 
many years, one of my very favorite 
pianists, but in the more than 15 years 
that I have been a professional pianist 
I have worked very hard to develop my 
own way of expressing my thoughts 
and feelings.

Since this does not seem to be evi
dent to Mr. Mehegan—even after he 
has listened to me play night after 
night, first in the Hickory House, then 
in the Composer where he plays relief 
piano on the off nights—I suggest that 
lie listen to my recorded versions of 
Sweet Georgia Broun; All the Things 
You Are; Love for Sale; Accent on 
You th, and to my original compositions.

Even though it is my opinion that it 
is impossible to completely analyze the 
work of any jazz musician solely on 
the basis of records, perhaps even Mr. 
Mehegan (if he can for mice be objec
tive) will notice enough of a difference 
in sound and approach to prompt him 
to retract his statement.

Billy Taylor

Salt Lake City, Utah 
To the Editor:

(My) immediate reaction to John 
Mehegan’s article on Dave Brubeck 
was one of intense anger, so I made 
a resolution to wait a few days, read 
it again, then write my letter to you. 

My reaction is the same, although 
now I realize Mr. Mehegan, as an edu
cated musician and critic, has every 
right to express his opinion, be it bad 
or good. But no one except God and 
Brubeck can say what Dave feels and 
thinks. To refer to his unswerving de
votion and sincerity to what Dave be

lieves in as “entertainment” is pretty 
small.

After many years as an unrecog- 
niz«.d intermission pianist and teacher, 
it figures Mehegan would bitterly resent 
Brubeck making money. I convinced 
Dave to make his first appearance out 
of the (San Francisco) bay area in 
1949 m Salt Lake City. Dave made the 
date for Salt Lake scale and expenses, 
which isn’t much, and during the two 
weeks in Salt Lake, he lived 14 miles 
out of town in a canyon tourist cabin 
with no hot water or other basic fa
cilities.

I hope Dave makes $500,000 this 
year.

When will Mehegan and the other 
narrow-minded, ivory-tower critics re
alize there is room for all kinds of 
groups, that personal taste varies from 
fan to fan, tnat it is possible (me for 
example) to dig Miles Davis, Sonny 
Stitt, Rollins, Silver, etc., yet truly get 
a message from Brubeck. If Brubeck is 
so bad why doesn’t Desmond leave? 
Simple: he likes him, too!

The statements as to timbre, time, 
technique are all legitimate, but to 
deliberately insult a fellow jazzman 
and musician and object to his making 
loot is unexcusable. One gets tired of 
even lovely women and fine whisky 
after a steady diet. The beauty of life 
is that we are privileged to select such 
a variety of pleasures to appease our 
personal tastes; and the immensely 
satisfying, powerful impact of the Bru
beck group, mistakes and all, is high on 
the list of these pleasures.

John Brophy

To the Editor:
John Mehegan’s criticism of Dave 

Brubeck in your June 27 issue at once 
reminded me of the time I decided to 
proselytize and invited two friends, 
both admirers of classical music, to 
listen to jazz. After samples of Shorty 
Rogers, Al Cohn, Mulligan, Getz, and, 
yes, Brubeck and the MJQ, I was not 
surprised to find that the only groups 
they liked at all were the MJQ and 
Brubeck, for these they could regard 
as “serious.”

To them, apparently, Stan Getz and 
his saxophone are a potential threat to 
the sublime elegance of Wolfgang 
Amudeus Mozart, a situation of which 
1 feel both Getz and Mozart arc un 
aware. Obviously, Madame Tebaldi and 
Leadbelly cannot both be artists, be
cause if Tebaldi sings “serious” music, 
it is perfectly clear that Leadbelly’s 
must be — although perhap:- quaintly 
picturesque as a bit of spicy Americana 
—“not serious,” and if music is not 
serious, it surely cannot be taken se
riously. That is why Peanuts is infe
rior to the Bible and Mark Twain to 
Goethe.

Poor Mozart’ If he were alive to 
witness the confusion between the se
rious and the solemn, I think he would 
be astonished to find himself at the 
crown of solemnity!

My “serious - music” friends liked 
Brubeck and the MJQ because no re-

(Continued on Page 6)
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Chords and Discord*
Classic Modern (Ray Ellsworth) 
Tha Duvil s Advocate (Mason Sargent) 
Feather's Nest (Leonard Feather) 
Filmland Up Beat (Hal Holly) 
Tho First Chorus (Jack Tracy)

• Tho Hot Box (George Hoefer) 
• Jan Bost Seller»
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• Popular Record*

By Dom Cerulli.
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----------- MUSIC IN REVIEW
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Hoard In Person 43
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We Need a new national anthem.
4s was discussed in this space last 

time out, the Star Spangled Banner is 
u deadly dull, unswinging, difficult-to- 
sing tune. It is no more representative 
of this country’s people and spirit than 
a Viennese waltz.

What we need is something with 
surge and buoyancy, something that 
charges out proudly, like France’s 
La Marseillaise. And something with 
words that are easy to remember, so 
that never again will we have to feel 
embarrassed for a singer who forgets 
the words at a national convention

We do have a song already in wide 
circulation in America that’s a natural 
as an anthem, one that we would like 
to see adopted as the official song of 
this nation.

It’s The Battle Hymn of the Republic.
IT HAS EVERYTHING — strength, 

lift, eloquence, nobility . . . and it 
swings. Try singing it to yourself and 
see if you don’t jut your jaw out a 
little and straighten your shoulders and 
sub-consciously get ready to step off 
in march step.

It’s that kind of a song.
There’d be no self-conscious silence 

at ball parks and arenas if this were 
our song. “Glory, glory, hallelujah’’ 
would roll out from thousands of 
throats, because the music and words 
come so easy, so naturally. Because 
there’s an elation that comes from sing
ing it. And because it’s so free-swing- 
ingly American.

I know what you’re thinking. Because 
the Union army used it as a marching 
song in the war between the states, 
there’d be mass protests from the south. 
It happens, however, that the song was 

down beat.
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--------------MUSIC NEWS----------------------------------------------------------
A Petrillo decision on tho integration of colored and white local* in thn AFM: more dope 

on tho School of Jazz at Lenox, Ma**.; a benefit for trumpeter Lee Collin*, and some im
promptu verte from Duke of Iron are part of the regular new* roundup that «tarts on page 9.

--------------FEATURES-----------------------------------------------------------
DAVE BRUBECK: COVER STORY 
The first part of an intimate oortra't of a controversial man. By Ralph J. G'-ason. 

■ILLY TAYLOR: OUT OF A RUT 
How a combo lesde' can get trapped into playing only th^se tunes he has 'ecorded.

MM a bandleader who could be a big rntry in »hr dance ork sweepstakes. By Dom Tarulli.

HAMPTON HAWES: AN ANALYSIS
The fourth of a series on some jazz pianists of prominence By John Meagan.

JAZZ AY BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
A full report on en area-opening jazz concer* and forum. By Fath r Norman O'Connor.

STAN KENTON: A CROSS-SECTION
In which an articular- leader discusses everything from scotch to Cream of Wheat.

By Don Gold.

JIMMY DORSEY: FINAL BAR
The death of tho second of the famous bandleading brothers.

SPECIAL FEATURE: COMBO DIRECTORY
A listing of scores of noted combos, their recording companies, styles, and idd'esses.
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wrote a poem to match the tune, and it 
became what it is today—a natural as 
our national anthem.

We would like to, if we can, further 
the cause of American music by start
ing at the top and asking that the song 
that represents this nation be changed. 
It has been the national anthem for 
26 years too long. I think most of us 
agree that the Star-Spangled Banner 
just doesn’t make it. We agree every 
time we forget some of the words, or 
drop down an octave in order to sing 
"And the rockets’ red glare,’’ or just 
stand and wait impatiently for Lucy 
Monroe to finish it for us.

A lot of people had the right idea 
during the second world war when a 
movement was started to replace the 
Star-Spangled Banner. They wanted to 
substitute God Bless America. With due 
respect to Irving Berlin, we think the 
idea was excellent, but the song wrong. 
We need something more inspiring— 
a clarion call. The Battle Hymn of the 
Republic is it. It swings.

And to paraphrase old Ben Franklin, 
if we can’t swing together, how can we 
swing separately?
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orientation of standards was required. 
Those two groups seemed close enough 
to the undefined seriousness of “good” 
music to be judged by the same criteria 
by which they judged Milhaud and 
Bartok. But, to return to Mr. Mehegan, 
simply because Brubeck is popular for 
the wrong reasons doesn’t prove he is 
unworthy of popularity. My friends 
liked Brubeck’s music because they felt 
it wasn’t jazz; I like it because it is. 
To me Brubeck frequently swings, and 
the MJQ always does.

Mr. Mehegan apparently thinks 
otherwise, and in the matter of swing
ing no one is right or wrong, but the 
tone of his remarks forcefully re
minded me of the unbending criteria 
with which my unfortunate friends 
were afflicted. Only Mr. Mehegan’s 

THE CRAFTSMEN OF

CYMBALS
THE WORLD'S FINEST

SINCE 1623-

Since 1623 the closely guarded secret art of 

making the finest Cymbals has been inherited 

by the oldest surviving male Zildjian. The 

famous secret became the heritage of the 

present Avedis in 1929 and the Z11d|ian 

factory was transferred from Turkey to 

America Today, the Avedis Zildpan Company 

supplies the needs of the world's foremost 

percussionists and musical organizations.

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN COMPANY 
39 FAYETTE STREET NORTH QUINCY MASS USA

Beware of inferior imitations! Insist on the 

AVEDIS Zildjian Trademark! There are NO 

OTHER CYMBALS MADE ANYWHERE IN THE 

WORLD BY ZILDJIANS.

AVEDIS

ZILDJIAN

standard appears to be Mulligan in
stead of Mozart. Must we forever have 
critics who invent artificial and insane 
antitheses between styles that are no 
more opposite than Madame Tebaldi’s 
is to Leadbelly’s? They are different.

Like Charlie Brown, all I can say 
is, “Good grief!”

Sidney Landau

This Could Be The Start...
Philadelphia, Pa.

To the Editor:
Re jazz and poetry and Thomas C. 

Patton’s letter in the June 13 issue of 
Down Beat:

True, jazzmen are often suspicious of 
intellectual things. Just as poets like
wise (except in a case such as Allen 

Ginsberg or Kenneth Ford) ignore the I ■ 
forms and virility of jazz.

But I detect no “dash of irony” in ’ 
Ralph Gleason’s account (Down Beat, 
May 2) of the poetry-jazz sessions in 
the Cellar in San Francisco. I sense an । 
enthusiasm, a hope shared by me and 
many others, that jazz will be the 
meeting ground for all the arts in our 
country.

My positive (not negative) feelings 
are based on the large number of ar
ticulate jazzmen and hip poets around 
these days.

One in particular is a man I grew up I 
with in Philadelphia. Bruce Lippincott 
is his name. He was music director and 
tenor man for the Cellar sessions. He's 
33 now, played jazz from age 12 (El
liot Lawrence band, many others in 
swing days). Graduated Cornell uni
versity with a B.A. in English in 1948. 
Seminars in New York with Ulanov, I 
Tristano 1949. Then he set out to play 
some more: to New Orleans for three 
years, playing old and new jazz; on 
the road for four years coast to coast 
and to Japan and Hong Kong with all 
kinds of jazz groups, including some I 
Kansas City blues bands.

For the last nine months he’s been I
featured tenor man at the Cellar in I
San Francisco attracting the attention I 
of many and also synthesizing his 
style. I heard him there two months 
ago, and all I can say is that his tenor 
draws from the whole tradition and I 
adds a uniquely exciting style of his 
own, developing from his interest in 
Varese and post-Webern written mu
sic. He has strength and tenderness, 
imagination and taste, tradition and 
modernity. I feel sure he could fulfill 
Mr. Patton’s requirement that a Club 
Bohemia audience would be interested.

Besides this, he is as articulate as any 
poet I know. Part of a novel he wrote 
in 1952 was published in Climax maga
zine. And now that he has found his 
music voice, he is beginning to work 1 
more with words again.

He felt, when I talked to him last, 
that the jazz-poetry sessions were un
successful because the poets didn’t un
derstand or hear the form of jazz; 
“background jazz is not enough,” he 
said. He also said that jazz poetry 
was nothing new—the olfl blues sing
ers, not Rexroth, started it.

Lippincott works not from “prodi
gious scholarly learning” but from ex
tensive personal experience into words 
and music. The fact that he was direc
tor of the poetry-jazz sessions and that 
Gleason and others who were there 
(Mr. Patton was not) came out fas
cinated is a clue to the positive possibil
ities of the medium.

So let’s not prejudge it. Why say, 
“They’ll never make it”? Perhaps with 
adjustments, it may be the beginning 
of a great new era for both jazz and 
poetry.

Roy Toffler

Doodlin Doer . ..
Portland, Ore.

To the Editor:
I just want to tell you that 1 have 

had a great deal of fun playing on the 
piano Horace Silver’s composition, 
Doodlin’, which appeared in one of 
Down Beat’s Up Beat sections. Keep 
putting piano numbers in your maga
zine.

Gary’ A. Haldeman

Down Beat .
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NEW YORK
JAZZ: Count Basie and Sarah Vaughan were held over 

two weeks at the Waldorf-Astoria, and booked for a return 
engagement in the fall. Sarah, meanwhile, is set to sing 
the main title song in Universal-International’s My Man 
Godfrey. Reports filter in that she’s under consideration for 
the acting-singing role in a proposed movie based on the 
life of Bessie Smith . . . Wayne Shorter took Hank Mobley's 
place in the Horace Silver group . . . Peggy Lee and Dave 
Barbour wrote seven songs for the 
forthcoming M-G-M live-and-cartoon fea
ture, Tom Thumb . . . Isn’t that Herman 
Leonard's shot of Dexter Inirdon and 
Kenny Clarke on the cover of the Bal
lantine paperback novel, Paris Blues? 
. . . Prestige is cutting an album of 
tunes associated with Billie Holiday, 
with her pianist Mal Waldron, Paul Qui- 
nichette, and Webster Young on the 
session . . . Trombonist Benny Green 
awaiting trial on an embezzlement
charge tied into a narcotics scene . . . i~k \
The Modern Jazz Quartet is at the Vil- Peggy Lee 
lage Vanguard for three weeks before
trekking to Lenox and the School of Jazz. In October, they 
head overseas for a tour, which may include England . . . 
Billy Taylor played a jazz concert and delivered a lecture 
on jazz at, of all places, the Brookhaven, L. I., Atomic 
laboratory, July 1. The networks are listening to his pilot 
tapes for a 15-minute jazz and variety radio show . . . 
Barbara Lea’s $150,000 suit against Riverside Records has 
been shelved until fall, pending pre-trial examinations, ac
cording to Lea’s management. Riverside said the next move 
in the suit, now that they’ve filed an answer, is up to Lea 
and Co. . . . Tapes of the recent Berklee School concert 
recital in Boston revealed some exciting writing and play
ing by the students, and particularly pianist Toshiko Akiyo
shi. Her jazz suite showed remarkable development con 
sidering the short time she’s been in this country . . . 
Decca is readying a Jimmy Dorsey memorial album of re
issues.

Erroll Garner celebrated his birthday on the stand at the 
Red Hill Inn, June 15 . . . Ernie Wilkins is writing a big 
band date for Joe Bushkin on Capitol. He’s also sharing 
the writing with Gigi Gryce on a forthcoming Oscar Petti
ford big band album for ABC-Paramount . . . Bethlehem 
is recording a Bill Holman big band album . . . Cecil Payne 
and Duke Jordan share the stand at the Five Spot through 
July 19, with the Thelonious Monk trio coming in for the 
rest of the month . . . Manny Albarn working on the writing 
for an album called Jazz Greats of Our Time . . . Wilbur de 
Paris back at Jimmy Ryan’s after his 15-week tour of 
Africa under the President’s special international program 
for cultural presentations . . . There are reports that the 
Hi-Lo’s may have a spot in the movie version of Billie 
Holiday’s Lady Sings the Blues . . . Charlie Mingus dazzled 
everyone at the recent Greenwich Village jazz concert with 
his Bermuda shorts . . . Gene Feehan’s WFUV-FM jazz 
show remains the only radio jazz in New York City, point
ing out the need for someone like Mort Fega of nearby 
WNRC to handle an AM radio jazz show. Feehan’s recent 
programs, intelligently planned and presented, featured 
interviews in depth with jazz artists such as Billy Taylor, 
Mal Waldron, and others, delving into jazz and classical 
forms, working problems of jazzmen, and allied fields . - • 
Louis Armstrong & Co. open a South American tour in 
Buenos Aires Oct. 17 with a two-week stand.

RADIO AND TV: Nat Cole’s NBC-TV show was expanded 
to a half hour, starting Monday, July 1 .. . Plans are afoot 
for a possible late-night quarter hour TVer starring Erroll

(Continued on Page 56)
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U. S. A. EAST
Voices Of Experience

Within two weeks, the students will 
start filtering into Lenox, Mass., foi 
the 1957 session of the School of Jazz.

Executive director John Lewis, music 
director of the Modern Jazz Quartet, 
noted late in June that more than 20 
of the proposed 40 students already 
had been accepted. Included were one 
from Brazil, and another from Canada. 
Tapes from an applicant in Holland 
were to be auditioned before the end 
of the month. Most were teenage males, 
although some older pupils and some 
women are enrolled.

Lewis said far many than the an
ticipated number of pianists applied, 
and some piano playing students may 
find themselves being taught by Dizzy 
Gillespie or Ray Brown.

“But,” Lewis added, “that’s healthy. 
We’re not going to teach a student 
how to play his instrument. We’re go
ing to t ry to teach them how to play 
jazz. Still, there’s a problem in bal
ance: too many piano players and not 
enough trumpet and trombone players.”

Lewis, who attended a conventional 
music school and has been playing 
since he was 13, said the instructors 
will not be able to give the students 
their experience. “What we hope to do,” 
he said, “is channel our experience to 
them so they don’t have to hunt for 
their experience.”

An analysis of the student’s playing 
will be stressed—“like walking,’’ Lewis 
said. “We do it as a reflex, but we 
don t know how we do it. So we shall 
go back and find out why I play like 
this, and why the student plays the 
way he does.”

The same type of analysis probably 
will be applied to the composing and 
arranging classes, headed by Bill Rus
so and Jimmy Giuffre, although Lewis 
said Russo was working independently 
on his courses.

The students will present a concert 
Aug. 29 for the scholarship fund.

Added Newport Starters
An exotic touch has been added to 

the foster of jazz talent for the New
port festival.

With slightly more than two weeks 
remaining before louis Armstrong’s 
trumpet was to enliven the opening 
night birthday celebration July 4, 
George Wein announced that George 
Lewis and his New Orleans band had 
been added to the Thursday night pres
entation-

The Saturday night concert is to be 
augmented, Wein said, with an appear
ance by Eartha Kitt and a company 
of three male dancers. Miss Kitt, whose 
starring vehicle, Shinbone Alley, fold
ed early in June, was scheduled to 
dance to several new compositions per
formed by Dizzy Gillespie and his or
chestra. The compositions were com
posed specially for the festival.

Also added to the concert series 
have been altoist Pete Brown on Fri
day night and experimental jazz pian

ist Cecil Taylor and his group on Sat
urday afternoon.

Jazz Location
Taking a cue from dance band sum

mer activities, Teddy Charles and his 
quartet have set themselves up in a 
jazz location for the summer.

From June 29 to Sept. 1, Charles, 
drummer Jerry Segal, bassist Addison 
Farmer, and trumpeter Idress Sulie
man will work and play at the Crystal 
Lake lodge in Chesterton, N. Y. In 
addition to the regular appearances of 
the group, guest artists, including in
strumentalists, singers, and dancers, 
will arrive for spot appearances.

Charles said the group played one 
audition engagement at the interracial 
resort and was booked on a jazz basis. 
He said he hopes to do some recording 
work on location, clean up a lot of his 
writing, and participate with the quar
tet in special projects for the dramatic 
workshop established at the lodge.

A panel on jazz and its problems 

legation in the locals was referred 
for study to the office of President 
James C. Petrillo by the American 
Federation of Musicians.

The move is familiar in parliamen
tary circles as one by which action 
may be deferred indefinitely on an 
edgy question.

In mid-June, at the Denver, Colo., 
convention, Petrillo aired his views. 
He said he was personally opposed to 
segregation but was even more strong
ly opposed to compelling locals to in
tegrate. Only the New* York and Los 
Angeles locals at present are wholly 

(Robert Parent Photo)

THE GASKET BEARING the body of bundleuder Jimmy Dorsey i* brought 
down steps from St. Patrick’s eathedral in New York City. Forming aisle on left 
and right are honorary pall bearers, und behind them .ire shown a few of many 
fans who turned out. See story on Page 21 and the Hot Box and Barry Ulanov 
columns.

integrated.
Petrillo did. however, warn white 

locals that “if a colored local wants 
to join you, you had better take them 
in. Because if you don’t, were going 
to force you to.”

Good Pickin's at Cotton Club
The Cotton club in Atlantic City, 

N. J., is maintaining its reputation as 
one of the east coasts outstanding iazz 
clubs; bookings have been set through 
early September.

The schedule of groups includes Diz
zy Gillespie’s band, July 8-14; Count 
Rasie’s hand, George Shearing’s quin
tet, and the Julian Adderley quintet, 
July 15-21; Modern Jazz Quartet and 
Max Roach’s quintet, July 22-28; Duke 
Ellington’s band, July 29-Aug. 4; Bud 
Powell’s trio and Phineas Newborn’s 
trio, Aug. 5-11; Lionel Hampton’s 
band, Aug. 12-25, and Carmen McRae 
and Jimmy Smith’s trio, Aug. 26-Sept. 
2. The Cotton club house group, known 
as the American Jazz Quartet, is Qu- 
lius Wilks, tenor; Jack Wilson, piano; 
Pepe Hinnant, drums, and Calvin Rid
ley, bass.

Garnerings
Erroll Garner has set himself a 

schedule which may keep him as hop
ping as the melodic inventions he cre
ates at the piano.

High on the agenda is his seven
week tour abroad scheduled to open 
in Paris on Dec. 6, and which prob 
ably will be followed by a tour of 
England. He also will be presented in 
concert at Brussels; in Scandinavian 
countries; Antwerp; Italy, and Ger
many.

Garner has been set b> play most of 
August at the London House in Chi
cago, fulfilling his option at the spot. 



His new Columbia big-band album, 
Other Voices, will be premiered there 
with a celebration on the July 31 
opening night.

In addition, Columbia has released a 
single — The Way Back Blues — from 
his Most Happy LP album. Garnet 
agreed to attend the Columbia national 
sales convention in Miami on July 28 
but will not accept an engagement in 
Miami, or any location practicing seg
regation.

Jazz At South Bay
Jazz will go under a huge tent for 

the Great South Bay festival on July 
19-21 at Great River, N. Y., on Long 
Island.

The highlight of the event is sched
uled to be the reunion of the members 
of the late Fletcher Henderson’s or
chestra. Don Redman is to direct the 
band on the Saturday night concert.

Many scores out of the Henderson 
book are to be played, and among 
participants expected are Rex Stewart. 
Emmett Berry, and Cootie Williams, 
trumpets; Dickie Wells, J. C. Higgin
botham, Claude Jones, and Benny Mor
ton, trombones; Coleman Hawkins, Ed
gar Sampson, Garvin Bushell, and Red
man, saxes; Buster Bailey, clarinet; 
Walter Johnson, drums; Hayes Alvis, 
bass, and Bernard Addison, guitar.

Also scheduled is the Horace Silver 
quintet.

Funds, Anyone?
The stimulating Music in the Mak

ing series, which has been an outlet 
for contemporary writing, sent out the 
SOS signals in niid-June.

Although funds are forthcoming 
from several organizations and the 
AFM, matching public donations must 
be secured. Dr. Johnson Fairchild, 
chairman, asked that contributors get 
in touch with him at Cooper Union, 
Cooper Square. New York City.

In the past, the fall concerts con
ducted by David Broekman have fea
tured works by Teddy Charles, Teo 
Macero, Hall Overton, and other ex
perimental jazz works.

My Words My Horn
When satirist Jean Shepherd of radio 

station WOR in New York City talks, 
his audience listens.

Not too long ago, he suggested it 
might be fun to gather outside a mid
town bookstore and “mill around.” The 
next night, hundreds of the faithful 
arrived and choked off pedestrian traf
fic.

In mid-June, Shepherd and the Vil
lage Voice, a Greenwich Village weekly 
newspaper, gathered Billie Holiday, 
Randy Weston’s group, Barbara Lea, 
the Modern Jazz Quartet, and Charlie 
Mingus’ Jazz Workshop into a jazz 
package and presented a concert in a 
movie theater after the last Saturday 
night show.

More than 2,500 persons came, filled 
the theater to overflowing, and were 
treated to a preview of the Shepherd- 
Mingus forthcoming Atlantic LP, The 
Cloum.

Described as improvised narration 
against simultaneous improvisation by 
the Jazz Workshop, the piece featured 
Shepherd w’eaving a tale about a clown 
ad lib, based on the theme, “All he 
wanted to do was make people laugh,” 

10

while the Mingus group varied the 
eight-note theme of the clown.

Shepherd, whose four-hour Sunday 
night radio show is largely a rambling 
satirical monolog with occasional re
corded jazz interludes, confessed that 
the idea of the improvised narration to 
improvised music came from Mingus.

“He called me one night after my 
show,” Shepherd said, “and he sug
gested that we make a record together 
because what I was doing with words 
was a form of jazz.”

Everything But A Hoedown
The concert season of the Music 

Barn in Lenox, Mass., which began 
June 30 with an Ella Fitzgerald con
cert. will continue through Sept. 1 with 
jazz, folk music, and opera perform
ances.

The jazz concerts, set for Sundays 
at 8:40 p.m., will feature, beginning 
July 14, Gerry Mulligan’s quintet, 
Lionel Hampton’s band, Duke Elling
tons’ orchestra. Wood Herman’s band, 
the Modern Jazz Quartet, Jimmy Giuf- 
fre’s trio, Wilbur de Paris and his New 
Orleans jazz band, and a program by 
the Oscar Peterson trio, Dizzy Gilles
pie, and Max Roach.

The folk music concerts, on Satur
days at 4 p.m. will feature, beginning 
July 13, Tom Lehrer, Marais and Mi
randa, the Eva Jessye choir, the Weav
ers, and Richard Dyer-Bennett.

Special concerts will feature a pro
gram of African songs and dances, 
the evening of July 17; a calypso night 
July 24; the After Dinner Opera com
pany the evenings of Aug. 5, 6, and 7; 
an evening of gospel songs by Mahalia 
Jackson Aug. 15; an all-star jazz ses
sion Aug. 29, and an afternoon folk 
song jamboree Aug. 31.

U.S.A. MIDWEST
Lee Collins Benefit

Veteran trumpeter Lee Collins was 
honored in Chicago recently at a ben
efit concert sponsored by John Pope 

J. J. JOHNSON’S quintet is ready to »pend the summertime in Sweden. The 
quintet, shown about to depart, will play two months in Sweden. On the tour will 
be theatrical and musical open-air performances. After the Swedish dates, the 
group (left to right: Johnson, Tommy Flanagan, Bobby Jaspar, Elvin Jones, 
Wes Little) plan to give concerts on the continent.

Down Beat

and Gus Allen. Collins has been ill 
and in Cook County hospital.

Among the musicians and groups 
participating in the concert, held at 
the Glenbard firehouse in Lombard, 
111., for seven furious hours, were 
Franz Jackson, George Brunis, Art 
Hodes, Sid Dawson, Danny Alvin, Jim
my Ilie, the Dixieland group from Jazz, 
Ltd., Gus Allen’s band, and the Dukes 
of Dixieland.

Business As Usual
Oscar and George Marienthal, own

ers of Chicago’s London House, recent
ly initiated an eight-month, $100,0(10 
project to remodel the club.

Plans for the club, which has fea
tured leading jazz combos, include in
creasing the table space directly oppo
site the stand and improving the acous
tical and heating-cooling systems.

Newborn Faith In Name Jazz
The Sutherland hotel, on Chicago’s 

south side, recently booked the Phineas 
Newborn trio at a price approximately 
four times that paid any previous 
group. It was an experiment, to test 
the drawing power of promising jazz 
groups.

The test proved successful, with 
Newborn proving a profitable draw.

As a result, the hotel’s lounge is 
planning a string of similar bookings. 
Bobby Scott’s trio was booked into the 
post-Newborn slot for two weeks, be
ginning June 26. Negotiations were 
under way to obtain singer Lucy Reed 
and appearances by other “prestige" 
groups.

And Then The Males Sing
The SRO club in Chicago has gone 

on a male singer kick.
The club, which has been featuring 

jazz groups, including the Leon Sash 
quartet and the Ramsey Lewis trio, 
began supplementing the jazz groups 
with female singers several months 
ago. Peggy Taft was the first. Recent-
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bring his “ax” to a session and shows 
up with a pair of gloves ... it will be 
the work of Joe DiFulvio.

Di Fulvio, half of a harmonica-com
edy team known as the Madcaps, has 
invented a concept in harmonica play
ing called “Fingerama.”

It consists of a pair of multi-colored 
gloves, with harmonica reeds mounted 
on each finger and two reeds on each 
thumb. Each set has a range of two 
chromatic octaves; DiFulvio and part
ner Carl Ford claim to get the sound 
of six to eight harmonicas when play
ing their gloves.

Di Fulvio has applied for a patent 
and says he hopes to have Fingerama 
sets manufactured for children and 
professional musicians.

He's Walkin'
Roly-poly rock *n’ roller Fats Domi

no called his own quitting time when 
he exited a seven-day engagement last 
month at Zardi’s Hollywood, one day 
ahead of schedule.

Club operator Jack Gordon said 
Domino was supposed to do four show- 
that evening but left after the first 
■>ne. “He walked out on us on a Satur
day night and left 700 people waiting 
on the sidewalk,” Gordon said Though
Gordon said he 
Domino, he said 
because "it’s not 
sei.”

Domino could 
comment.

Read Ready, Fires
Cecil Read, leader of the opposition 

bloc in Los Angeles AFM Local 47, 
had some comments of his own in reply 
to James C. Petrillo’s blast at the 
federation’s 60th annual convention in 
Denver, Colo., last month.

Petrillo, head of the AFM, had at
tacked Read as nne who “wants to eat 
and have his cake. He’s a destroyer of 
human rights. What the hell’s the sense 
of kidding? He’s an enemy of labor.”

The characteristically soft - spoken 
Read, in a statement to Down Beat, 
replied, “I believe Mr. Petrillo is in 
error. I am an enemy of bad unionism 
and labor dictatorship, such as Mr. 
Perillo’s. The action of this last con
vention in rubber-stamping his dicta
torship is a disgrace to everything that 
people have fought and died for to win 
freedom in this country.”

The convention defeated a Local 47 
resolution to abolish the controversial 
Article 1, Section 1, from the by-laws 

of the AFM constitution This article, 
Read charges, gives Petrillo dictatorial 
powers.

The federation president did recom
mend to the convention that it get rid 
of this statute. “At least let’s make 
our enemies happy,” Petrillo declared.

He was supported in this action by 
Al Manuti, president of Local 802, and 
Eliot Daniel, president of Local 47, 
but his recommendation fell on the 
deaf ears of delegates from country
wide locals. It is these locals. Read 
charges, that maintain Petrillo in pow
er by virtue of alleged “payoffs” from 
the trust funds derived in large part 
from the musicians of Local 47.

RADIO-TV
Night Beat Couplets

John Wingate locked horns with the 
Duke of Iron on a recent Night Beat 
show on WABD-TV in New York City.

The Duke declared that he is an 
authentic calypso singer, as opposed 

The Duke of Iron

isting calypsos, and that he, not Harry, 
started the short-lived calypso boom.

To illustrate his points, the Duke 
improvised on the spot the following 
comments regarding the interview im
mediately preceding his:

“About this thing that’s happening 
here, you were just interviewing 
Mr. Lilienthal,

“In Trinidad we call that a nice bac
chanal,

"You know you had the man un
comfortable,

“You had him almost miserable.”

Regarding calypso and his place in 
the field:

“As far as I am concerned
“I will have you know that I am well 

learned
“And 1 will have you to know
“That I am master of calypso.”

Would he ever come back for another 
Night Beat interview?
“Well, Mr. Wingate, I shall tell you 

the truth,
“It has been very interesting talking 

to you.
“I will tell you in my little refrain
“That if you shall call, I shall be 

happy to come again.’’

Woody's Spectacular Life
The career of Woody Herman, from 

the Isham Jones days to the latest 
edition of the Third Herd, will be the 
subject for a 90-minute CBS-TV spec
tacular in October on Climax.

Ralph J. Gleason, Down Beat colum
nist, has been working on a script, 
and the television biography will trace 
Heiman’s development as a musician, 
with a look at his personal and music 
problems. Also scheduled to be fea
tured is the incident in which Igor 
Stravinsky, floored by the first thun
dering Herman Herd, asked Woody to 
write for his orchestra.

Herman celebrated the announcement 
■ if the upcoming show by making his 
first appearance at Birdland in mid
June.

Why So Cool?
, Why can’t the Nat (King) Cole 

Show, Tuesday evenings on the NBC- 
TV network, find a sponsor? This ques
tion is emerging as one of the most 
embarrassing puzzlers since the demise 
of Caesar’s Hour.

In the case of Cole the problem is 
not, apparently, lack of public interest. 
The show is highly rated. In its new 
30-minute time segment, the show fea
tures top names in show business. 
Frankie Laine was scheduled to star* 
the new half-hour format as featured 
guest July 2, and subsequent guests 
are maintaining a similar high level of 
public appeal But in Sponsorland, a 
cool breeze is blow ing.

Informed trade observers consider 
the principal fault lies with the ad 
agencies. These observers sum up the 
situation, saying, “If any other TV 
performer had the rating that Nat 
Cole enjoys, he’d have more sponsors 
than he could handle.” Because it’s 
Nat Cole’s show, they consider, Madi
son Ave. figures the south will not buy 
it; and if the south is antagonistic, 
why waste valuable tube time?

Though Cole is the first Negro en
tertainer to have his own show on net
work TV, what doth it profit him with
out the adman’s nod?

RECORDS
Cap Signs Johnny Richards

Johnny Richards, whose first big 
band album was released on Bethlehem 
last year, has been signed by Capitol 
Records. His first record dates for Cap 
are imminent and will be supervised 
by Dave Cavanaugh. Richards com
posed und arranged Stan Kenton’s Cu
ban Fire album and is the writer of 
Frank Sinatra’s 1954 hit, Young At 
Heart, both on the Capitol label.

New Horizons
Dot Records’ entry into the jazz field 

with the Jazz Horizons Series, starts 
this month with The Brothers Candoli, 
a 12” LP album showcasing the trum
pets of Pete and Conte Candoli

Dot’s jazz a&r director, Tom Mack, 
plans one album release a month. 
Scheduled for August release is an LP 
titled The Swinging Scots, and for Sep
tember, Mack is preparing an album by 
the Don Bagley trio, titled Basically 
Bagley. The trio is composed of Bag
ley, bass; Jimmy Rowles, piano, and 
Shelly Manne, drums.



WHY DO ITTHE HARD MAY?

SOPRANO CLARINETS • ALTO AND BASS CLARINETS • OBOES

The same music is written here the easy way. ft's a 
simple Chromatic Scale! Try this one on your friends . . . 
and try a Martin Freres woodwind.

AT FIRST GLANCE, the music at the top might throw 
’y the average clarinetist. But it’s really very simple.

The solution is at the bottom of the page, 
where the same four bars are written the easy way.

Our point is that the obvious is often overlooked . . . 
/ “ and that some musicians make their work unnecessarily 

strenuous and fatiguing, while others seem to play 
their jobs the easy way.

Perhaps you’re a reed man who doubles. Maybe you’re 
a “legit" clarinetist or oboe soloist. Whatever your 
musical field, you’ll find that Martin Freres woodwinds 

r relieve you of tone and mechanical problems, 
let you concentrate on technique and interpretation.
They make your job easier.

Ask your dealer to arrange trial of a Martin Freres 
soprano clarinet, alto clarinet, bass clarinet or oboe—soon. 
Literature and name of your nearest Martin Freres 
dealer on request.

< NOW TRY IT THE EASY WAY!

S^&>MARTTN FRERES WOODWINDS
cara)

Buegeleiseu & Jacobson, Inc. - 5 Union Square. New York 3, N. Y. 
Ik Canada: 720 Bathurst Street. Toronto 4, Ontario
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BRUBECK
For The First Time, Read How

By Ralph J. Gleason

sht throw

winds

Dave is really the Bruie Barton of jazz Probably

OBOES

DS

July 25, 1957

David Warren Brubeck, at the age of 36, is one of the 
half-dozen best-known jazzmen m the world, the third to 
have his picture on the cover of Time, and the best-selling 
jazz artist since Benny Goodman.

He has achieved this in such a short length of time 
that he is not even mentioned in Charles Delaunay ’s Hot 
Discography; the first mention nf his name in Down Beat 
occurs in 1947, and it does not appear again until 1949; 
his first record release was in 1950, and his first LP was 
in 1951.

He had been a bandleader (or rather a group leader) 
less than four years when he won the Down Beat poll in 
1953. That year he also captured the first annual Down Beat 
Critics poll. He repeated his victory in the Down Beat 
poll in 1954 and 1955 but was displaced in 1956, the year 
after he had been named Jazz Personality of the Year.

In the Critics poll, it is interesting to note that while he 
w-rn the first one (1953), he was upset by the Modern 
Jazz Quartet in 1954. In 1955 he tied with Turk Murphy 
for second place with only 15 points, and in 1956, when 
he was first relegated to second place in the Readers poll 
by the Modern Jazz Quartet, he disappeared completely 
from the Critic’s poll tabulation.

ALL OF THIS MIGHT SEEM to indicate that Brubeck 
is at least a universally acknowledged major jazzman. How
ever, this is far from true. His recent drop in critical 
acclaim reflects the fact that he is the center of a raging 
controversy.

Opinion is divided as to whether he is actually jazz at 
all, whether he swings, whether he has been favored by 
publicity over other groups, whether he is “mainstream” 
nnd divers other propositions.

Yet it is inescapable that Brubeck is a success of con
siderable proportions by any standards. He is a success 
with the public and with the jazz fans—not just the 
fringe audience. And he has done it the hard way. In 
attempting to refute the charge that he has had the 
benefit of a public relations campaign, his supporters point 
nut that he never has «pent a cent for publicity, never 
has had a press agent (in fact, until last winter he 
never had a personal manager or road man), never hired 
a record promotion man and that no one owns a piece of 
him in any shape or form.

And in an industry where Christinas gifts can range 
upwards to a television set and where entertainers have 
been known to pay for a disc jockey’s vacation, Brubeck 
has been conspicuous for not following the pattern.

He apparently doesn’t even pick up the tab for publicity 
contacts in the club. One night club owner has said, “He’s 
worked in this joint for years, and he hasn’t spent a 
quarter here in that time.”

WHAT IS IT ABOUT BRUBECK that has made him 
the target of so much admiration and, conversely, so much 
criticism in the last couple of years? Down Beat is going 
to try to find out, and, since this writer has been consistent
ly, from the first, a critic who did not dig the Brubeck music,

it is hoped you will concede that these researches if they 
turn out to plead his case, are dispassionate.

In the opening paragraph of Time’s celebrated cover 
story on Brubeck, it was said that he was described by 
fans as “a wigging cat with a far-out wail.”

It is doubtful if, in their most fervid moments, any 
Brubeck fans, except the author of that phrase, ever used 
it. He has, however, been called a number of things and 
his music referred to in many ways, not all of them 
laudatory.

Here are some sample quotes on the deprecatory side:
“Brubeck is childish. In classical music he’s childish, and 

it s the same in what he calls his jazz.” Tony Scott in 
Melody Maker.

Dave’s problems with time are most evident on hi»« recent 
album, Brubeck Plays Brubeck, there is not one swinging 
moment on the entire record.” John Mehegan in Down 
Beat.

“A highly eclectic style based on a familiarity with the 
idiom of contemporary masters.” Lawrence Morton, in 
Frontier.

“I’ll say this for them (Brubeck’s group). They may 
keep time irregularly, but they keep it. I sometimes wish 
they’d give it away.” Eddie Condon in Treasury of Jazz.

“Brubeck thought he was showing originality by borrow
ing 'classical’ piano technique and procedures (notably by 
introducing reminiscences of the fugal style into his play
ing) . . . Brubeck reminds Delaunay of ‘those piano players 
in bars (cocktail pianists) who can interpret popular songs 
of the day or classical pieces in the style of’ such and 
such a pianist, but he differs from them in having managed 
to build this amalgamation into a real system.” Andre 
Hodier quoting Charles Delaunay in Jazz, It’s Evolution 
and Essence.

"They (the Brubeck recordings) never coine within miles 
of the mainstream of jazz.” Mike Butcher in Concerning 
Jazz.

"I would say Brubeck lacks the element of swung some
what.” George Shearing in Down Beat.

“Do I think he swings? He doesn’t know how to.” Mill» 
Davis in Down Beat.

Dave Thinks, Works, Believes, 

And How He Reacts To Critics

oked 
sarily



“The damndest bunch of noise I ever 
heard,” quote from Dave’s father on 
the occasion of the College of the Pa
cific concert.

There are, or course, two sides to this 
question, if not more. Here are some 
sample quotes on the pro side of the 
Brubeck argument:

“No matter how much they try to say 
Dave doesn’t swing, it’s factually un
important . . . Dave honestly thinks 
he's swinging . . . and at Newport and 
elsewhere, Dave had the whole house 
patting its feet and even clapping its 
hands.” Charlie Mingus in Down Beat.

"One of the few groups I could 
lis’ *n to on and on and on.” Billy Tay
lor a Down Beat.

"I think he has a fabulous sense of 
harmony.” George Shearing in Down 
Beat.

“And I like Brubeck. He’s a perfec
tionist as I try to be.” Charlie Parker 
in Down Beat.

“He brought something fresh into 
jazz.” Mary Lou Williams in Down 
Beat.

“I think Brubeck is the musician 
we’ve been waiting for . . . He’s the 
most important man in new jazz.” 
Steve Race in Melody Maker.

“Dave Brubeck is the most vigorous, 
swinging, exciting modem jazz pianist 
around today.” Paul Sampson in the 
Washington Post.

The list could go on. You could 
quote all the jazz critics, almost with
out exception, I believe, with some 
favorable comment on Brubeck and 
many with ecstatic praise. You could 
add to this many classical critics and 
not a few ranking jazz and classical 
musicians.

And you could certainly include the 
name of every musician who has ever 
worked for Dave. In the last few years 
this writer has made something of a 
point of checking this out, and while 
a few of them will criticize him for 
some of the faults the critics have 
pointed out (and which Dave himself 
says he agrees with), to a man they 
affirm that at times Brubeck’s music 
can be ranked in a class by itself (and 
this means good).

Paul Desmond, who is an exception
ally eloquent musician, once told Nat 
Hentoff, “When Dave is playing at his 
best, it’s a profoundly moving thing to 
experience, emotionally, and intellectu
ally. It’s completely free, live improvi
sation in which you can find all the 
qualities about music I love—the vigor 
and force of simple jazz, the harmonic 
complexities of Bartok and Milhaud,

James P. Monk
New York—At a recent River

side recording session, Thelonious 
Monk played the blues for nine 
minutes and then went into the 
control room to listen to the play
back. All through the take he 
nodded appreciatively.

“Well,” he said as he listened, 
“that sounds like James P. John
son.”

the form (and much of the dignity) of 
Bach and, at times, the lyric romanti
cism of Rachmaninoff.”

IN LIKE WORDS, most of them con
siderably less eloquent than this, Des
mond’s observations are echoed by the 
other men who have worked with Bru
beck.

One, who doesn’t want to be quoted 
by name though he no longer works 
with Dave, said, “I used to do things 
to bug him, but I have to admit that 
sometimes he would get in a groove 
that would be the end. He can do it.”

Dave Brubeck
Some Dichotomy

And another is rumored to have 
asked a musician-critic who said Dave 
couldn't swing, “How in the world 
would you know?”

By now is should be obvious there 
is a dichotomy of opinion on the ques
tion of Brubeck among critics and 
jazzmen.

To the public, however, Brubeck’s 
communication has been direct and 
swift. Beginning with the Fantasy LP 
Jazz at Oberlin and continuing through 
his Columbia Brubeck Plays Brubeck, 
his LPs have consistently outsold any 
other modern jazz artist.

Not every Brubeck LP has outsold 
all LPs by other modern jazz men, but 
most of them have, and the effect of 
this makes him the undisputed king of 
record sales in jazz.

DAVE RELATES his success with 
the public to the emotional quality of 
his group.

“I’ve been aware from the begin
ning,” he says, “that the most salable 
thing I’ve got is inspiration and, of 
course, when I’m playing my best, it’s 
a rare thing that the audience doesn’t 
know it and respond.

“At what I would call my level best, 
the audience is aware of it, and they 
would love to hear that all night. If I 
lose anything from an audience, it’s 
when I’m not playing well, when I’m 

kidding myself and trying to kid the 
audience. The audience knows true in
spiration.”

But despite his feeling in this regard, 
the audience doesn’t always know, or 
else Dave doesn’t, himself. One night 
last winter Brubeck reported to this 
writer that he had just finished one of 
the greatest sets in his career and 
upon going back in and checking with 
a sampling of the audience, fans and 
strangers alike, none of them knew it.

It has been suggested that this oc
casion, like others, was one when Bru- 
back was “trying to kid the audience 
(and) kid myself.”

ON A NIGHT this summer, one set 
of Brubeck converted German jazz 
critic Dr. Dietrich Schulz-Koehn to the 
Brubeckian cause. And veteran as I 
am of countless in-person samplings of 
the Brubeck fare without ever being 
moved, I have to admit that that same 
set was exciting, swinging, emotionally 
valid jazz of a high caliber. And what’s 
more the entire band and the audience 
knew it!

Another point on which Brubeck has 
been criticized heavily is his reputed 
lack of humility. This can be, from 
the opposite point of view, however, 
mere naivete.

On the one hand, in speaking of why 
he refused to allow a souvenir pro
gram to be printed and sold which 
called him a genius, Dave is capable 
of saying, “I think the less you can 
say about yourself to the public on 
posters and in columns, the more you 
can be yourself.”

And he can, with charming naivete, 
flatly say, concerning his personal rules 
for conduct, “The idea was I was pretty 
sure I was going to make it and I 
wanted to make it so that when I did, 
they couldn’t say it was because of 
anything but music.”

Or “I find our influence in so many 
groups that have become ‘mainstream’ 
and people say we’re not, that I can't 
understand it.”

Or, in speaking of opening up a new 
audience for jazz, “I just don’t think 
there’s any other group in the last 10 
years that’s contributed any more than 
ours, and if you told me to name one 
that’s contributed as much, I couldn’t 
think of it.”

YET ON BRUBECK’S side of the 
ledger, you have to point out that he 
has consistently underplayed his own 
solo musical role in the group more 
than any other leader who comes to 
mind.

Desmond, for instance, always solos 
first because he doesn’t like to follow 
Dave. And Brubeck insists his sidemen 
have complete freedom.

“You’re a leader,” Dave says, “be
cause you can give these men freedom, 
and they’ll stick with you.

“I’ve had to swallow a lot of things 
just to keep a group together. I’ve 
never limited any of my sidemen. In my 
group a guy can do whatever he wants, 
and anybody can have a chorus as 
long as he wants. In other words, I fit 
in with whatever whim or whatever

(Continued on Page 54)
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the other members of the group had 
been doing on various tunes.

“In going over the earlier pieces,” 
Billy recalled, “I heard different things 
in my own playing. I could detect a 
difference in the way I sounded with 
previous trios, and even with other 
groups on which I’d played freelance. 
That’s when I decided to appraise care
fully what I was doing.

“I have the melodic voice in the trio. 
With another solo voice, there would 
be less danger of falling into this rut.”

Why work with a trio?
“To tell the truth,” Billy said, “It’s
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room to play. I once worked with a 
rhythm section, but since I lost John 
Collins. 1 haven’t found another gui
tarist who could do what he did for 
me.”

TAYLOR’S PROGRAMMING prob
lem was dramatically illustrated on the 
trio’s opening set, which at the Hickory 
House spans a full hour from 9:30 to 
10:30 p.m.

“Now, I had wanted to play some ori
ginals, a blues, some ballads, and a 
couple of requests later on in the set. 
I feel that each set has to have some 
form, some pace. I don’t figure out 
each set in advance, number by number. 
But I have some things in mind, and 
fill in as we go, depending on the type 
of audience and their reaction to speci
fic tunes.”

Here’s how the set went: the trio 
opened with Tune for Tex, then fol
lowed with I’ll Take Romance, Man 
with the Horn, Between the Devil and 
the Deep Blue Sea, I’ve Grown Ac
customed to Her Face, Get Me to the 
Church on Time, Titoro, Theodora, Lui-

er, one set 
•man jazz 
>ehn to the

tions.
“Most 

trapped
recorded things all the time,” Billy 
declared between sets at the Hickory 
House, New York. “Some groups have 
tunes associated with them, even 
though they never recorded them. Take 
Mountain Greenery and Barbara Car
roll, for example.

“And even now, I get requests for a 
Jelly Roll Morton bit I did on the You 
Are There TV show about two years 
ago. That was a one-shot thing, and I 
certainly didn’t make it a part of my 
repertoire.

“People tend to pick out the things 
they like, and they expect to hear them 
in person. That goes for our recorded 
things, and for the current pop tunes.

“The problem is that I hate to turn 
down a request because these people 
buy our records and have come to hear 
us play. But take the same situation 
night after night for several weeks 
and you can imagine what happens.

“THE EFFECT of these requests is 
that I find myself getting into a rut. 
I’ll begin to play certain things on a 
tune, phrases that fit well. Maybe I’ll 
work in certain types of passages which 
go together. Then I’ll work in some 
more phrases und improvise on those. 
Rut before long, the piece almost be
comes an arrangement.”

Taylor said this pattern he was fal
ling into became apparent when he 
changed drummers recently, and went 
back over his recorded work to see what

By Dom Cerulli
Billy Taylor has just pulled himself 
out of a rut.

“This last fellow was a person I’ve 
known a long time,” Billy said. “He 
comes from Kansas City and he had 
two friends with hnn. Now, I know 
he digs the trio, and he asked me to 
play Man with the Horn. He came in 
about two minutes after we’d played it.

“NOW, THIS TUNE identifies me 
with him. Maybe he’s told his friends

quests, both from his My Fair Lady 
Album; Birdland, Body and Soul, and 
April were requests. The opening 
theme, Tune for Tex, Billy plays oc
casionally. Romance was a “new” num
ber being worked into the sets. Hum 
has been done somewhat regularly by 
the group as a ballad. Titoro is a show
case for the hand-drumming of Ed 
Thigpen. Theodora, a lovely original 
named for Mrs. Taylor, is a change- 
of-pace ballad.

IN AN 11-TUNE SET, five were 
requests and one other was an album 
tune. Multiply that by several set» a 
night, six nights a week, and perhaps 
10-15 weeks in a location such as the 
Hickory House. Billy’s problem becomes 
a real one, particularly in dealing with 
the people who pose the requests.

During the long set, Billy started to 
announce the next tune several times, 
then interrupted himself to tell a group 
sitting at the bar that the tune they 
asked for (Accustomed to Her Face) 
had been played earlier in the set. He 
had to promise to try and work it in 
later in the evening for them

A note was delivered to him, and he 
read it, but shook his head at the 
sender. A repeat performance of Horn 
had been requested.

Toward the end of the set, a young 
man spoke earnestly across the bar to 
Billy, und Billy had to turn him down,

how much he digs the tune, and 
were built up to hear it. But 

(Continued on Page 55)



Larry Sonn
Much Of The Battle Is Already Won: This Band 

Is Not Only Debt-Free, But Getting Some Work

In Baseball, time was when a major 
league player jumped to Mexico for 
new fame and fortune. Bandleader Lar
ry Sonn did his jumping in reverse.

In the early 1950s, Sonn had the 
top recording and dance band in Mex
ico. In 1955, he left the security of 
his position and jumped back to the 
United States to take a crack at the 
sagging band scene here.

Since that time, he has slowly and 
steadily built a band with a sound, 
through his in-person appearances and 
a stream of Coral singles and LPs.

Larry was born on Long Island, not 
far from New York City. His first band 
work as a teenager was with a group 
led by Dick Jacobs, a pop bandleader 
and recording artist today. Also in on 
some of those growing-pains session 
was a young mandolin player who later 
grew a beard and cultivated his voice 
... Al (Jazzbo) Collins.

SONN STARTED studying piano at 
the age of 8, but later switched to 
trumpet. He won a scholarship and 
studied trumpet at Juilliard. Although 
he was building toward what was ap
parently a classical music career, he 
cocked an appreciative youthful ear to 
what Bunny Berigan and Harry James 
were doing. He also played with the 
Southern symphony but soon returned 
North to take a chair in the Vincent 
Lopez band.

In 1946, Larry went south of the 
border to stay six months. He made 
such a hit that he stayed nine years.

Col. Enruique R. Vega, an assistant 
to President Adolfo Ruiz Cortines, had 
opened a lavish club in Mexico City 
and needed an American bandleader, 
vocalist, and musicians.

Sonn built the band, set its style, 
and gradually drew top Mexican musi
cians into the organization.

“It was simplest thing in the world 
to build a style in Mexico,” he re
called. “This is the reason: the existing 
bands there fell into three categories— 
bands playing only stocks, bands with 
three tenors and the hotel style, and 
bands which imitated other top bands, 
namely Glenn Miller.

“We had a different sound and our 
own book. The arrangements were sim
ple. We made an immediate hit because 
we could buck those three styles quite 
easily.”

During the nine years south of the 
border, Larry and the band played the 
new club, Bugambilia, and played vir
tually every city and hamlet in the 
country. He liked the Mexican people, 
and they took to his music.

HE FOUND THE musicians ranging 
from adequate to excellent, and the 
latter became annexed to his band.

But soon, a growing tide of nation
alism and a desire to move beyond the 
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marks he had achieved figured in his 
decision to bead back to the States.

“I had gone as far musically as I 
could,” he said. “I was actually becom
ing bored with that scene and found 
myself only repeating what we had 
done before.

“There was also an attitude I couldn’t 
cope with and be happy. I had made 
some of the most wonderful friends 
and associations in that country. But 
there was a feeling among the musi
cians there that what they were doing 
was minor league. Maybe it’s hard to 
explain. It’s like playing baseball in 
the minors all your career. The musi
cian feels that what he’s doing is sec
ond best.”

“I don’t have that with my band 
now,” Sonn added. “For instance, the 
a&r men down there would rather have 
the band record a stock tune.

“With this band, we are always 
looking for fresh sounds, and we are 
getting them, things we feel are bright 
and modern and still danceable.”

The Sonn band has a book largely 
written by chief arranger Manny Al
barn, with contributions by Al Cohn, 
and scores by Sonn himself. Larry 
writes the arrangements built around 
his lyrical, forceful trumpet.

There is a good spirit in the band. 
Recently, on a layover in Cincinnati, 
Larry found that the band members 
wanted to rehearse on their day off. 
Some were even nosing around, looking 
for a spot to play.

“They’re enthusiastic about the 
band,” he said. “They’re getting a 
chance to blow some jazz and some 
good dance music, too.”

AT A RECENT DANCE date in the 
Lynwood ballroom, Edison, N. J., the 
band fought horrible acoustics and a 
tortured sound system and still man
aged to come out the winner. It was 
obvious, from listening to the Sonn 
recordings and then hearing the band 
in person that Larry and Manny had 
been synthesizing the style to a definite 
sound.

At Lynwood, the band sounded bright 
and punching. Ballads were voiced low 
in the reeds, and Sonn’s open horn sang 
above the sections. Up numbers, such 
as Al Cohn’s From A to Z, drew the 
standees around the stage. Larry’s ver
sion of My Silent Love, Stardust, and 
such ballads, was mindful of the hey
day of bands with a featured soloist 
soaring over the reeds. He has a clean, 
legitimate open-horn sound.

From time to time now, Sonn moves 
back to the section, to whip them 
through the bright brass figures on up 
tunes. A recent addition, Al Baldini on 
drums, formerly a small-group drum
mer, is apparently at home driving the 
15-piece Sonn crew.

In the sections are such stalwarts as 
Spencer Sinatra on tenor; Jay Cam
eron, baritone; Bob Swope, trombone; 
Bob Corwin, piano, and Joe Lopes and 
Hal Stein, altos. Vocalist Arlene Cor
win fits in pleasantly.

“The only thing that will pull the 
band business out of the hole,” Larry 
said, “is more bands.

“There’s so much constructive criti
cism of hip bands and putting down 
of others, that it doesn’t help things. 
I’d like to see more emphasis and con
structive criticism of all bands. This 
would help the band business go up.”

SONN’S BAND IS an efficiently op
erated business proposition. His func
tion is solely as leader and music direc
tor. The headaches and bookkeeping are 
handled by a staff, much in the manner 
of a corporation.

The thinking behind this setup has 
paid off. The band has repaid all of 
the money initially invested in it. While 
other new bands may be struggling to 
dig out from under a $15,000 or $20,000 
backing, Sonn’s crew is riding along 
debt-free. It was a struggle to reach 
the break-even point, but it was ac
complished in less than two years.

The business staff co-ordinates the 
financial work with a search for new 
locations and jobs for the band to play.

“There are a lot of new things we 
do,” Sonn said. “Industrial trade shows, 
for one. MCA and GAC book a lot of 
those. Between that and the school 
dances and proms, a band can keep 
busy.

“The dance dates are good money 
dates, of course. But there just are not 
enough of them. A band can’t really 
work six or seven days a week. And 
road trips aren’t as long as they used 
to be.” Sonn said.

Working so close to the band’s income 
has resulted in some tight moments. 
But one management spokesman de
clared, “We’re better off. The other 
way, you have to give out so many 
pieces of the band that you could spend 
the rest of your life buying them back. 
And you are liable to find yourself with 
no ownership when you hit big.”

—dom
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larger concept of really “playing 
piano.”

The history of jazz piano for 
last 15 years has been a gradual

to avoid the "sideman” 
so many gifted pianists 
display.

A favorite pastime of

IKLZ PIANISTS: 4
(Ed. Note: John Mehegan, jazz pian

ist, teacher, and critic for the New 
York Herald Tribune, has written five 
articles on popular and talked-about 
pianists in jazz, each a symbol or leader 
of a “school” of playing. In the follow
ing article, he analyzes the style and 
contributions of Hampton Hawes.)

By John Mehegan
Hampton hawes is the key figure in 
the current crisis surrounding the 
rhythmic (funky) school of jazz piano. 
He has accepted the difficult task of 
separating the sound from the fury 
in the prelix heritage that has evolved 
from Bud Powell through Horace Sil
ver, Russ Freeman, John Williams, and 
Pete Jolly.

This role requires talent and intel
ligence and above all an artistic courage 
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brides maids is to listen to Horace play 
time behind Art Farmer or Hank 
Mobley. Admittedly this can bo excit
ing, but if pianists are becoming drum
mers, playing time, maybe Gerry Mulli
gan was light after all, since, to coin 
a phrase the extinction of jazz piano 
sems only a question of “time.”

THE BASIC TASK facing Hamp is 
to rebuild completely the Powell tradi
tion of jazz piano from the rhythmic 
shambles to which it has descended, 
furthermore, to place the “horn” line 
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striction of musical values to a vanish
ing point of time. Oscar Peterson cer
tainly has brought a mature level of 
values through Art Tatum and George 
Shearing, but this is not the Powell- 
Monk tradition which dominates modern 
jazz piano.

Hamp’s first attack was in the area 
of technique, in which he is fairly 
secure. He does not have the brilliance 
of Oscar, but his lines are clean, his 
pulses exact. As he probes new levels, 
new technical problems will arise, and 
here his personal discipline will stand 
him well.

He has not been caught in the self
servicing trap of the “original” and 
squarely faces the problem that reper
toire levels as set by Stan Getz, Mulli
gan and Dave Brubeck are an essential 
to mature communication.

AT THE MOMENT, Hawes’ attack 
seems directed at the most debilitated 
area of the problem—the ballad. Rhap
sodic in the best Powell tradition, Hamp 
is learning to build an architecturally 
sound ad lib style which is far beyond 
anything Peterson has done in this 
area. Tatum can only be his mentor 

at this point for the line subtleties, of 
which Art remains the master.

There is a deep feeling of the archaic 
blues in Hamp’s playing, reminiscent 
of Leadbelly and the barrelhouse play
ers of the early '20s.

But, it is this almost primitive qual
ity that, up to now, has prevented 
Hamp from moving into the deeper 
tonal regions of the keyboard. Un
doubtedly, Hamp plays the best blues 
in jazz piano today, and to transmit 
this feeling to a higher level, will only 
come through the medium of repertoire.

At the present, Hamp's repertoire 
is weak, but he is deeply concerned 
about this problem and is making a 
serious effort to broaden this area of 
his playing. Tunes such as The Thrill 
Is Gone and Last Night When We Were 
Young, will confront Hamp with the 
more sensitive nuances of moving bass 
lines and harmonic voicings, which will 
immeasurably enrich his playing.

To play such tunes as Stella by Star
light (7=138) “up," of course, reduces 
much of the hai monic implications of 
the piece to an expression of time; 
on the other hand, Autumn in New 
York (7=66), although played at an 
ideal ballad tempo, does not come off 
since there is no line to speak of, only 
reiterated melodic phrases and cascad
ing arpeggios.

THE PROBLEM OF the ballad prob
ably will be the last to be solved by 
Hamp, for this is the most difficult 
aspect of jazz piano. Part of the prob
lem may come from Hamp’s west coast 
roots, for at least the recent piano re
leases (Jolly, Levy, Perkins) show a 
marked disregard for anything under 
7=140.

Another important aspect of the bal
lad problem lies in the question of 12- 
key playing, which Hamp has yet to 
master. So much harmonic color in a 
key lies in the auxiliary keys surround
ing the tension points of the principal 
key: i.e. the auxiliary keys of the I 
chord in Eb are D and E; the auxiliary 
keys of the V chord of Eb are B and 
A. These usually are unfamiliar keys 
although they are used continually in 
“approaches” to the primary functions 
of Eb.

Particularly in his ad lib work, Hamp 
employs a profusion of diatonic scales 
and mechanical arpeggios that eventu
ally will be replaced by more selective 
devices; but the all over orchestration 
is good.

His basic weakness remains harmony 
and voicing although his partial recon
struction of Powell’s original aesthetic 
is already masterful in its dimensions. 
Like Bud, Hamp seems to possess small 
hands which means that the one pianist 
(Tatum) who could be of most value 
to him, is automatically excluded be
cause Art’s enormous 11-note span.

IT SEEMS STRANGE that at this 
point, Hamp has no^ turned to the 
Mulligan - inspired use of perfect 
fourths. It is an irony that the strong 
romantic quality in Hamp’s playing 
leads him to the traditionally extended 
thirds exhausted by Tatum. The Hinde
mith tritone could offer Hamp a possi
ble solution to his problem of voicing 
and further tonal intensity.

An interesting aspect of Hamp’s 
tonal journeys includes an early flirta
tion with the Shearing-styled locked- 
hands chords that more than a year 
ago this writer pointed out was a har- 
ni mic way station which Hawes would 
eventually integrate into a personal 
concept. He has not as yet fulfilled 
this prediction.

Hamp faces a decision—either to 
abandon locked hands or develop them 
to a point of brilliance beyond that dis
played by Peterson in 1949-50. It must 
be o.ie or the other.

HAMP SOMETIMES fails to make 
a fine distinction between the minor 
and half-diminished sevenths. In his 
Round About Midnight, one of his best 
ballads to date, several half-diminished 
chords not in the melodic position of 
flat 5, appear as minor ninths.

In this area of tonal selection and 
voicing, Hamp might well look to the 
great architectonic achievements of Cy 
Walter w’ho, although not a jazz pian
ist, has extracted the harmonic devices 
of Ravel, Albeniz, and early Stravinsky, 
bringing them to the contemporary key
board. Walter also has small hands 
and, thus, has avoided the oppressive 
left-hand 10th, the bane of all contem
porary pianists.

Several repeated mannerisms in 
Hamp’s lines pall on the listener after 
a time. Aside from the ascending cock
tail arpeggios which abound in his 
ballads, often in his up-tempo minor
dominant and half-diminished-domin
ant cycles, repeated patterns can lie 
heard in the blowing line, but these are 
unimportant problems.

Hamp is not only “talented,” he is 
also “musical,” which is not always 
the same thing. Above all, Hamp ap
proaches the piano as an orchestral 
instrument, and this coupled with his 
intense feeling for Charlie Parker can 
only lead to the maturing of a great 
jazz pianist.
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Jazz At Brandeis
Some New Areas Are Opened For Jazz By The Work 

Of A Noted Institute Of Culture And Learning

By The Rev. Norman J. O'Connor, 
Roman Catholic Chaplain, 

Boston University
In the Shadowy, swampy land that 
exists between jazz and classical music, 
Brandeis university last month made 
soundings for new foundations. .

The readings seem to indicate that 
jazz may well be too immediate and 
free to be caught in the forms that 
classicists present, and classical music 
looks upon jazz as a folk music, not a 
real competitor or contributor.

The readings show that some think 
contact of the Brandeis type may re
sult in a third brand of music, whose 
name we know not, whose form we are 
:ust making. No matter the results, the 
university deseives great credit for 
giving Jimmy Giuffre, Charlie Mingus, 
George Russell, Harold Shapero, Milton 
Babbitt, and Gunther Schuller the op
portunity nf having music performed in 
the secure surroundings that only a 
university can give.

THE COMPOSERS were given their 
choice of an instrumentation that in
cluded piano, drums, bass, vibes, harp, 
French horn, bassoon, two trumpets, 
trombone, an alto, tenor, baritone, clari
net, and flute. Each composition was to 
last not more than seven minutes, and 
any combination of the above instru
ments could be used. Most of the com
posers went over the seven minutes, 
and most, with the exception < >f Babbitt, 
used the full sound of the men avail
able.

I understand there were rehearsals 
held in New York for approximately 
a week or so in which the composers 
were able to meet with the musicians 
and help on interpretations and ar
rangements.

What resulted the evening of June 
6 sounded much better and much dif
ferent the following morning when the 
program was repeated in the audi
torium at Brandeis.

The Thursday concert took place out
side, and the evening was a damp and 
cold one, so that weather conditions 
didn’t make instruments too reliable. 
In the audience there was too much 
moving around and trying to keep 
warm to listen closely.

The musicians seemed taut and ab
ashed by what they were playing and 
the atmosphere and conditions in which 
they were playing. The following morn
ing’s performance made more sense, 
for a little sleep and a little relaxing 
brought back normal playing reactions. 
Obviously, much more rehearsing 
should have been done.

ALL EVENING through the concerts 
there were memories of Gershwin, and 
Stravinsky, and Milhaud, and Copeland, 
as classical writers made contact with 

jazz. In the main, most of them seem 
out of touch with contemporary jazz, 
and the works of Shapero and Babbit, 
though interesting and fanciful, ap
peared almost as tricks in which the 
authors seem to be indulging themselves 
and the audience.

' The 12-tone production of Babbitt 
was a mass of sounds without meaning, 
except to a coterie who have spent 
years developing a taste for what ap
pears to be a most debatable satisfac
tion. Shapero, flexible and crafty, had 
a piece that was easy to listen to but 
which bore little relation to jazz. It 
was taken from a theme by Monteverdi 
and reflected the influence through the 
use of the punning title, On Green 
Mountain.

Transformation by Schuller tried to 
create a kind of contrast by- alternating 
iazz und classical rhythmic textures 
after having given some attention to a 
section that moved from a classical 
statement into a jazz segment.

All About Rosie by- Russell was the 
most successful of the material by jazz 
personalities. It was done in the usual 
Russell style, quite taut and with 
strong rhythmic tension. It was easily 
the most distinguishable. The best- 
written piece, exhibiting controlled writ
ing, was by Giuffre. Suspensions, which 
built on the blues feeling that the 
author is concerned about presently, 
was a sonata in wh'ch he tried to treat 
each player as “an individual and to 
give strong melodic parts w-ith which 
he can express himself . . . The ap
proach to orchestration is to spread the 
melodies through all the instruments,

A jazz symposium headed by Rev. Norman J. O’Connor Mas u part of Brandei« 
university's fourth Festival of the Creative Arts. left to right are Humid Shapero, 
Brandeis faculty member: Milton Babbitt, assoc, professor of music at Princeton 
university: George Russell, jazz composer; jazz .crith* Nat Hentoff, jazz composer« 
Charlie Mingus and Jimmy Giuffre, and Fr. O’txmnor. Another participant, 
Gunther Schuller, first horn player of the Metropolitan Opera orchestra, is not 
shown here.

Revelations by Mingus had the most 
interesting material of the concert. The 
opening movement was most sober, and 
somber and held great excitement as it 
moved slowly and with dignity into a 
single line statement by trumpet and 
trombone.

Even though he continued to use 
familiar iazz themes m a much more 
lyrical manner than we have been ac
customed to in Mingus’ work, as the 
center and concluding sections came 
along, they lack the sonority and full
ness that the opening had indicated was 
coming.

FOR THE JAZZ listener, the entire 
program lacked the fire and excitement 
of good jazz. Strangely, these most 
valuable characteristics of jazz were 
the most neglected in the concert. None 
of the compositions had personal con
tact, bursts of independence, strong 
emotions. And the scoring and arrange
ments made the musicians almost de
void of personality and freedom

Chamber music is always small in 
voice and detailed in structure, but 
jazz still carries vibrancy and tension 
into the slightest of situations.

Nat Hentoff, who introduced the com
positions and composers, and Schuller, 
who conducted most of the material 
and also composed one of the entries, 
deserve commendation for their selec
tion of artists and their work.

Included in the program was a per
formance of Schuller’s arrangement of 
Duke Ellington’s Reminiscing in Tem
po. The work was important as a period 
piece, one of the first of the works 
important for this contact of jazz and 
classical forms, but the performance 
lacked again the personal spark that 
Ellington’s men used to give it
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By Don Gold
From Bvlboa Beach in 1941 to New
port in 1957, Stan Kenton has fronted 
bands which have commanded attention 
and evoked partisan feeling.

Proud, often defiant, Kenton has 
made his way with the tenacity of a 
Bronko Nagurski, defending his band 
and the sound it expressed. Throughout 
his career in jazz, his name has been 
synonymous with individuality.

Leonard Feather, in The Encyclope
dia of Jazz, writes, “His band has 
served as a workshop and incubator for 
many writers and soloists who have 
achieved their first major exposure 
through him; moreover, Kenton’s own 
strong personality as spokesman for 
modern jazz has lent added significance 
to his efforts.”

It is too simple to define Kenton as 
‘‘controversial.”

In an attempt to define him as a per
son, some of his opinions on a variety 
of subjects were solicited recently. The 
results, which follow, present a cross 
section view of Kenton, the man:

Casey Stengel: “If everyone knew 
his business like Casey does, there’d be 
no bad business.”

Andres Segoma: “I’ve listened to
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Segovia for a long, long time. Anything 
you say about him sounds hackneyed. 
He’s one of the truly great masters.”

Cream of Wheat: “I dig it. But 
just once a week.”

Joe Glaser: “He’s a good guy to 
have on your side. He’s contributed to 
jazz by making it possible for groups 
to stay together and make a living 
from the kind of music they want to 
Play.”

Ava Gardner: “I’d like to have her 
sing with the band. She would un
doubtedly help the fellows play a lot 
better.”

Dave Brvbeck: “He’s been one of the 
most abused musicians in jazz. And 
there aren’t many I admire more than 
Dave.”

Mickey Rooney: “I think his career 
is ahead of him, because he’s now ap
proaching true greatness. Did you see 
him on that TV thing, The Comedian? 
Wow! He keeps swinging and swing
ing.”

Ethel Merman: “Broadway needs 
her, and that’s where she belongs.”

Great Danes: “I could get along 
without them.”

Ted Williams: “I love him for two 
reasons. First, for what he has given 
baseball. Second, for his crusade for 
us. He’s been a big fan of ours for a 
long time.”

Jascha Heifetz: “He’s the most 
moving musician ... I wish he belonged 
to jazz. In fact, I think he is jazz.”

Jane Froman: “My sister likes her, 
and we argue a lot.”

Count Basie: “He’s about the closest 
thing I know to a saint, yet remaining 
a man. He’s one of the most sensitive, 
understanding, and mature people I 
know. When you’re with Basie, you 
can feel him so much . . . I’ve had 
tears come to my eyes.”

Ernest Hemingway: “He’s a writer 
who is driven by the same force that 
moves jazz. Everything about his litera
ture and personality throbs with the 
pulse of humanity.”

Ames Brothers: “They sell quite a 
few records, don’t they?”

Pizza: “Occasionally.”
Mix Torme: “I think Mel’s career is 

ahead of him, too. He’s had much grow
ing up to do, and there’s no doubt about 
it; growth comes through pain.”

Harr\ S. Truman: “It’s pretty hard 
to think about Truman without smiling. 
There’s something about the man that 
causes this. I guess you have to add it 
up and say he’s a swinger.”

Lawrence Welk: “I never thought 
I’d see the day when Lombardo’s music 
would be considered too progressive. 
Welk’s success proves that Lombardo 
is not as commercial as we all thought.

Welk has even done away with intro
ductions and endings.”

Charlie Parker: “It’s difficult to 
say anything to add to what already 
has been said and given him in the 
way of tribute through words. Musi
cians like Parker are much too rare.”

Saturday Evening Post: “I never 
read it.”

Frank Sinatra: “Where do you 
start? One of the most amazing people 
in America. As long and as well as 
I’ve known him, I find myself asking 
other people what they know about 
him, in an effort to determine what 
makes him tick. He passed the top long 
ago and he doesn’t know how far is 
up.”

Albert Schweitzer: “He’s an ex
ample of man’s capabilities that few 
ever fulfill.”

Scotch: “I dig Old Rarity, but I 
don’t get it all the time.”

Duke Ellington: “Duke has con
tributed more to big band jazz than 
anyone of this entire jazz era. He 
represents talent in every way: com
poser, orchestrator, organizer, and one 
very important aspect — his colorful 
personality.”

Corned Beef and Cabbage: “Yes, I 
like it. But once a month.”

Modern Art: “What I know about 
it, you could put in a thimble. I’m al
ways embarrassed to meet famous 
painters and to find they know much 
more about me than I know about 
them.”

Hot Fudge Sundaes: “No, no. I 
never liked ice cream. And I don’t go 
for desserts.”

Automobiles: “I have a German 
Porsche. The car is a constant source 
of fascination for me. It’s built like 
a fine watch.”

Spray Deodorants: “I think what 
the world needs is a spray deodorant 
without an odor.”

Kenton concluded with some last- 
minute observations:

“My biggest problem is getting juke
box and air play for our records. You 
know, the music is too strong. The only 
way I know to meet this situation is 
to keep up with the demands made on 
popular music. This can be a dangerous 
thing, because you’re running the risk 
of offending those who do believe in 
you.”

“Today, jazz is in a precarious state. 
It needs boxoffice. There are hundreds 
of attractions, but very few who make 
it feasible for a club owner to make 
enough money to pay his bills. Regard
less of all the esthetic approaches to 
jazz, it has to pay its own way. I 
think jazz is separating the men from 
the boys right now.”

19Down Beat
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My First Reaction on picking up Paris 
Blues by Harold Flender (Ballantine 
Books, New York, 187 pp., $3; also in 
paperback ed'tion at 35 cents) was a 
mixture of dismay and caution.

Another novel about jazz? Which 
would it be this time: the pitiful saga 
of a junkie, or the ill-starred inter
racial romance, or the soul-starved 
cat who can’t stand another moment 
with Kostelanetz and gives it all up 
to join Sharkey Bonano?

Happily, it was none of these. Ex
cept fo one brief, unimportant ref
erence, the subject of narcotics never 
enters the book; the Negro and white 
dramatis personae are treated with a 
degree of understanding rarely found 
among jazz novelists, and the musi
cians are never confronted with syn
thetic esthetic conflicts.

BASICALLY. THIS is a story that 
attempts to convey, chiefly through the 
personalities of a group of American 
expatriates, the curious mixture of 
motivations that compels them to live 
in Paris, the confusion of envy and 
contempt they feel for those compa
triots who, visiting them as tourists, 
ask whether they wouldn’t really pre
fer to go home, and the emotional 
battle in which the main character is 
engaged when he falls in love with 
one of these tourists, a schoolteacher 
on a conducted tour.

This is Eddie Cook, a Negro saxo
phonist and bandleader who, discharg
ed from the army in Paris, decided to 
stay on there and has earned a local 
reputation, playing at a place called 
Marie’s Cave with a mixed band, en
joying his social freedoms and bellig
érant toward anyone who dares to 
suggest that he may miss his native 
land.

Woven into the story of Eddie and 
the visiting schoolteacher, Connie 
Mitchell, are such characters as Ben
ny, the Jewish pianist who has con
quered his prejudices and plays in 
Eddie’s band; Michel, a neurotic French 
Negro guitarist; Marie, a Bricktop 
type of night club proprietress; Wild 
Man Moore, a trumpet-playing celeb
rity on a triumphal visit to Paris (this 
character is unmistakably limned in 
the image of Louis Armstrong), and 
Lillian, a pitiful and lonely spinster 
who is Connie’s roommate on the tour.

IF THESE APPEAR to be stereo
types, it can only be recommended that 
you find out for yourself how Flender 
has managed, through sensitive and 
sympathetic writing, to bring all of 
them to life in a fashion that is at 
once authentic and compelling.

These are indeed the kinds of per
sons you meet around the Paris club 
where expatriates try to find new roots. 
More significantly, they talk as such 
persons talk; there is none of the 
phony musicians’ dialog employed by 
authors whose knowledge of jazz is 
based on 30 minutes of conversation 
at a cocktail party with Harry (The 
Hipster) Gibson.

Flender evidently is among the mi
nority willing to acknowledge that 
jazzmen are neither mystics nor illit
erates. His direct contact with jazz is

By Leonard Feather

not extensive; he was the writer on 
that Eddie Condon television series 
back around 1949 and has dealt with 
a few jazz appearances on a couple 
of Sunday morning i-eligious shows.

His knowledge of Paris also is 
grounded more in the depth of his in
sight than in its duration, for he spent 
only a few months there on a couple 
of visits.

THIS IS BY NO MEANS a profound 
or pretentious book. A few of the minor 
characters are superficially drawn, 
notably the Bohemians in a party epi

The Dorsey Brothers were always 
great record makers. All over New
York City back in the late ’20s Tommy 

Jimmy managed to record withand
every artist who 
could get a session 
organized, and if the 
leader didn’t need a 
trombone or clarinet, 
the Dorseys would 
show with their 
trumpets under arm. 
After they organized 
their own individual 
orchestras, it was a 
rare month that 
they didn’t have an 
exclusive recording

contract.
Ironically, Jimmy’s So Rare, cur

rently riding high on the hit list, looks 
as though it will be probably the big
gest record commercially out of the 
thousand or more he has made in the 
past 30 years.

Jimmy, who died June 12, started in 
the music business at 13, as a cornet- 
ist. He was featured on that instru
ment with Dorseys’ Wild Canaries, a 
home-grown outfit, and when they ex
panded to Dorseys’ Novelty orchestra, 
Thomas Dorsey Sr. taught Jimmy how 
to play clarinet and alto sax.

Maybe Jimmy was switched to reeds 
because younger brother Tommy was 
coming up and wanted to play cornet. 
Some years later, Tommy recorded his 
famous trumpet solos Tiger Ra / and 
It’s Right for You on the Okeh label.

JIMMY WAS INVOLVED in one of 
the most unusual recording dates that 
ever came out under Paul Whiteman’s 
name. It happened on Jan. 12, 1928, 
when a group of 10 jazz artists out 
of the Whiteman Concert orchestra, 
which at that time even featured a 
man playing on a bicycle pump, had 
a record session at the Victor studios. 
It is highly probable that Whiteman 
didn’t even know about the date.

The musicians who attended were 
Bix Beiderbecke, Frankie Trumbauer, 
Jimmy Dorsey (with cornet), Charles 
Margulis (trumpet), Carl Kress (gui
tar, playing on his first New York 
record date), Bill Rank (trombone, a 
replacement for Tommy Dorsey and 
taken into the Whiteman fold at the 
request of Bix), Min Leibrook (bass, 

sode; and the author’s predilection for 
traditional jazz is evident not only in 
the tunes named (Muskrat Ramble, 
etc.) but in the occasional sideswipes 
at present-day jazz styles. But this is 
never a malicious attitude, nor does it 
have any real bearing on the char
acterizations.

What is important about Paris Blu,. 
is that a nonmusician for once has 
succeeded in making a group of musi 
cians come to life in a fictional work, 
has penetrated keenly into their racial 
attitudes, and has produced an agree 
ably readable book.

Don’t let the corny cover design 
(saxophone and clarinet with Eiffel 
tower background) deter you. Just be 
thankful that this time at least it’s not 
a trumpet crossed with a hypodermic 
needle.

By George Hoefer

a former Wolverine also taken in at 
Beiderbecke’s insistence), Matty Mal- 
neck (violin), Hal MacDonald (drums), 
and the famed Whiteman arranger 
Bill Challis (piano.)

Some years before, Whiteman had 
made a record of San, which had 
proved to be a good seller and was one 
of the most popular tunes of the mid- 
*20s. It had been recorded in the vo-de- 
odo style of the times.

For some reason, the above contin
gent from the Whiteman band decided 
the previous version of San needed to 
be improved. They worked over the 
tune all during the date, and it was 
the only thing that ever came from 
that session.

BEIDERBECKE WAS ostensibly the 
leader of Whiteman’s tiumpet section 
at that time, and the latter-day San, 
a Challis arrangement, featured a 
three-way horn chorus with Bix’ cor
net, Jimmy Dorsey on second cornet, 
and Margulis on trumpet.

That anyhow is the setup as reported 
in the various discographies. The cho
rus itself sounds as if there possibly 
were three cornets, in which case, some 
discographers have maintained that 
the third cornet was played by Tommy 
Dorsey. The fact that Tommy had left 
the Whiteman organization shortly be
fore Jan. 12, 1928, doesn’t preclude the 
possibility of his having been on this 
unusual recording session.

The peculiarity of this date is fur
ther borne out by the fact that neither 
take made that day was released at 
that time. It was during the middle 
1930s that someone at Victor pulled 
San out of the reject file and finally 
issued the record on Victor 24078. 
Then, a short time later after the 
original release, another master was 
pulled out, also a reject, and included 
in the Bix Beiderbecke 
tor album.

The horn chorus on 
of San have the three 
together and sounding 
tape of Bix.

Memorial Vic-

both versions 
horns playing 
like a multi-

The recording industry, especially 
Victor and Decca, is going to miss 
the Dorsey boys. It is true that if 
a complete discography were compiled 
of all the records on which Jimmy or 
Tommy played, it would amount to a 
large-size book.

Down Brill
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In 1951, Jimmy Dorsey participated in a bundlcuder«' reunion in New York. 
Shown here are (seated): Georgie iuld, U oody Herman. Tommy Dorsey, Jimmy 
Dorsey, Jimmy Palmer, Bobby Sherwood, and Sonny Dunham, und (standing): 

Le» Elgart, Johnny Long, Frankie Carle, and Art Mooney.

In the mid-forties, the Jimmy Dorse« 
band included vocalist Patti Palmer, 
now Mrs. Jerri Lewis.

spent freely on 
went first class, 
as a genuinely 
didn’t want to

Dor- 
had

well as 
be said 
leader.”

These

with the boy-girl swing treatments of 
pop songs, featuring Bob Eberly and 
Helen O’Connell. The band appeared in 
three major films: The Fleet's In, Lost 
in a Harem, and Four Jills in a Jeep. 
Jimmy broke up his band and later com-

chairs filled by Glenn Miller, Bunny 
Berigan, Ray McKinley, and others. A 
quarrel broke up this band, and the 
brothers went their separate ways to 
success. They played together in the 
bands of Paul Whiteman, Ben Pollack,

>th versions 
rns playing 
te a multi-

ternity Records were preparing to hon
or Jimmy with a gold recording of 
his latest hit, So Rare.

Jimmy had been hospitalized, on and 
off, since shortly- after Tommy’s death 
last November. Although the quarrels 
between the brothers in earlier years 
had been legendary, their musical andtaken in at 

Matty Mal- 
ild (drums), 
n arranger

the March 1, 1941, issue of Down Beat.
They assume added significance now, 

as a personification of Dorsey’s life, 
a life ended by cancer in a New York 
h«>spital June 12 after 53 productive 
years.

HOWARD CHRISTENSEN, Dorsey’s 
personal manager from 1945 to 1948, 
had some additional words to say about 
J immy.

“The irony of it all is that for so 
many years he tried to get u hit record, 
and couldn’t. Now he has one,” Chris
tensen said.

“You know, he was a very quiet, re
served guy; even though he often ap
peared in public with many friends, he 
was a lonely person. He felt he had 
lost many things, including a family of 
his own. And, too, since Tommy died, 
he talked about Tommy < if ten. He felt 
that the business wouldn’t be the same 
without him. He was determined to 
carry on despite Tommy’s death and 
his own ill health,” Christensen noted.

had been tight and profitable. Jimmy 
was shattered by Tommy’s tragic death.

He had taken leadership of the band 
they both headed, but soon turned over 
music directorship of the group to 
trumpeter Lee Castle. He underwent 
surgery in Doctor’s hospital, New York, 
for a growth on his lung, but never 
fully recovered enough to return to the 
bandstand.

Like Tommy, Jimmy’s early musical
his younger brother’s band. They were 
featured for several seasons on the 
Stage Show TV’ program as summer 
replacements for Jackie Gleason on 
CBS-TV. In 1955, Stage Show became 
u regular part of the CBS-TV7 schedule, 
complementing Gleason’s Honeymoon-

roach for a check. He 
his friends; he always 

“I’ll remember him 
sympathetic guy. He

ers.
JIMMY

••Jimmy Dorsey’s life story stacks up 
with the best of them. And Jimmy 
needs no press agent to make it ‘color
ful and interesting.’

“Unlike his younger, more aggres
sive, and more temperamental brother 
Tommy, Jimmy has always gone along 
in an even groove, consistent in his 
behavior from the time he gets out 
of bed until he leaves the bandstand 
late in the morning.

“His friends are legion. The men in

mother, Mrs. Theresa Dorsey; a sister, 
Mrs. Anthony Lisella; and ■ daughter, 
Mrs. Julie Hilton.

Hundreds of his fans viewed his body 
at the Frank Cronin funeral home in 
Manhattan, and attended a requiem 
mass in St. Patrick’s cathedral June 15. 
He was buried in Annunciation church 
cemetery, Shenandoah, Pa.

hurt anyone. And once he liked some
one, he couldn’t be offended by any
thing,” Christensen concluded.

JIMMY DIED less than seven 
months after younger brother Tommy 
choked to death in his sleep.

and Jean Goldkette, earlier in their 
careers.

Leading his own band during the

members of the Red Nichols Five 
nies.

HE AND TOMMY fronted the 
sey Brothers orchestra, which
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love-giggles and sighs 
. . . maybe ...” Miss

to Me (alias Tin 
most of the other 
and instrumental,

number is called, 
too soon.

But Make Lore 
Roof Blues) and 
tracks, both vocal

Today.
Although she

are good nostalgia for older listen
ers, a"d Connee sounds as if she’s 
having herself a ball. (L.F.)

to give 
(D.G.)

Jazz Records 
Popular Records 
Tape Recordings

• Blindfold Test
• High Fidelity
• Jazz Best-Sellers

popular records

to Say? The group is on its own on 
such as Moonlight Becomes You, 1 
Could Write a Book, and a fine Soli
tude. Lots of tongue-in-cheek and mu
sicianship here. (D.C.)

• In Person 
• Radio-TV 
• Films

completely successful, attempt 
standards a tonal transfusion.

Support
Greco projects the same intensity of 
drama that marks the offerings of 
Edith Piaf but is not so flamboyant. 
(D.C.)

There’s also a giddy La Guinche, 
complete with *

nication of a given composition. In the 
small-group tracks, there is less of this, 
and for me they are the most satisfy
ing. Essentially, this is an interesting, 
but not

ITER! 
ETTER!

music in review

OST 
HER
ipment, 
finest-

CONNEE BOSWELL AND ORIGINAL 
MEMPHIS FIVE

Connee Boswell and the Original 
Memphis Five in Hi-Fi (RCA Victor 
12" LP LPM-1426) brings together a 
sextet of veteran musicians, four of 
whom played in generic bands of the 
1920s, and a singer who, as part of a 
celebrated vocal trio, was prominent 
on the jazz fringes in the ’30s. Connee 
never worked with the Original Mem
phis Five, but the use of three-filths 
of its personnel (Miff Mole, . rank 
Signorelli, Jimmy Lytell) and of drum
mer Tony Spargo (Sbarbaro) of the 
Original Dixieland Jazz Rand was an 
effective gimmick dreamed up by Vic
tor’s Fred Reynolds. Connee sings on 
seven of the dozen tracks. Billy Butter
field’s trumpet is a powerful force 
throughout, and Miff is still making it.

We have a few reservations: the 
kazoo, played by Spargo, is an instru
ment for which we never developed 
a sensitive appreciation; When My 
Sugar Walks Down the Street was a 
poor choice—because of its short cho
rus, she has to sing the same lyrics 
three times; and if we never hear the 
Saints march in again until our own

JTTON 
LEGS
To Adjust, 
i and th«

hr««
>m« 19.00

SINGS
gnmanl

ROSEMARY CLOONEY AND HI-LO S
Rosie and the Hi-Lo’s have fun with 

a dozen standards in Ring Around 
Rosie (Columbia CL 100<>), and it’s 
generally a ball to hear. The group is 
in fine voice, and except for a few 
stretches into the jetstream, sing taste
fully and refreshingly hip.

Rosie, with the warmest vibrato in 
a cooi-toned voice, has Love Letters, 
I’m Glad There Is You, and Every
thing Happens to Me all to herself. 
With the HLs. she sings How About
_ a bouncing Doncha Go Away 
Mad, Together, and H7mt Is There

t, buy 

ND
SAMMY DAVIS JR.

Sammy Sings (Decca DL 8486) is 
the fifth Decca chapter of Davis’ show 
business history. Here, backed by the 
orchestras of Jack Pleis, Sy Oliver, 
and Morty Stevens, he presents a fine 
array of material, sung in typically un
inhibited fashion. Included are The

Lady’s in Love with You; OO-Shoo- 
Be-Doo-Be; The Gypsy in My Soul 
Will You Still Be Mine?; Don’cha Go 
’Way Mad, and Perdido.

Much of this is untutored tooting, 
but there are some inspired moments, 
relatively free of technical inconsisten
cies, including a rough-and-ready Per
dido. Some of the flawless rhythmic 
sense inherent in Davis’ dancing comes 
through in his singing, which makes 
listening worth while. Nothing subtle 
here, but there are some driving mo
ments. (D.G.)

BOBBY DUKOFF
Tender Sax (RCA Victor LPM 1446) 

is the third mood album combining 
the tenor saxophone of Dukoff with 
the tasteful backing of the Ray Charles 
chorus. In this set, additional backing 
is provided by an orchestra including 
such jazzmen as Urbie Green, Lou Mc
Garrity, Dick Hyman, Eddie Bert, Joe 
Wilder, Osie Johnson, and Milt Hinton. 
The result as annotator George Simon 
writes, is “mood music with jazz 
overtones.”

The tunes, presented in excellent 
taste, include Alone Together; Georgia 
on My Mind; Can’t He Talk It Over?; 
Almost Like Being in Love; Lore Is 
Here to Stay, and We'll Be Together 
Again. Dukoff’s sensibly played tenor 
and the well-integrated sound of the 
Charles singers make this a thoroughly 
enjoyable collection. Recommended for 
those who like to select their own back
ground music. (D.G.)

JULIETTE GRECO
There are few female singers who 

can create visual images as vividly as 
Miss Greco. In Greco (Columbia CL 
992), she sings, in French, a dozen 
warm, throbbing, sometimes somber, 
always moody chansons. Four of the 
songs have lyrics by Françoise Sagan, 
author-automobilist, and one of them 
is a gray-toned La Valse which will 
stay with you long after the track has 
played through.

SKITCH HENDERSON
Henderson has done many things, 

from conducting symphony orchestras 
to serving as part-time comedian in as
sociation with Steve Allen. In Sketches 
by Skitch (RCA Victor LPM 1401) he 
applies his concepts of tone color to a 
dozen tunes, including Soon; All the 
Things You Are; Impossible; In a Sen

timental Mood: East of the Sun; Danc
ing on the Ceiling; Mood Indigo, and 
If I Lore Again.

He utilizes reeds and French horns 
to create desired effects; for example, 
there are seven flutes on Dancing and 
six bass clarinets on Again. On four 
tunes, Henderson plays piano, with a 
rhythm section and two French horns.

The results are uneven, ranging 
from the simple to the osten atious. 
It is not always true that expe ¡mental 
instrumentation enhances the commu-

MARAIS AND MIRANDA
Africana Suite (Decca DL 9047) is 

Josef Marais’ ambitious setting to 
music of Alan Paton’s novel-play Too 
Late the Phalarope. With his wife, 
Miranda, and a well-selected chorus, 
Marais explores some of the aspects 
of South African society in song. The 
suite, consisting of four parts, con
tains 11 songs or chants, including se
lections in native dialect and English. 
The suite, perceptively conceived and 
performed, is a pertinent, moving com
mentary, far more penetrating than 
comment here can indicate.

The second side of the Marais and 
Miranda set includes seven songs of 
spirit and humor, including folk songs 
from Holland, Ireland, England, and 
The Netherlands. All are performed 
in charming fashion by the able duo.

The LP itself is a valuable supple
ment to Paton’s creation, in terms of 
defining one of the world’s most trou
bled societies. This Marais-Miranda 
contribution is one of social significance 
and genuine musical value. (D.G.)

FRANCES WAYNE
The voice of Miss Wayne has gained 

in depth and maturity since it was 
heard in the ’40s with Charlie Barnet 
and Woody Herman. On Frances Wayne 
(Brunswick BL 540*22), a dozen stand
ards are collected, including Happiness 
Is Just a Thing Called Joe; Miss Otis

of late, this LP is a welcome return 
for Miss Wayne. She still sings a firm 
cut or two above many, many of the 
vocalists breaking big today. Note how 
she brings out the meaning of words 
through dynamics and, when needed, 
a gradual opening of vibrato. Backing 
is by hubby Neal Hefti. (D.C.)
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Kenny Burrell 
Bl RR ELL—Blue Note

excellent.
Burrell 

(D.C.)

only to flounder again before return
ing to the head.

Tracks 4 through 8 have the same 
basic rhythm section, with Frank Wess

Rating: A O A ft
Burrell is a guitarist of considerable 

depth and talent. On this collection, he 
contributes a glistening ballad solo on 
But Not for Me. The feeling and the 
artistry on this track alone are well 
worth the price of admission.

Burrell can swing, too. On Get Hap
py, where the group is a five-member

driving congas.
Mexico City recorded by a sextet on 

location at Cafe Bohemia, spots Bur
rell building choruses like a horn, but 
falling back or. a repetitive cliche as 
a sort of breather before digging into 
a more creative line. Dorham disap
points on this track. After some rather 
aimless wandering, he appears to have 
settled into a line of improvisation,

Swing is easy, relaxed, not too in
spired, but with fine Burrell and fair 
to good Flanagan. The over-all sound 
is in the Shearing vein.

Flanagan gets to roaring on the 
sides with Foster. On Phinupi and 
How About You?, his choruses are fleet 
and forceful. Burrell also has a ball. 
Foster blows with taste and guts. Wil-

Recoras are rave wed by Dom Cerulli. Leonard Feather Ralph J G' ar,on Don Go'd and 
Jack Tracy and are initialed by the writers. Ratings kkkk-W Excellent, * A P* Very G od, 
♦♦♦ Good kw Fair, ♦ Poor.

Erroll Gamer 
Concert by the Seo 

Columbia 883

Perwonnel : Donaldson, alto; 
trumpet: Herman Fuster, piano; 
bass ; Art Taylor, drum«.

Phinupi; How About You?
Personnel: Kenn« Burrell, guitar; Tommy Flan- 

a Kan I Tracks 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8I and Bobby 
Timmons (Track 31, piano; Paul Chamber# 
(Track 11, >am Jones (Track 31, and Oscar 
Pettiford (Tracks 4, 5, 6, 7. 8). bass; Kenny 
Clarke (Track 1 ), Arthur Edgehill (Track 31, 
Shadow U ilson (Tracks 4, 5, 6, 7, 81, drums; 
Candido (Track 1). conga drums; Kenny Dorham

Here are the 20 best-selling jazz record albums in the 
country. This biweekly survey is conducted among 300 retail 
record outlets across the country and represents a cross 
section of shops, not just those which specialize in jazz

be the posthumous successor. He is, 
nonetheless, among the more persua
sive altos of the hundreds in Parker’s 
ineluctable shadow.

Caravan is a little too percussive for 
my ears, though the exotic rhythmic 
ibreads and Art’s expert work certain
ly are tailored for manj tastes. Old 
Folks, of which Bird’s version was 
cluttered up by a vocal group, is un
encumbered and quite moving in th« 
hands of Lou, Don, and the block-chord 
ing Foster.

Feeling, says Ira Gitler, “will make 
you feel as good as if money, even the 
smallest denomination, is raining from 
the sky.” But he’s wrong; its not 
quite based on the changes of Pennies 
from Heaven. Almost, though. He 
should have added that Move It will 
make you feel fine and dandy. It does, 
and is.

Byrd plays with sober and melodic 
simplicity on the ballads; his colorless 
tone occasionally gives an automatic 
quality to his up-tempos. Lou’s execu
tion and ideation generally are excel
lent, though now and then he inserts 
a quote and does it with less wit and 
relevance than Parker.

L. D. Blues is medium-bright blues. 
Though only five minutes long, it has 
at least a semblance of routining, with 
the horns rifling to climatic effect dur
ing Foster’s solo. Lou is a true maitre 
de funk in the paying of his blues dues.

Nothing challengingly new here but 
plenty of medium-rare meat into which 
the followers of Blue Note’s admirable 
hard bop school can get their teeth. 
(L.F.)

Ruling:

Donaldson was the Cannonball of 
his day. We hope you appreciate the 
fine irony of this statement. Lou came 
too late to be Bird and too early to
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HAVE YOU HEARD THE NEW TYPE
OF JAM SESSION ON PRESTIGE?
All NIGHT LONG ............................... 7073
ALL DAY LONG.................. 7081
Relaxed, cooking •iolos . . . modern Blues 
in medium tempo ... a long, happy 
groove. 
Kenny BURRELL — Jerome RICHARDSON ■ - 
Donald BYRD — Frank FOSTER — Hank M0> 
LEY _ Tommy FLANAGAN — Mal WALDRON 
— Doug WATKINS — Art TAYLOR

“Thi, in limber, piths »mall-band jazz, 
the direct descendant, in the modern 
idiom, of the jazz of tainted Chicago 
memory."

Wilder Hobson, Saturday Review
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THAD JONES/FRANK WESS/TEDDY CHARLES/ 
MAI WALDR0N/D0UG WATKINS/ELV1N JONES

Two of the standout soloists with the 
Count Haxie hand, trumpeter THAD 
JONES and sax-flutist FRANK WESS 
“stretch-out” over the superb writing 
of TEDDY CHXRLES and M XL WAL
DRON. The album catches fire from 
THAD JONES’ bristling trumpet and 
FRANK WESS’ wailing flute.”
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and Drums (Mose Allison)....................... 7091
BILLY ’AY I OR rRI ■ AI FÖWN HALL ..7093
LFA IN I OVE (Barbara Lea)........................... 7100
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Free Catalogue On Request

PRESTIGE RECORDS INC. 
447 west 50th street, new york 19
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. . . INTRO RECORDS present one 
of the most exciting live session 
albums heard . . .

ms in the 
300 retaJ 

ts a cross 
ze in ¡azz

. . . hear Art Pepper blow tenor . . . 
and dig Red Norvo really wail . . . 
the great Howard Roberts guitar 
. . . all booted along with one of 
the greatest drummers . . . Joe Mo- 
reilo. If vou like this album . . . you 
will really dig INTRO HO« MODERN 
ART, with the Art Pepper Quartet.

Eight Tronilntneti 
IKOMBOXE UM—Vik 12" I.P LX-1 OUT:

biah; Harkin* Around j Indiana:

Ratla»: ***♦

This is what can happen w’hen eight 
good trombonists gather for a session: 
some top-drawer material and an al
ways interesting album a full cut above 
the standard for blowing dates.

High-water marks here are Cleve
land’s inspired playing on Slim Jim, 
and Green’s glossy-toned version of It 
Could Happen to You. Most cohesive 
of the originals is Ollie Wilson’s Sorta 
Rumbish, with solos hy Bert, Rehak, 
Dennis, and Green. Rehak’s bite and 
force are more impressive in his solo 
spots on Rumbish and particularly so 
on Plungin' In, than on his solo vehicle, 
Hackin' Around. It appeared that he 
set himself a pace in the smaller solos 
which was difficult to sustain over a 
full composition.

Russo, too, is nearly more exciting 
on Plungin’ than on his Sonny’s Side. 
Russo’s strong-toned blowing blazes on 
both tracks. Forceful, too, is Kneppei' 
on Plungin’, in which he solos with a 
rough tone and a feeling of power re
strained.

The writing quality varies. Weaker 
vehicles are supported by the variety 
of tone colors achieved in section pas
sages in the background. Bert’s solos 
and his Ham Bone show that he is a 
trombonist taken too much for granted.

A good effort all around, but the 
packaging is marred by the consistent 
misspelling of Rehak’s name through
out. (D.C.)

Tyree Glenn
AT THE EMBER*-Roulette 12'’ LP R-2SOO<>: 

Sin bad the Sailor; What Can I Tell My Heart?; 
Lonely Moment: if ter the Rain: Tyree*» Tune; 
Lntil the Real Thing Come» Along; Without a 
Song: I Thought About You; How High the 
Hoon; I Vanna Be Loved; Too Marvelout for 
V ord».

Personnel: Glenn, trombone and vibes; Harold 
Baker, trumpet; Marry Osborne, guitar; Hank 
Jones, piano; Tommy Potter, bass; Jo Jones, 
drums.

Rating:

There are a few moments when the 
ex-Ellington trombonist and his cohorts 
present unadorned, warm sounds. For 
the most part, however, the musicians 
do not live up to their potential. For 
example, Tune, on which Glenn plays 
trombone, and Thought, on which he 
plays vibes, are relatively tasteful. 
Without, on the other hand, is turned 
into nightmarish extension of the Rub
ber Miley-Tricky Sam Nanton influ
ence, with Glenn at times impersonat
ing a dinosaur gargling lye.

The members of Glenn’s group have 
shone in other contexts. Here, they 
seem hampered by a lack of blowing 
room; on several tunes, there is barely 
enough time to include brief solos after 
the melody is stated. The rhythm sec
tion, with Miss Osborne functioning 
more as a member of the section than 
as a soloist, supplies adequate support. 
Baker blows reasonably well, consider
ing the limitation on the length of his 
statements.

Despite the background of the musi
cians and the fervent efforts they’ve 
made for jazz in the past, I found that 
much of this LP was too pallid for my 
taste. It also seems to me that the 
rubber plunger should be used with

rep soie

TORME 
TORME 
TORME

Bethlehem Records presents Mel 
Torme’s “California Suite.” Although 
many sections of the suite stand as 
individual musical entities, the com
position is a complete work. To pre
serve the feeling of continuity there
fore, no separate tracks have been 
made.

Ten years ago, Mel Torme wrote a 
musical narrative dedicated to the 
State of California. Marty Paich, in his 
arranging and conducting of the origi
nal score, has given “California Suite” 
scope and vitality. Torme’s true artis
try and his constant striving for per
fection is very evident in this magnifi
cent 12” LP.

The Bethlehem Orchestra and 
Bethlehem Chorus maintain the high 
Torm6-Paich creative standards. An 
outstanding album. At all record 
dealers.

IKM CTWC

BETHLEHEM
New York—Hollywood
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taste as a means of obtaining certain 
tonal effects or mounted on a long 
wooden handle and used in an entirely 
different manner. (D.G.)

Jazz for Playboys
JAZZ FOR PLAYBOYS-Savoy Mt 12" LP 

MG-12OO5: Playboy; Miss Blues; Baubles, Barf 
gles, and Beads; Lour Life; Pin Ip; Blues for 
a Playmate.

Personnel: Frank Ue««. flute and tenor; Joe 
Newman trumpet on Track« 1, 2, and 4 only; 
Ed Thigpen, drums; Eddie Jone«, ba*«; Kenny 
Burrell, «olo guitar: Freddie Green, rhythm gui
tar; Gum Johnson, drum« on Tracks 3 and 6.

Rating: Itirir'/i
Very nearly a four-star session and 

certainly one of the most interesting 
in recent weeks on the solo level. As 

; you see, it’s chiefly another Basie 
splinter group with Burrell as an in
vigorating extra silver.

Wess is his usual self-possessedly, 
smoothly swinging self, playing great 
tenor (especially on Baubles) and sev
eral flawless flute solos. Joe Newman, 
heard on three tracks only, is worth 
his weight in mutes—gold-plated ones.

Five of the six themes are originals 
—respectively by Ernie Wilkins, New
man, Johnny Mandel, Wess, and Bur
rell. Baubles, at an up tempo with the 
melody syncopated, makes a surpris
ingly boppish opus. Low Life, taken 
not quite as slowly as on the Basie 
version, does well by that funk-found
ed, time-honored 16-measure harmonic 
pattern.

Burrell is quite wonderful, both in 
his facile, fertile solos and in back
ground and ensemble capacities; he 
shoulders at least a third of the share 
of credit. As for the rhythm section, I 
have always been a fervent Green 
fan and always shall be, for he is the 
Count’s perfect foil; but here, in the 
absence of a piano to provide the es
sential comping, a rhythm guitar 
strumming continuously has something 
of the effect of an old lady crocheting 
at Birdland.

It’s a pity, too, that the two blues 
between them take up more than 20 
minutes, with nothing but the sketchi
est of heads as themes; fortunately the 
quality of the improvisation almost 
compensates. Recommended for play
boys and even playgirls. (L.F.)

Hank Jone»
HANK JONES QI ARTET—Savoy 12" I P MG- 

I2O87: Moonlight Becomes You: Relaxin* as 
Camarillo: Minor Contention: Spontaneous Com
bustion: Sunday in Savannah.

Personnel: Jone«. piano: Bobb> Jaipur, flute; 
Paul Chamber«, ba««: Kenny Clarke, drums.

Rating:

Recorded a year or so ago, this is 
yet another liberal helping of the con
fident, nonaggressive modern swinging 
of Hank, and of the Picasso-like dual 
face of Chambers’ seen in profile piz
zicato and in front-face arco.

And there is an additional area of 
interest, for Jaspar is a man to be 
reckoned with among the future flut
ists. If this is how much he could wail 
a year ago, he is probably cooking 
better by now. Klook offers his usual 
sturdy support and mercifully avoids 
a drumnastics exhibition, often inevi
table in combos this small. His fours 
are fine.

The LP’s only shortcoming is, so to 
speak, its longcoming. Camarillo is 12 
minutes of ad lib blues, with 28 sec
onds at top and bottom played almost 
in unison by Jones and Jaspar; Com
bustion is 7% minutes of same. In a 
night club, crazy. If solos are solid, 
you sit and listen; when fours are 

bores, you nip and miss ’em. But on 
a record, no, man. Five tracks in 36’2 
minutes of music, with a bare skeleton 
of arrangement, in these days of a 
mile of music a minute, can scarcely 
be unique.

Eight or 10 tracks, each with the 
solos bolstered by enough inspired rou
tining to integrate the men as a quar
tet rather than .just four cats acci
dentally found together on a gig, could 
have made this a five-star session, 
individually all are firstrate.

Even as it is, it’s a listenable 
and, with this reservation, can 
recommended—especially to flute

for

set

col-
lectors and the growing gang of Hank’s 
fans. (L.F.)

Thad .Iones
MID THAD—Period 12" LP 1208: Jumping 

for Jane: Bird Song: Mad Thad: Cat Meets

Personnel: Track« 1, -Thad Jone», trum- 
imy Jonen, piano:

jo Jone«, drum»! Doug U atkine, ba««. Truck- 
4. 6 Thad Jone«, trumpet: Prank lew, tenor Ä 
flute; Henn Coker, trombone; Tommy Flanagan, 
piano; Elvin Jone«, drum«: Eddie Jone«, ba««.

Somehow, despite the competence of 
all involved here, this LP leaves me 
dissatisfied. Possibly it is that Thad s 
dry tone is heard in a framework and 
under conditions that make it sound 
a little less interesting than usual; 
possibly it is that too much is expected 
of him based on his previous standards. 
Possibly, too, it is simply that too many 
Joneses spoil the pot. I don’t know. 
All I can faithfully report is a lack.

The album has bright spots, natur
ally: Bird Song, on which Thad plays 
a muted chorus which builds well and 
on which both Flanagan and Wess 
make statements of beauty; and Whis
per Not which is a fine blue mood and 
sports a tenor solo by Foster that is 
exceedingly effective in its simplicity. 
It is for these two tracks that the 
*** rating goes. For the rest it is a 
real long player. (R. J. G.)

Lee Morgan

Personnel: Morgan, trumpet: Hank Mobley, 
tenor: Kenny Rodger*», alto: Horace Silver, pi inu; 
Paul Chamber«, ba««; Charlie Per«ip, drum«.

Rating:

Chambers very nearly strolls off with 
honors in this fine collection of well- 
integrated small-group playing. He is 
virtually a section by himself. In the 
Benny Golson Latin Hangover, par
ticularly, Chambers wails so behind the 
horn soloists that the excitement they 
provide is that much more intensified. 
Notice, too, how he drops behind when 
Silver solosj only to return with vital 
punch when-the ensemble or the horns 
individually-come back. This set is an 
excellent example of tasteful and at 
the same time virile bassing.

Lee comes through on the promise 
he showed earlier with a dazzling vari
ety of moods and a constant, sure flow 
of ideas. He conveys the impression of 
knowing exactly what he wants, and 
of getting it, at all times. That may 
sound paradoxical, but there are many 
instances of soloists building illogi- 
cally or to a contrived climax.

Here, Lee makes excellent improvisa
tory use of the frameworks provided 
him by Golson and Owen Marshall 
(Owen’s contributions are the enig
matically titled His Sister a d H’s 
Fink), Morgan is particularly effective

Down Beal
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switch and standby switch, bass, treble and •resence tone

FINE ELECTRIC INSTRUMENTS

Unsurpassed in the field of fine music

controls, four input jacks with two separate volume controls. 
Designed for continuous duty.

Size: Height—23"; Width—22%"; Depth—10%'

Size: Height—20%"; Width—24"; Depth—10%'

STRATOCASTER GUITAR
Perfection in a solid body comfort-contoured professional 
guitar providing all of the finest Fender features.
Choice hardwood body finished with a golden sunburst shad
ing, white maple neck, white pickguard, and lustrous chromel 
metal parts. Three advanced style adjustable pickups, one 
volume control, two tone controls and a three-position instant 
tone change switch. The adjustable Fender bridge insures per
fect intonation and softest action. The neck has the famous 
Fender truss rod. The Stratocaster is available with or without 
the great Fender built-in tremolo.

BASSMAN AMP
Provides true bass amplification and may also be used with 
other instruments due to its widely varying tonal character
istics. Its unparalleled performance is readily recognized by all 
qualified listeners.
Features four 10" heavy duty Jensen speakers, bass, mid-range, 
treble and presence tone controls, two volume controls, four 
input jacks, on-and-off switch, ground switch, and standby 
switch. Heavy duty solid wood cabinet covered with diagonal 
brown and white stripe airplane luggage linen.

TWIN AMP
Tremendous distortionless power and wide range tone charac
teristics make this amplifier the favorite of finest musicians 
everywhere.
Features include the finest of cabinet work in diagonal strip? 
brown and white airplane luggage linen. Chrome plated chassis, 
two 12" heavy duty Jensen speakers, on-and-off switch, ground

PRECISION BASS
One of the greatest of modern instrument developments. Fast 
becoming the favorite of musicians in every field. Requires 
only a fraction of the effort to play as compared to old style 
acoustic basses.
Compact in size, but very large in performance. String lengths 
and heights are individually adjustable for perfect intonation 
and fast delicate playing technique. When used with proper 
amplifier, it will produce considerably more volume than old 
style basses. New pickup design gives rich full bass tones. The 
instrument’s portability is the answer to every bass player’s 
dream.

STRATOCASTER GUITAR AND TWIN AMP

PRECISION BASS AND BASSMAN AMP
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ESQUIRE GUITAR
Many outstanding Fender features are to be found in this 
economically priced modern instrument, and it is a most out
standing performer in the low price field The Esquire guitar 
features a beautifully finished blonde hardwood body, white 
maple neck with adjustable truss rod, white pickguard, two
way adjustable bridge, adjustable pickup, tone and volume 
controls, three-way tone change switch.

SUPER AMP
Another proven favorite of the Fender amplifier family Many 
hundreds of these units in use have helped build the Fender 
name for quality and performance. While the Super Amp has 
been in the Fender line for years, it has been modernized and 
constantly brought up to today’s high standards. Its features 
now include the handsome, diagonally striped luggage linen 
covered cabinet, chrome plated chassis, two 10” heavy duty 
Jensen speakers, ground switch, on-and-off switch, standby 
switch, bass, treble and presence tone controls, two volume 
controls and four input jacks.

TELECASTER GUITAR
The original of the solid body guitars and the proven favorite 
of countless players The Telecaster guitar features a fine 
hardwood body in beautiful blonde finish, white maple neck 
with adjustable truss rod, white pickguard, two adjustable 
pickups, tone and volume controls and a three-position tone 
switch Two way adjustable Fender bridge insures perfect 
intonation and fast, easy action. The Telecaster guitar is noted 
for its wide tone range and is equally adaptable for fast 
“take-off” playing as it is for rhythm.

TREMOLUX AMP
A great new Fender amplifier incorporating the latest type 
electronic tremolo circuit. This tremolo circuit should not be 
confused with others of the past. The Fender tremolo provides 
greater ranges of both speed and depth than any previous type. 
Features include the beautiful and durable case and covering 
found on all Fender amplifiers, 12” heavy duty Jensen speaker. 
Wide range tone, excellent power vs. distortion characteristics, 
chrome plated top-mounted chassis, on-and-off switch, tremolo 
depth and speed controls, tone control, two volume controls 
and four input jacks. Comes complete with tremolo foot 
control switch.

TELECASTER GUITAR AND TREMOLUX AMP

ESQUIRE GUITAR AND SUPER AMP



musicians.

Depth—10‘

Depth—9^

Depth—8%

FINE ELECTRIC INSTRUMENTS

The choice of leading artists everywhere

Recommended where high performance at moderate cost is 
important. Flexible tone control system of this amplifier makes 
it extremely useful for any electrical musical instrument. 
Chrome plated chassis, on-and-off switch, ground switch, 
standby switch, bass, treble and presence tone controls, two 
volume controls and four input jacks. It employs three heavy 
duty 10" Jensen speakers for undistorted high fidelity output. 
A favorite of hundreds of professional and non-professional

The Deluxe Amp is as modern as tomorrow and will give long 
lasting satisfaction to the owner This amplifier is outstanding 
in its class and embodies the following features: top mounted 
chrome plated chassis heavy duty 12" Jensen speaker; ground 
switch, on-and-off switch, panel mounted fuse holder, bull’s-eye 
pilot light; tone control, two volume controls, three input jacks. 
It also has the extension speaker jack mounted on the chassis 
and wired for instant use. It is an exceptional performer, both 
for tone and for volume in its price class, and represents one of 
the finest values available.

Size: Height—21%"; Width—22%"; Depth—10%

Size: Height—20"; Width-

Size: Height—16%"; Width-

Size: Height—I6V2"; Width

The Princeton Amp is the result of much effort on the part of 
the Fender Company to combine in one instrument, those 
features which have been suggested by teachers, dealers 
and players.
This amplifier is a composite of these recommendations which 
combine to make it an outstanding unit. It is rugged in its 
construction and has the top mounted chrome plated chassis, 
on-and-off switch, tone control, volume control, two input 
jacks, bull’s-eye pilot light and panel mounted fuse holder. It 
employs a heavy duty 8" speaker and provides 4% Watts 
output. It will give faithful reproduction and will stand a 
terrific amount of abuse. The case is rugged and covered with 
the regular airplane luggage linen.

The Pro Amp is practically a fixture in the world of amplified 
musical instruments It is as equally adaptable for steel or 
standard guitar amplification as it is for piano, vocals or 
announcing. Its rugged dependability is well known to 
countless musicians throughout the world.
It features the solid wood lock jointed cabinet, covered with 
the regular Fender brown and white diagonal stripe luggage 
linen; chrome plated chassis, 15" heavy duty Jensen speaker, 
ground switch, standby switch, on-^nd-off switch, bass, treble 
and presence tone controls, two Volume controls and four 
input jacks.

BANDMASTER AMP

PRO AMP

DELUXE AMP

PRINCETON AMP
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Fender Stringmaster Steel Guitars incorporate the latest and 
most advanced developments in multiple-neck steel guitar 
design They feature dual counterbalanced pickups which 
eliminate hum and noise from external sources and provide 
wide tone range by use of a switching and mixing system which 
enables the player to obtain any tone from low bass to high 
staccato with one change of the tone control. The pickups are 
adjustable so that any tone balance can be achieved to suit 
the player’s needs.
These instruments are fitted with adjustable bridges in order 
that intonation may be adjusted any time to compensate for 
different string gauges, assuring that the instrument will 
always be in perfect tune. It is possible to string one of the 
necks with special bass strings, allowing a tuning an octave 
lower than the ordinary steel guitar tuning. Professional 
players who have used such a combination find they can 
develop new sounds and effects which heretofore have been 
impossible.
The Stringmaster is mounted on 4 telescoping legs which pro
vide a variable height from sitting position to standing position. 
All critical parts are case hardened and designed to prevent 
ordinary wear from occurring.
Both professional and non-professional steel guitarists will find 
the Stringmaster steel guitars to be the finest of their type on 
the musical market providing the most advanced instrument 
design features and playing qualities.
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The new Fender 1000 Pedal Guitar is, without a doubt, the most 
advanced instrument of its type on the market today. It is 
strikingly beautiful and employs only the highest quality 
materials for dependable performance and to take hard pro
fessional use. It features 8 pedals which operate 16 pulling 
cables Each of the 16 strings have individual sharping and 
flatting levers which may be raised or lowered as much as one 
and a half tones.
It is possible to obtain 30 useable tunings with one hook-up 
pattern. This pattern may be revised partially or entirely in 
a few minutes time. Pedals may be used singly or in any com
bination with any of the levers on either neck. This instrument 
is the answer to every guitarist’s desire for unlimited tuning 
combinations, unexcelled tuning accuracy, ease of playing, plus 
the finest materials and workmanship.
In addition to all these features the instrument is ruggedly 
built to take bard professional use. The aluminum-magnesium 
frame precludes detuning when the pedals are used, and tem
perature changes have no detuning effects. All working parts 
are of case-hardened steel and top mounted units are heavily 
chrome plated. The instrument is convenient to carry or store 
in the auto trunk or back seat, and can be set up or disas
sembled in three minutes.
24%" string length Available w.th ten pedals by special order.

FULL

STRINGMASTER STEEL GUITARS
FOUR NECKTHREE NECKTWO NECK

THE FENDER 1000 PEDAL STEEL GUITAR
CHORDS AND PROGRESSIONS . . THE FINEST IN STEEL GUITAR DESIGN



Depth—8%

FINE ELECTRIC INSTRUMENTS
The choice of top artists . . . the finest for student musicians

Amp Size: Height—16^"; Width

The Deluxe Steel Guitar is one of the finest single neck instrul 
ments available on today’s market and is highly recommended 
for both professional and non-professional use. It incorporate! 
many of the same outstanding features found on Stringmasten 
guitars.
It employs the counterbalanced dual pickups with mixing 
control, the Fender adjustable bridge for correction of intona
tion variations and the precision grooved nut of case hardened! 
steel, assuring level strings at all times. These special features, 
plus excellent playing qualities and unique body design, com
bine to make the Deluxe model guitar outstanding among 
present day instruments.

The Studio Deluxe Set represents the finest of its kind on 
the market today. It incorporates all the superior features 
recommended by teachers, studio operators and music dealers. 
The Studio Guitar provides these outstanding features fully 
adjustable bridge with swing type bridge cover, fully adjust
able high fidelity pickup, hardened steel bridge and precision 
grooved nut, top-mount input jack, recessed one-piece patent 
head and three chromed inset leg flanges which receive the 
telescoping legs. .
The Fender Princeton Amp is supplied with this set. It has 
two input jacks, tone control, volume control, on-and-off switch, 
jeweled panel light, extractor type fuse holder, a heavy duty 
8" speaker and produces 4^ watts of excellent quality 
distortionless power.
The Studio Guitar case is of hardshell construction and has a 
separate leg compartment. It is covered with the same durable 
material used on the amplifier to make a matching set.

Fender has done it again with the Champ Student Set — it is 
one of the finest low-priced guitar and amplifier combinations 
on the musical market.
The Champ Guitar has a solid hardwood body, beautifully 
finished and distinctively designed. It has a replaceable fret
board and detachable cord, and tone and volume controls. It 
features both the adjustable bridge and high fidelity pickup, 
and employs a one-piece recessed patent head.
The Champ Amp is sturdily constructed of the finest cabinet 
design. Circuit provides extremely pleasing reproduction. 
Speaker is a fine quality permanent magnet type. It has two 
instrument inputs, volume control, jeweled pilot light and 
extractor type fuse holder The amplifier covering is striped 
airplane luggage hnen which is both durable and washable. 
Size: Height—12^"; Width—13¥4”; Depth—8"

DELUXE 8 AND 6 STEEL GUITARS

STUDIO DELUXE SET

CHAMP STUDENT SET
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A most outstanding instrument on today’s musical market: true 
Mandolin tone, graduated neck with 24 frets provides fast 
comfortable playing action, plus cutaway design for convenient 
access to top frets. Solid wood body is beautifully finished and 
comfort contoured to fit the player’s body.
Micro-adjustable bridge provides separate adjustment for both 
string length and string height. New pickup is adjustable for 
string tone balance and affords the finest Mandolin tone.
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DUO-SONIC THREE-QUARTER SIZE GUITAR
The Duo-Sonic Guitar is an outstanding addition to the Fender 
line of Fine Electric Instruments. It is especially designed for 
adult and young musicians with small hands. Features Fender 
neck with adjustable truss rod, two adjustable high-fidelity 
pickups and a three-position pickup selector switch. Two
way adjustable bridge insures perfect intonation and fast, 
playing action.ith mixing 
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VIBROLUX AMP
The modern tremolo circuit of the Vibrolux Amp assures out
standing amplification qualities and performance characteris
tics. The circuit incorporates the latest control and audio 
features to make it the finest amplifier of its type in its price 
range. A Jensen 10” heavy duty speaker is used in this am
plifier. Controls include tremolo speed control, tremolo depth 
control, volume control, plus three input jacks, on-and-off 
switch, jeweled pilot light and extractor type fuse holder, all 
of which are located on the top-mounted chromed chassis. 
A remote tremolo foot control switch is included with the 
Vibrolux Amp.

MUSICMASTER THREE-QUARTER SIZE GUITAR
The Musicmaster Guitar incorporates many outstanding fea
tures to make it the favorite in the low-price field. It is beauti
fully finished and features the comfortable, fast-action Fender 
neck with adjustable truss rod and modern head design. Ad
justable bridge affords variable string height and length for 
playing ease and perfect intonation.
HARVARD AMP
The Harvard Amp provides distortionless amplification, porta
bility and ruggedness, plus the assurance of long, faithful 
service. Its design affords excellent amplification at a conserva
tive price. It employs a heavy duty 10” Jensen speaker. Top
mounted chrome-plated chassis provides easy access to the 
controls, which include: volume control, tone control, three 
input jacks, on-and-off switch, bulls-eye pilot light and extrac
tor type fuse holder. Amplifier cabinet is made of solid 
wood with lock-jointed construction and is covered with abra
sion resistant airplane luggage linen.
Size: Height—16%”; Width—18”; Depth—8%"

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, SEE YOUR LOCAL MUSIC DEALER OR WRITE: 
FENDER SALES, INC., 308 EAST FIFTH STREET, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA

DUO-SONIC GUITAR AND VIBROLUX AMP

MUSICMASTER GUITAR AND HARVARD AMP

ELECTRIC MANDOLIN
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, SEE YOUR LOCAL MUSIC DEALER, OR WRITE:

/ SALES, INC. 308 EAST FIFTH STREET, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
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on Latin Hangover, where he blows 
flowing, many-noted phrases with an 
implied Latin beat.

He is humorous on Whisper Not, a 
piece in the mood of Valse Triste and 
one of the most tuneful and easy-to- 
recall originals heard in many months. 
On Where Am 1?, a moody ballad, he 
seems impatient and ready to burst 
the bonds of tempo, but he doesn’t. 
The mood is never shattered

Mobley and Rodgers blend well in 
the heads, with Mobley’s smooth solo
ing a needed contrast to the often 
abrupt and angular Rodgers alto. Ken
ny blows with force and sometimes in 
harsh, clipped phrases. On His Sister, 
particularly, the moon-like structure is 
embellished by Rodgers with cascades 
of the brittle phrases. It is his best 
solo on the sides.

Silver is very melodic on Where Am 
1? and is romping on Hangover. On 
Fink, he logically builds and extends 
a three-note figure into u sparkling 
solo. Persip is excellent throughout 
and effective on his brief solo on Hep, 
and the fours on Sister.

One final note: the writing by Golson 
and Marshall is bright, refreshing, and 
of enough substance to provide the 
soloists with material for blowing, but 
at the same time leaving behind the 
impression of unity of musical thought. 
Some of the thought behind the han
dling of the six tunes here, if applied 
to otherwise strictly blowing sessions, 
could go a long way in making those 
scatter-shot records that much more 
valid as examples of contemporary 
thought. The feel of a complete unit 
here is too often lacking on similar 
small-group sessions.

This would have been a full five 
if the high standard of writing and 
blowing established on Side 1 were 
sustained on Side 2. But you can’t hit 
a home run every time up. Highly rec
ommended. (D.C.)

Oscar Peterson
THE OSCAR PETERSON TRIO AT THE 

STRAITORD Mt SKESPERIAN FESTIVAL—Verve 
12" LP 8024: Falling in Love with Love; How 
About You; Flamingo; Swinging on n Star; 
Noreen*» Nocturne; Gypsy in My Soul; How 
High the Moon; Love You Madly; 52nd St. 
Theme.

Personnel: Oncar Peterson, piano; Herb Ellis, 
guitar; Ray Brown, bass.

Rating: ★★★★★

Almost as if in answer to the dis
cussion in the June 27 issue between 
Balliet, Ertegun, and Feather, comes 
this extraordinary album which pre
sents for the first time the Peterson 
trio in the magnificent unit sound it 
gets in person.

Throughout this album you will find 
the particular kind of down-home, 
funky swinging which characterizes the 
type of jazz more directly linked to 
the basic roots of the music. Where- 
ever you find it, you will also find that 
the trio has, whether or not the tune 
in question is a blues, given it a blues 
feel. For, in the final analysis, to play 
funky is to play with a blues feeling, 
a low down blues feeling (“how low and 
how wicked,” as Bunk Johnson said) 
and you can do this with Cole Porter 
as well as with Memphis Slim by evok
ing the mood, feeling, and the sound 
with “blue” chords and notes. This is 
the folk link that Duke and Basie and 
the MJQ and others all exploit.

That the Peterson trio is one of the 
best musical units in jazz has been 
accepted in most quarters for some time 
now. Until the appearance of this 
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album, however, it has not been too 
easily demonstrated on disc. Here for 
the first time we have the boiling, bub
bling, swinging beat that the group 
specializes in brought through onto 
disc. How High and Gypsy, as well as 
the wonderful Love You Madly, are 
perfect examples. In Flamingo it’s the 
development of harmony that’s strik
ing, but in the other ius the back to 
the farm swing that’s a complete gas.

The album, by the way, was recorded 
under the personal supervision of John 
Lewis. That’s right. There should be 
more like this. (R. J. G.)

Aaron Sachs 
CLARINET AND CO.—Rama 12' RLP

1004: Rondo Blues; Gorme Has Her Day; Just 
Sick Blues; I Can't Believe: Blue Sophisticate;

Mona*» Hall*;

PrrMonnel 8. and 10: Sachs, 
Raney, guitar; Hall

Overton, piano: Aaron Bell, bans; Osie Johnson, 
drums. Remaining tracks: Sachs; Bernie Glow, 
Phil Sunkel, trumpets; Frank Rehak, trombone; 
Gene Allen, baritone: Nat Pierce, piano; Bell,

Ralln,:

This set is more appropriately evalu
ated in terms of the composers who 
charted the course than in the perform
ances themselves. Sachs wrote Gorme; 
Believe; Conversation, and Hall’s. Sun- 
kel contributed Rondo and Country- 
fied. Bill Ver Planck wrote Just Sick 
and Wiggins. Mona's is a Nat Pierce 
arrangement. Completing the date are 
Benny Golsons Sophisticate and the 
Sinatra-ized standard Nancy.

Aside from Sachs’ solos and a series 
of solos on Sophisticate, the set is de
pendent on the success of the arrange
ments, because there are very few sus
tained solos in the 11-tune collection.

The arrangements, for the most part, 
are briskly orchestrated and tightly 
voiced, in the west coast tradition. 
Sunkel’s are particularly so. Sachs’ are 
satisfying without being intensely in
spiring. The Pierce chart indicates 
some loyalty to Basie. Ver Planck’s 
compositions are fluidly written, with 
some recognition of the quality of 
wholeness; they are the most refresh
ing expressions in the LP.

As a soloist, Sachs seems hampered 
by an inability to sustain linear pat
terns, although he manages to commu
nicate some emotional depth. This is 
true in both groups, on both instru
ments. Since this set prevides few so
los for the others present, it is largely 
Sachs’ task to provide the spark, to 
lend life to the arrangements. He does 
not do so consistently. It should be 
noted, however, that the other musi
cians on the date fulfill their support
ing roles, limitations considered, more 
than adequately. (D.G.)

Ralph And Sue Sharon
MR. A MRS. 1AZZ—Bethlehem 12" LP BCP 

13: It Don't Mean a Thing; A Nightingale Can 
Sing the Blues; 4 Fine Romance; Hugette Walts; 
I Could Have Told You: 4 Trout, No Doubt; 
Mynah Lament; W ith the H ind and the Rain 
in Your Hair: Just You, Just Me; Nothing at 
411; That Goldblatt Magic.

Personnel: Ralph Sharon, piano; J. R. Mon* 
terose, tenor; Joe Puma, guitar; Eddie Costa, 
vibes; Milt Hinton, bass: Jo Jones, drums; Sue 
(Ryan) Sharon, (Tracks 2, 4, 6, 8, 10), vocals.

Riling: AX

A Shearing-ish recital, spiced with 
some handsome bassing by Hinton 
(listen to him on I Could Have Told 
You) and some fleet vibes by Costa. 
Monterose contributes several warm 
choruses, and a couple with bite, nota
bly one on Don’t Mean a Thing.

Sue has a husky voice with con
siderable warmth when needed. All

CHRIS 
CONNOR

SINGS THE
GFORGFVIC- WIX VI I—
GERSHWIN

ALMANAC
OF SONG

32 Gershwin songs in contemporary jazz 
styling by Chris Connor: a bonanza for both 
the jazz fan and the show-tune collector. All of 
the best known Gershwin tunes are here — and 
so are some of the more neglected gems like 

Utile Jazz Bird and Bia Bia Bia.
Chris offer* in the originality of her interpre

tation* powerful justification for a new and 
comprehensive survey of the Gershwin song*. 
A* no other singer of the day, Chri* is sensitive 
to the harmonic richness and rhythmic inventive- 
nest of Gershwin's music, most of which was 
directly and consciously inspired by jazz.

Seven different instrumental group* of vary
ing *ize and composition were assembled to 
give each song a unique conception and cm 
individual setting Among the distinguished 
musicians who assisted Chris were: Milt Jackson, 
Joe Newman, Herbie Mann, Al Cohn, Barry 
Galbraith, Oscar Pettiford, Jimmy Cleveland, 
Hank Jones, and many other*.

Atlantic 2-801
S-I2MLON<



kenton voices
Here is Stan Kenton's first full-length 
album featuring voices. The male 
voices belong to four young West 
Coasters named the Modern Men — 
who now join the impressive list of stars 

The feminineStan has introduced.
voice belongs to Ann Richards. It's 
warm and relaxed and provides a de
lightful change of pace.
The songs are mostly ballads—some 
swingy, some romantic But the style, 
the arrangements, the orchestra and 
the mood aje all Kenton's. And, with 
voices as well as instruments, no one, 
no one in the world sounds like Stan
Kenton. fTMW

RECENT KENTON HIT ALBUMS

Kenton's bold 
merger of authentic 
Afro-Cuban 
rhythms with 
American jazz.
Brilliant arrange
ments by Johnny 
Richards.

(Till)

Kenton's all-time 
greatest hits, 
newly recorded 
with many of his 
original stars— 
but this time in 
dazzl’ing Hi-Fi!

KENTON

(Will)

HIGH FIDELITY
ALBUMS FROM

her songs were fine choices, except 
Trout, which must rank as one of the 
silliest tunes of the year.

On Magic, a salute to photographer 
Burt Goldblatt, the group achieves a 
Basie mood, with Milt walking and 
Ralph playing tastefully. Puma is 
heard to advantage on this.

A touch of Night in Tunisia is 
worked into the closing riffs of Don't 
Mean a Thing, and Sue interpolates a 
bit of I’ve Got a Right to Sing the 
Blues into Nightingale. Although the 
piano-vibes sound is augmented by a 
tenor, it still falls into the Shearing 
groove. Despite this, there are some 
jumping moments here and some rather 
routine ones, too. (D.C.)

Gerald Wiggins
REMIMSCIV M ITH MIG-Motif 12" LP 504: 

Three O'Clock in the Morning: Oh. You Beau
tiful Doll: I Lsed to Love You; Dear Old Girl; 
Trail of the Lonesome Pine: Ma. She*» Making 
Eyes at Me; That Old Gang of Mine; They 
Wouldn*t Believe Me: In My Merry Oldsmobile.

Personnel: M iggin», piano; Bill Douglass,

Rating: it*

This is not a serious jazz album in 
any sense of the word, but it is a pleas
ant one. The three musicians have a 
fine old time kidding around with u col
lection of nostalgic (for youi father, 
maybe) songs which seems, at least 
slightly, to kid the Music of the Roar
ing '20s type of album.

Despite the incongruity’ of some of 
the numbers, Wiggins manages to give 
to them occasional flashes of the indi
vidual warm jazz style he possesses. 
Throughout, the music is well played, 
the group swings forcefully, and there 
is such a delightful element of fun
making all over the place that you can’t 
help but enjoy’ the product.

Wright continues to impress as one 
of the swingingest bass men around. 
When is he going to get his own LP? 
(R.J.G.)

Ia*e Wiley
WEST OF THE MOON-R(.A Victor 13 

LPM* 1408: You*re a Sweetheart; Thi» Is 
1 ou Vunl Have Been a Beautiful Baby: 
Can I Turn to Now? My Ideal; Can* I Ge 
of Thi» Mood: East of the Sun; I Lei

LP

U ho

Sugar Standing in the Rain; Moonstruck ; Lime
house Blue»: As Time Goes By; Keepin* Out of 
Mischief Now^

vocal-, with RalphPersonnel : 
Burn» orchestri
Butterfield, trumpet»; I rbie Green and Lou 
McGarity, trombone«; Peanut» Hucko. clarinet;

Rating: dfkdrk
Miss Wiley’s effect on me is similar 

to that of Wild Bill Davison and Jack 
Teagarden. She never lets me down 
musically. I find the combination of 
her vocal texture and the limited range 
coupled with what she is able to do 
within it very satisfying. This collec
tion is no exception.

Lee sings a Limehouse here such as 
hasn’t beer, heard before by these ears 
and quite likely may never be again. 
There’s a strong beat, lazy inflection, 
a feeling for the words and the mood 
of the song that Lee has within herself 
and is able to communicate easily. 
Note, too, the way she digs into the 
last chorus of Ideal, much as a cornet 
player (Wild Bill, for instance) would 
take it on.

Backing by’ Burns and three groups 
—a string band, a full band, and a 
small group—is tasteful and in keep
ing with the moods sought. On Sweet
heart, the muted brass riffs provide a 
suitable pace-setter for Lee’s languid 

vocal. There are some meaningful 
solos spotted throughout, the most 
memorable being McGarity’s gem on 
Left My Sugar.

I rebelled at the thought of strings 
behind Lee. But those sides come off 
very well, if not as comfortably as 
the band and group sides. Lee slips 
into the latter as readily and as easily 
as into a pair of slippers that she s 
had a long, comfortable time.

Her phrasing on Sweetheart is again 
like a horn’s, musicianly and tasty. The 
way she bursts the apparent limits of 
her range on This Is New gives the 
words an added impact.

Beautiful Baby, Can’t Get Out of 
This Mood, and Moonstruck, as songs, 
are rather lightweight. Who Can I 
Turn To? erased my prejudice against 
Lee with strings. She has to reach a 
bit here, but the yearning note ap
plied by her natural vibrato again 
underlines the words and the essence 
of the song.

It’s a bit unusual to find on one 
collection two songs, This Is New and 
Moonstruck, which utilize the rhyming 
of spellbound with hell-bound. But 
don’t pass this one by. It’s not often 
these days that you find a mature 
artist who projects individuality with
out gimmicks and without loss of some 
element of the vehicles sung. (D.C.)

Kai U inding
TROMBOM PANORAMA—Columbia 12" LP 

(X : Fanfare; Lassus Trombone; Muskrat 
Ramble; I Gotta Right to Sing the Blues; Side
walk» of New York; Margie; Vm Gettin* Senti
mental over You; Kaye*» Melody; Moonlight 
Serenade; Bijou; Collaboration; It*» III Right 
with Me; Potpourri : The Party*» Over; The 
Preacher; Come Rain or Come Shine; When the 
Red. Red Robin Comes Bob, Bob Bobbin* Along: 
I Can*t Give You Anything but Love; Frankie 
and Johnny.

Personnel: Minding, trombone and leader: 
Earl Fontana. Mayne khdre. trombone»: Dick 
Lieb, bans trombone: Roy Frazee, piano: Kenny 
O’Brien, ba»»: Tom Montgomery or Jack Frank
lin, drums.

Rating: A
Credit Kai for remembering that hu

mor and entertainment are more com
patible with jazz than pomp and pre
tention. Almost all the first side is 
devoted to a light and reasonably com 
prehensive history of jazz trombone, 
with narration by Kai; the longest and 
most interesting track on the second 
side is an extended and modernized 
Frankie and Johnny saga, again with 
Kai narrating.

Fortunately, there are few attempts 
at exact carbon-copying in the impres
sions of other bands’ trombone-focused 
numbers; Fontana, for instance, cap
tures the essence of Teagarden, Andre 
does a brief T. Dorsey bit and a very 
competent impression of Bill Harris, 
but in general Kai and his sergeants- 
at-arms recreate the spirit rather than 
the letter. The narration is accurate 
and well written, and Kai’s elocution 
is faultless.

The Frankie and Johnny story is 
fun, though not first-class fantasy. Its 
chief faults are the use, in verbal ex
planations, of translations for some of 
the hip terms (these should have been 
confined to the liner notes, where the 
squares could have referred to them) 
and a general tendency to stuff in too 
many hip phrases in the first place. 
The last line of all is the best laugh. 
The band provides a funky thread 
throughout.

The other five tracks are typical 
Winding band items, highlights among 
which are Andre’s arrangement of
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NOTES BETWEEN THE LINERS 
I he big news at Sator this month is the fantastic 
AMERICAN JAZZMEN PLAY ANDRE HODIER 
i MG 12104) release! It’s been the talk of the 
n.usic business, with terms like “greater than 
Miles’ 1949 band sides’* . . . “more important 

. . and'han Wood)’» Four Brothers sound'
.■vrn more I Expertly scored for 9 men and obli- 
natto voice, the original germ for the date grew 

sitions performed by French jazzmen that was 
brought back to Ozzie Cadena, Savoy AAR chief. 

Ozzie flipped for

wrote Mr. Hodeir 
in France. They 
mutually arranged 
for Hodeir, known 
to jazz fans as the 
author of the pin- 
vocative book, 
Jazz: It's Et olu- 
tion and Essence.

ican jazzmen in 
the performance of 
band. Cadena con*“Essais** for small

tacted DON BYRD and IDREE* SI LIEM\N 
trumpets. FRANK REI! 4K-tromb»ne. HOBBY 
JASPAR-flute and tenor, HAL McKLSlCK-aho.

EDDIE COSTAJAY CAMERON-bariton«-
vibes, GEORGE DI VIVIER b.i^. BOBBY DON- 
4LD5ONdrums and ANNIE ROSS-vocal obligatto 
for the date. Hodeir’s horizontal, moving lines and 
advanced harmonica and tonal treatments are su
perb. Rudy Van Gelder’s inimitable Highest Fidelity 
recording is superb! Don’t you miss AMERICAN 
JAZZMEN PLAY ANDRE HODEIR, at your deal 
ers now. For complete Free Discography, write 
Dept. A today t  _ ___
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Horace Silver’s Preacher, and a 
strangely somber Come Rain which, 
even when you play it at 45, sounds 
deep enough. On the other hands, 
Party is a little too lackluster for 
comfort.

An enjoyable, often amusing, some
times instructive LP; recommended 
particularly to recently converted jazz 
collectors. (L.F.)

Reissues
Reissues and Recouplings — Among 
the current crop of reissued singles 
on 12" LPs, the conversion of 10” LPs 
to their larger brothers, and the re
coupling of 10" LPs in various com
binations, the following should be 
noted.

The wonderful Town hall concert of 
six standards by Louis Armstrong 
with Jack Teagarden, Bobby Hackett, 
Sid Catlett, and others has been ex
panded from a 10" LP to a 12" record 
with the addition of six other Arm
strong tracks, including Lang, Long 
Journey and Snafu (Leonard Feather’s 
Esquire All-Americans, recorded in 
1946, with Charlie Shavers, Johnny- 
Hodges, Don Byas, Billy Strayhorn, 
Duke Ellington, Chubby Jackson, among 
others), Mahogany Hall Stamp (with 
Kid Ory, Barney Bigard), Some Day, 
I Want a Little Girl, and Sugar. It’s 
called Town Hall Concert Plus (RCA 
Victor LPM-1443).

Four new sides by Shorty Rogers 
and a big band were added to the 10" 
RCA Victor LP called Cool and Crazy 
to make a 12" record, The Big Shorty 
Rogers Express (RCA Victor LPM- 
1350). To Coop De Graas, Infiinity 
Promenade, Contours, and the others 
on the smaller record, Pink Squirrel, 
Pay the Piper, Home with Sweets, and 
Blues Express were added. No person
nel is given for the new tunes, which 
were apparently out last year, but the 
old sides had Milt Bernhart, Johnny 
Graas, Bob Cooper, Shelly Manne, Art 
Pepper, Jimmy Giuffre, Bud Shank, 
and Marty Paich. On Piper, the hand
some clarinet might be Giuffre. The 
Home with Sweets sounds like a Basie 
tribute left over from Shorty Courts 
the Count; and Blues Express is right 
out of Herman, with traces of Shorty’s 
Keeper of the Flame and Johnny Man
del’s Not Really the Blues in it.

Inexplicably, Verve has issued a set 
called Basie Rides Again (Verve MG 
V-8108), which is tune for tune an 
earlier set called Basie Jazz (Clef 633). 
Among the tracks are Jive at Five; 
Redhead; Bread; Every Tub; Small 
Hotel, and Goin’ to Chicago, among 
these present, Al Kibbler, Paul Quini- 
chette, Ernie Wilkins, Joe Newman, 
Gus Johnson, Freddie Green, Ray 
Brown, Benny Powell, Charlie Shavers. 
... A recent offering of the American 
Recording society to mail subscribers 
was Dizzy Gillespie’s Big Band Jazz 
(ARS G-423), which includes Some
times I’m Happy; Quincy’s Tune (later 
Jessica’s Day); Tintindeo; Cool Breeze; 
Annie’s Dance; Yesterdays; Oasis, and 
School Days, by two different Gilles
pie bands and a group. . . . Also on the 
ARS label is The Battle of the Saxes, 
with tracks by Illinois Jacquet, includ
ing Achtung!; Las Vegas Blues; So
phia, and The Kid and the Brute; and 
tracks by Flip Phillips, including Blues 
for the Midgets; Lemon Aid; 21; Feel-

THE BISTORT 
OF JAZZ 

(IH FOOt ALBUMS*)
VOLI N’Orleans Origins

Leadbelly
Zutty Singleton
Lizzie Miles
Sharkey Bonano
Santo Pecora
Blue Lu Barker
Wingy Manone
Barney Bigard
Bugle Sam DeKemel
Armand Hug T-793

The Turbulent “Twenties”

Red Nichols 
Walter Brown 
Paul Whiteman 
Bus Moten 
Sonny Greer 
Jack Teagarden 
Joe Sullivan 
Pete Daily 
Bud Freeman 
Julia Lee T-794

m.s Everybody Swings
Benny Goodman 
Coleman Hawkins 
Red Norvo 
Teddy Wilson 
Duke Ellington 
Nat Cole 
Benny Carter 
Rex Stewart 
Jess Stacy
Art Tatum T-795

VOL 4 Enter The Cool
Miles Davis 
Stan Kenton 
Lennie Tristano 
Woody Herman 
George Shearing 
Dizzy Gillespie 
Serge Chaloff 
Lee Konitz 
Kai Winding
Stan Getz T-7%

NEW HIGH FIDELITY 
ALBUMS FROM

*available separately
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beat get this 
collector-designed 
Leslie Creations

record cabinet
with subscription to DOWN BEAT
Music lovers, record collectors, decorator-conscious 
home-makers—here’s your opportunity to own this 
beautiful cabinet designed to hold over 20U long-play 
records. Divided into ten compartments so those jazz, 
folk song, symphony records, can be put into their 
proper sections . . . even your precious old 78 rpm 
albums can be accommodated. Sturdily built, 25" x 
22" x 10" of black wrought-iron with vinyl tipped feet.

in' the Blues, and Bright Blue (ARS 
G-425). Participants include Roy El
dridge, Harry Edison, Charlie Shavers, 
Ben Webster, Bill Harris, Buddy Rich, 
Ray Brown, and others.

The Chico Hamilton quintet and the 
Laurindo Almeida quartet are repre
sented in tracks from Pacific Jazz al
bums on a new Jazztone selection to 
mail subscribers, Delightfully Modern 
(J 1264). From Pacific Jazz’ Chico 
Hamilton Quintet (PJ-1209) were 
drawn A Nice Day; My Funny Valen
tine; Blue Sands; The Sage, and The 
Morning After. From Pacific Jazz’ 
Laurindo Almeida Quartet (PJ-1204) 
were drawn Carinoso; Noctambulizm; 
Blue Baiao, and three others. Bud 
Shank on alto is featured on the lat
ter set. . . . Two early Jazztone sets 
were edited and combined to produce 
Swing Lightly (J-1265), with four 
tracks each by Ruby Braff and a group 
including Billy Byers, Sam Margolis, 
Jo Jones, Milt Hinton, and Marty Na
poleon, and by Joe Newman with a 
group including Benny Powell, Frank
Wess, Sir Charles Thompson, Ed
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Jones, and Shadow Wilson. Among the 
tracks are Newman’s The Midgets, 
and Jumping at the Woodside; Braff’s 
Deep River, 'Deed 1 Do, Both hornmen 
have considerable to say.

Savoy has issued a collection called 
Surf Board (MG-12089) by Art Pep
per and three groups. Some of the 
titles seem to stem from an old Dis
covery 10" LP, notably Cinnamon; 
Thyme Time; Nutmeg, and Art's 
Oregano. Among the other titles are 
Tickle Toe; Susie the Poodle; Brown 
Gold, Holiday Flight, and The Way 
You Look Tonight. ... A 10" George 
Shearing LP was apparently expand
ed to a 12" LP by the addition of four 
tracks by Red Norvo s trio. On Mid
night on Cloud 69 (Savoy MG-12093), 
Shearing plays the title tune; Be Bop’s 
Fables; Cherokee; Life with Feather, 
and Four Bars Short, The Norvo 
tracks are Little White Lies; Pm 
Yours; Time and Tide, and Night 
and Day. Shearing’s group is of the 
Marjorie Hyams - Denzil Best - Chuck 
Wayne - John Levy period. Norvo’s 
cohorts are Tai Farlow and Charlie 
Mingus.

A dozen singles made for Coral by 
vocalist Jackie Paris with backing by 
Neal Hefti and Norman Leyden arc 
collected on Skylark (Brunswick BL 
54019) and include the title tune; Idle 
Gossip; Detour Ahead; You’re Mine, 
You, and I'm Through with Love. 
Charlie Shavers is heard in solo spots 
on seven tracks. . . . Some early and 
free-swinging Tony Scott, including 
sides cut at Minton’s, are collected on 
Tony Scott in Hi Fi (Brunswick BL 
54021), including / Cover the Water
front, Yesterdays, Goodbye, and the 
Minton on-location tracks with Dick 
Katz, Milt Hinton, and Philly Joe Jones 
playing Katz' Meow; After After 
Hours; I Never Knew, and Away We 
Go. . . . Jimmy Raney heads two groups 
in a recoupling of previously issued 
Prestige albums called Jimmy Raney A 
(Prestige 7089). The quartet side» 
include Double Image and Some Other 
Spring; the quintet sides, A Foggy 
Day; What’s New?; One More for the 
Mode, and Someone to Watch Over Me. 
There are 12 tracks in all, with Hall 
Overton and Teddy Kotick on each 
group, and John Wilson the horn on 
the quintet. Substantial fare. (D.C.)
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When, in 1923, the drama department 
of Smith college, a small liberal arts 
school in Northampton, Mass., decided 
on Leonid Andreyev’s The Black Mask
ers for their big 
production for that 
year, they turned 
for incidental music 
to young (27 years 
old) Roger Hunting
ton Sessions, who, 
from 1917 until two 
years previously, had 
taught music theory 
there.

Sessions, born in 
Brooklyn of New 
England ancestry,
up until that time had written very 
little music and almost no orchestral 
music. Educated at Harvard, he had 
studied music undei Old Victorianism 
himself. Horatio Parker, at Yale, and 
had not vet studied in Europe.

He had, however, met and fallen 
under the spell of Ernest Bloch, an 
electrifying personality and an inspired 
teacher, and when after two years of 
close association with Bloch at the 
Cleveland institute, the Smith college 
commission came to him, Sessions must 
have felt ripe for a real challenge. In 
Andreyev’s powerful, eerie, bitter dra
ma, he found one.

ANDREYEV, L VFER famous for 
He WAo Gets Slapped and Seven Who 
Were Hanged, wrote in his character
istic symbolic style of a civilized man, 
the proud Duke Lorenzo, who threw 
open the doors of his castle to a great 
masquerade, and found himself un- 
accountedly overwhelmed by forces of 
evil he had not realized existed.

This is the sort of play that is 
loaded with possibilities—and pitfalls 
—for a young composer: a gay dance 
scene in the glittering castle with por
tents of evil in the air; menacing shad
ows, out of which materialize the eerie 
Maskers with their mocking laughter; 
scenes of battle, of holocaust, of terror, 
with the final sound of the evil trum
pets of victory lifted over the ruin. 
The obvious symbolism, the melodrama, 
could easily have tempted even a sea
soned composer to an excess of literal
ness in the music, to picture painting 
sound effects, and a lush, but empty 
score.

Sessions did not succumb—not even 
a young Sessions. Perhaps not quite all 
the credit for the contemporary note 
in this music can be placed at his door, 
but most of it can. Disillusionment and 
bitterness were in the air in 1923.

Though Andreyev meant his drama 
to be in the personalized terms of the 
human soul destroyed by its own evil 
seeds, in 1923 it must have been easy 
to read into it broader meanings: Lo
renzo and his castle as Europe, and 
the Black Maskers as the evil that 
engulfed it in war.

ONE RECALLS, in this connection, 
Ravel’s bittei backward look at Europe 
dancing on the volcano’s brink in his 
1920 La Voise. Sessions, preparing his 
music for the Smith college production, 
felt the deepei interpretation, and got 
it into his music, even as Ravel had 
and on somewhat the same terms.

At least, he got it into the music 
as we know it in the form of the con
cert suite for full orchestra, called 
The Black Maskers, which has been 
recorded recently for Mercury by How
ard Hanson and the Eastman-Roches
ter Symphony orchestra (MG 50106).

The suite contains four of the eight 
episodes Sessions originally wrote for 
small orchestra in 1923 and was pre
pared five years later in 1928, “with 
certain revisions.” The suite does not 
follow the original order of scenes but 
has been “shaped into a more appro
priate musical sequence.”

Perhaps these changes—the addition
al instrumentation, the “certain revi
sions,” the shaping into new sequence 
—made by n man five years older and 
five years wiser, put the depth and 
perspective there But it doesn’t matter 
too much. Whether earlier or later, the 
emotions of a generation emerging into 
the full glare of the 20th century did 
get into it, and that is what is im
portant.

And they arc all there. In the open
ing section, Dance, the rhythmic figure 
is inspired—hypnotic, seductively evil, 
set against bitter, clashing chords that 
have terror in them, too.

The doom that overtook Europe with 
the war was, in fact, more terrifying 
in retrospect than it was while going 
on. Out of the chaotic center of the 
second section, Scene, emerges Loren
zo’s song, given to the bass flute with 
viola obbligato, a sad, beautiful melody 
that also has dignity and a touch of 
resignation, full of feeling for the cher
ishable thing that is to be destroyed.

THE FOLLOWING Dirge and Fi
nale sweep the music to its conclusion, 
the brasses voicing the victory of the 
evil in mocking tones, but the strings, 
the woodwinds, the eloquent horn 
sounding the note of purity in the 
flames that might mean eventual re
demption.

The work owes considerable to Rich
ard Strauss and something to Ravel; 
nothing to Ernest Bloch, except pos
sibly the absense of compromise. On 
its own, it is an American masterpiece, 
n finished and tempered work of art.

It has been recorded twice. In ad
dition to the Hanson performance, 
there is one by Walter Hendl conduct
ing a Viennese pickup ensemble issued 
in 1953 by the American Recording 
Society (ARS 115).

The Hanson is a sincere, devoted 
attempt to showcase this music as it 
deserves and enjoys tremendously effec
tive recorded sound. But the Hendl is 
a knowing, beautifully shaped, vitally 
projected performance that has a tight
ness and an excitement missing from 
Hanson’s slower tempos, broader view. 
For all this music has to offer, hear, 
if possible, both.
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Hippe Sette
New York — In reviewing the 

recent RCA Victoi LP by Connee 
Boswell and the Memphis Five, 
Billboard critic Bill Simon coined 
n noun to praise the singer. “Miss 
Boswell,” he wrote, “is a gasse.” 
She made him (lippe his wigge.
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One By One the living ties with the 
formative years of jazz drop off. The 
latest is Jimmy Dorsey, following 
Tommy by all too few months. It’s as 
if, some of us sentimentalists can’t 

help thinking, there 
had to be the two 
Dorsey brothers, 
both of them, or 
none.

It’s a loss, make 
no mistake about it. 
It’s always a loss 
when a musician of 
talent goes. And it’s 
even more of a loss 
when one goes who 
linked eras audibly, 
night after night,

loss of Bunny Berigan, of Chu Berry, 
of Tricky Sam Nanton A figure of 
cnnsiderai le stature in the history of 
jazz has been reduced to the size of 
record grooves and verbal descriptions 
and men’s memories. No matter how 
shining the grooves, how sparkling the 
adjectives, or how brilliant the mem
ories, it has to be a reduction. Jazz is 
a live man’s art.

I K'XOYL. I know. Jimmy had led 
commercial bands for a long time, more 
than two decades. He was never a solo
ist of the importance of Johnny Hodges 
or Benny Carter on alto.

And who would compare his clari
net-playing to Benny Goodman's or 
Artie Shaw’s or Irving Fazola’s? And 
that is only to speak of the men promi
nent on his instruments in the years 
when he was a name of great conse
quence to the boys in the saloons and 
the girls in the ballrooms.

I know we don’t discuss Jimmy much 
anymore when we talk jazz. His was 
no vital part of jazz history in recent 
years, however much his records may 
nave continued to sell and however 
many may have come to dance to his 
band and Tommy’s or to summon up 
remembrances of things past at tables 
near the dancers.

But a contribution he did make, right 
up to the end, and it should be noted 
and its passing mourned.

Jimmy Dorsey was a living link with 
the Jean Goldkette era and the Paul 
Whiteman and the Red Nichols and 
all the related epochs and half-epochs 
of the ’20s and ’30s in jazz.

HE WAS THE TIE to the past for 
many of us, the solid tie, the school 
tie, but not simply because he played 
with Goldkette and Whiteman and 
Nichols and showed up at so many 
dates at the New York record studios. 
He was the bridge to those years be
cause he never stopped playing the 
way he did with the bands that fea
tured Bix Beiderbecke and Nichols, 
Frankie Trumbauer and Miff Mole and 
Tommy.

He w’as the direct line to the music 
of the small bands and the big bands 
of that special kind of Dixieland he 
played because that was the way he 
always blew, no matter what the tune 
or the company or the audience.

I remember when I first heard Jim
my—not just listened to him, but heard 

him. It was when the Dorsey Brothei» 
band was at the Glen Island casino, 
in the summer of 1934, I think, and 
broadcasting regularly.

Suddenly one Sunday night, I heard 
Jimmy’s clarinet, ami I was successive 
ly amazed and amused and delighted 
and moved. It was so completely un
like the fat-toned sober-phrased, in
decently elegant playing of the clas
sical clarinetists I had grown up with, 
in tny home anil in concert halls and 
studios. It was so tipsily and delight 
fully put together, fragile of tone and 
eccentric of accent and swinging by 
fits and starts. And it was so per 
suasively unmannered and so thorough
ly engaging.

MAYBE THAT curious style of 
Jimmy’s, on alto and on clarinet both, 
was more than just a link to the past, 
more than just a historical oddity, 
more than just u sound associated with 
one’s youth that lingered on, comfort
ably, like a piece of unusually sturdy 
old furniture that never really calls 
attention to itself until the day it 
falls apart.

It may even be that when we have 
sufficient perspective and can listen 
without nostalgic attachments or bias 
of any kind, we will have to find room 
foi Jimmy in all the serious surveys 
of jazz accomplishments, and on his 
merits as a musician, not simply be 
cause he was somebody around and 
blowing when the music was taking 
shape.

What I am saying, of course, is 
that I think Jimmy had achieved just 
such importance, and that I also am 
convinced that we have something like 
the necessary distance right now’ from 
which to view and hear and judge 
such performances as his.

WE HAVE COME to realize — and 
how good it is that we have — that 
Bud Freeman and Pee Wee Russell, 
for example, are not removed by such 
a tremendous distance from Lester 
Young and Charlie Parker.

We have — lots of us, anyway — 
become disenchanted with some of th« 
lush soundr, the inflated and over
ornamented lines, the pseudo-classical 
diction of a certain middle-period kind 
of jazzman, who for a while at least 
in the swing years seemed to be domi
nating jazz.

Many of us have come to find our
selves most completely at ease with a 
particular leanness of tone and spare
ness of attack, the result of the bop 
pers and some of their cool successors 
and a handful or so of their immedi
ate predecessors.

To that handful, then, I am adding 
the name of Jimmy Dorsey and pro
posing that some of you think about 
the possibility of adding his name, and 
his music, too. To some who read this 
it may be an alarming thought, to 
others merely entertaining, to still 
others a sign of the need of an in
corrigibly sentimental man to «peak 
well of the dead.

I know’ of some others, however, who 
will find it fitting, agreeable to the 
ears, comformable to the music, and 
not at all out of order as a wreath 
tossed to the memory of a consider 
able jazz musician.
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By Leonard Feather

Joe Newman is the ideal example of the merger of two jazz 
generations, A New Orleans emigrant, born and reared in the 
shadow of Louis Armstrong, he was in and around New York 
before he had come of age, and soon found himself working with 
the bop pioneers and absorbing some of their influence.

Today his style illustrates perfectly the term "mainstream jazz” 
—and he has tastes to match, as The Blindfold Test revealed.

Most of the records used in the test were combo sides, but Items 
8, 9, and 10 featured big bands. The Farmingdale high school band 
was included for two reasons: first, the tune and arrangement stem 
from the Basie band, of which Joe has been ■ member off and on 
since December, 1943; second, I had read in these pages (and again 
in the LP’s notes) that the children’s work could be judged “by 
the standards of a professional, adult, big modern-jazz orchestra 
like Basie or Herman.”

When Joe’s answer made it clear that the claim was unfair, 
I let him modify his verdict; aside from this, no information was 
given him about any of the records played.

The Records
I. Louis Armstrong. Angel Child (Decca).

I liked the record very much. In 
fact, Louis Armstrong can do no wrong 
as far as I’m concerned. He’s one of 
my idols. I think the i-ecord is very 
commercial. All in all, it’s a good rec
ord. I’ll give it four stars. This re
minds me—when I was just a young 
hoy, there was a young lady of whom 
I was very fond at one time. One day 
she was visiting me, and I played a 
record by Louis with him singing. She 
thought it was horrible.

It irked me for her to say this, and 
I immediately got angry with her; but 
I tried to hold my composure and I 
offered her some candy from u glass 
candy jar. She reached in to get some, 
and when she tried to get her hand 
out, it stuck. I thought this was very 
funny, and I laughed—it was my way 
of getting back at her for not liking 
Louis. I didn’t like her any more after 
that.
2. Charlie Parker. Bluet for Alice (Verve). 

Rad Rodney, trumpet; John Lewis, piano; 
Kenny Clarke, drums.

I think that was Charlie Parker on 
alto, which was wonderful and always 
sounds refreshing. You really knocked 
me out by playing this record. If it 
isn’t Charlie, whoever it is did a very 
good imitation. It must be Red Rodney 
<>n trumpet—I liked that very much. 
The piano player might have been 
Horace Silver. Anyway it sounded like 
his style of comping.

I’d give that record 4*4 stars. I 
like the sound of the recording and 
everything. I thought it was very much 
alive, which is an orchid to the com
pany that recorded it. I don’t know 
who the drummer was, but I think he 
was u pretty swinging drummer.
3. Bob Crosby. Echo in the Cavern (Decca).

Stan Wrightsman, piano.
That was certainly one of the more 

modern Dixieland groups that I’ve 
heard in quite some time. It sounded as 
though they might have some young 
musicians on this date. 1 don’t know 
whose record it is.

The piano might have been Pete 
Johnson—I heard a few familiar things 
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I’ve heard him play. I’m really at a 
loss as far as the record is concerned. 
I’d give it three stars—I thought it 
was well played.
4 Modem Jan Sestet Mean to Me (Nor- 

gran). Diny Gillespie, trumpet; Sonny 
Stitt, alto; John Lewis, pieno; Skeeter Best, 
guitar.

The trumpet player was Dizzy. The 
alto player sounded like it might have 
been Cannonball. I don’t remember Diz
zy ever making any records with Can
nonball though. Whoever it is, it’s u 
Charlie Parker disciple.

I thought Dizzy was wonderful on 
there. There seems to be no end to this 
guy as far as ideas and chops are con
cerned. He never seems to grow old. 
He fascinates me every time I listen 
to him. I think he’s just wonderful. 
The piano player puzzles me. I don’t 
know who it can be.

I felt that the arrangement might 
have been better planned than it was. 
I’m not sure if it was an electric gui
tar on there ... I didn’t particularly 
care for the rhythm during the piano 
solo. There seemed to be an overtone on 
it. On the strength of Diz, I’ll have to 
give it a pretty good rating because I 
really enjoyed it very much. I’ll say 
four stars.
5. Chet Baker. / Cant Get Started (Jeu 

Wett Coast).
6. Jonah Jones. / Can't Get Started (Capi

tol).
This last one I didn’t particularly 

like—it was pretty rough. I think it 
might have been Sonny Dunham. Who
ever it was, I’m not familiar with them. 
I have no idea who the other guys 
were. I remember some little character
istics Sonny had, and this might have 
been him, but I could be wrong. I’ll 
give this about two stars.

The first version I rather liked. I’m 
confused, because whoever it is, I don’t 
think I’ve heard enough of him to real
ly put my finger on who it is. I don’t 
think it was Miles, but whoever it was 
seemed to have Miles in mind. I found 
this one very relaxing; give that about 
3*4 stars.
7. Don Byrd-Gigi Gryce. Speculation (Co

lumbia). Wendell Marshall, bass; Art 
Taylor, drums.

I can tell you that was Osie John
son on drums and Milt Hinton on bass. 
It’s pretty hard not to be able to tell 
those guys. Especially Milt—he has 
such a wonderful sound—never over
plays his bass. I can tell him alm >st 
every time I get a chance to hear him.

I think that was a well-recorded 
record. It sounded like there was some 
time spent in preparing this. I liked 
the trumpet player but don’t know 
who it was. 1 could say it was several 
trumpet players I’ve heard.

In the beginning he had a sound 
something like Miles. It sounded this 
way just for a minute and then it 
sounded at times like it could have been 
Nat Adderley, but I don’t think it 
was, because it’s a trumpet sound, not 
a cornet sound. The style is similar to 
Miles’ and he is quite an influence on 
modern musicians. In spots it sounded 
like it could have been Brownie. Any
way I’m sorry he’s not living. He did 
so much for me. He made my soul feel 
good just to listen to him play. I’ll 
give this one five stars.
B. Elliot Lewrence. Eft Belli (Fantasy). Nick 

Travis, trumpet; Al Cohn, tanor, arranger 
Sol Gubin, drums.

That was Nick Travis on trumpet. 
Al Cohn played the tenor solo. I think 
it was an Al Cohn arrangement. I 
think it was Elliot Lawrence’s band. 
Osie Johnson was on drums. I thought 
it was a very nice sound; I liked it. 
I’ll give it three stars.
9. Farmingdale High School Band. Tapi Mil

ler (Farmingdale). Soloists not credited.
I recognize that as Taps Miller. Hav

ing played that very same ar ran ,e- 
ment, I know it’s the old Basie arrange
ment, probably done by some newer 
cats. I know it’s not the Basie band.

It didn’t particularly move me at 
all. I thought it was sloppily played. 
The drums were too loud, and it didn’t 
really swing. I think Shorty Rogers 
made some arrangements of the old 
Basie tunes that were much better than 
this. I didn’t like this at all. The 
trumpet player didn't come throujrh— 
he didn’t sound sure of himself. The 
alto solo was fai'-. I’d say one star. 
10. Tarry Gibb*. Funky Serenade (EmArcy).

I think this was very well played.

IIri Beat



Xaturally, the vibes were Milt Jack- 
son. To me, Milt gets a sound and he 
makes you feel what he plays. Just 
on the strength of Milt I’d give this 
five stars. He never seems to over
play his instrument. He touches me, 
really, and I thought it was pretty well 
recorded. I didn’t think the guys did a 
bad job on it at all.

I don’t know the name of the tune, 
but I’ve heard it once or twice. It has 
a real down home, funky feel.

But the best feel out of all the tunes 
that I’ve heard today was the one with 
Charlie Parker and Red Rodney. I 
know when I made my Vanguard al
bum, they seemed to get the sound of 
the natural instrument, and you can 
even hear the room sound, too. That’s 
the way it was with the Parker thing.

ANNOUNCING !
Thef&L

MODEL 41 FOR
F-HOLE GUITAR
Less expensive student’s 
pickup. Easily and 
quickly installed. ♦

Good tone qualities 
at reasonable price

$19.95

Microphones also available for Mandolins, Bass Viols, Violin, and Ukuleles. 
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It’s pretty hard to get this sound, and 
I don’t remember getting it since the 
Vanguard album. These guys deserve 
some credit for bringing that out on 
the record.
Afterthoughts by Joe

L.F.: In all fairness, on the record 
before this—the one you gave one star 
— it’s the Farmingdale high school 
band. The kids are all from 13 to 17 
years old.

J.N.: Well, I’ll have to reconsider 
that. For kids, I think it was pretty 
good. One of the main things that’s 
important is experience, and, of course, 
they haven’t had it. That might have 
been a stock arrangement they were 
playing. I’d still have to rate it as I 
did, but when you consider they are 
children, it really makes a difference.

...for Both 
F-HOLE

ROUND HOLE 
GUITARS

Th« latest addition fo the famous DeArmond 

line of pickups for Stringed Instruments

Room 755, Palmer House, 
Chicago will again welcome 
you during the NAMM 

Trade Show.The New Model 
40 and 41 Microphones 
will be shown for 

the first time.

A MODEL 40 FOR 
ROUND HOLE GUITAR
Now make “permanent elec
trics” out of student guitars.

1702 WAYNE ST.
TOLEDO 9. OHIO

devil s advocate
By Mason Sargent

Words and Music: Westminster, a la
bel now established as one dedicated 
to often painstaking high fidelity, has 
issued an instructive and entertaining 
volume called Hi-Fi 
in the Makin g 
(Westminster XWN
18372), on which I \
Sir Adrian Boult I i |
rehearses and con- F**- /
ducts the Philhar- JT /
monic Promenade or- j / j / 
chestra in Benjamin p*.. / {
Britten’s Young
Person's Guide to /'
the Orchestra. yz

The rehearsal side /
of the disc is large- '
ly a setting up of the Westminster- 
Nixa balance for the recording. The 
performance side is bright and full 
bodied, ably guided by narrator-con
ductor Boult. This is one to have when 
the youngsters want to know the dif
ference between a violin and an oboe.

Words And Their Music: There must 
be a love story as stirring as that of 
Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Brown
ing, but the way Katherine Cornell and 
Anthony Quayle enact three major 
scenes from Rudolph Besier’s The 
Barretts of Wimpole Street (Caedmon 
TC 1071) makes it seem quite unlikely.

Thei•e is warmth here, and tender
ness. The rhythm of the conversational 
interplay between the principals is so 
handled that the gradual melting of 
the barriers between them is conveyed 
naturally and calmly, with the fires 
smoldering beneath the unruffled Vic
torian exteriors.

Miss Cornell delivers 20 increasing
ly passionate Sonnets from the Portu
guese on the reverse side. Here, again, 
the music swelling out of the poetry 
born of this love is as compelling as 
a symphony and quite as powerful.

Words From San Andres: Another 
Folkways collection,Caribbean Rhythms 
(FW 8811), features calypsos, a bo
lero-mambo, a pasillo, and guarracha.

Included are the randy Donkey Race, 
an observant So Them Bad Minded, 
and a sharp Stickman, all sung pun- 
gently by Aguinaldo Hooker. Stone 
Cold Dead in the Market shows up, too. 
A far cry from recent “calypsos,” and 
enjoyably so.

Words and Music From the Ameri
can Past: John Allison sings of Heroes, 
Heroines, and Mishaps (Ficker Rec
ords, C 10001, Old Greenwich, Conn.), 
including The Titanic; Slow Mule; 
Wreck on the C&O Road, The Bowery 
Grenadiers, and Betsy from Pike. These 
hark back to memorable events and 
persons in our recent and far past. 
Allison knows his material, his way, 
and his history. Valuable folk music, 
and well worth investigation.

Songs of the Gold Rush are collected 
on The Days of ’49 (Folkways FH 
5255) by Logan English. The sound 
and material are excellent. Included 
are the rowdy A Ripping Trip, the in
evitable Clementine, and Those Sacra
mento Gals. Packaging by the Folk
walks folk, with booklets containing 
liners and pictures, is up to usual 
standards of intelligence and informa
tion.
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Ella Fitzgerald
Reviewed: Copacabana, New York 

City, opening night.
Musical Evaluation: Who needs a 

musical evaluation of Ella Fitzgerald''
Audience Reaction: This was all one 

had to be concerned about, and it was 
obvious by the end of the evening that 
there was no cause whatever for con
cern.

The territory east of Fifth Ave., 
once a no-man's land for jazz talent, 
gradually has opened in the last decade 
and has been conspicuously more re
ceptive to Negro performers since the 
tremendous impact and impressive 
grosses racked up by the Lena Hornes 
and Eartha Kitts.

With Sarah Vaughan and Count at 
the Waldorf and Ella at the Copa, it 
seemed last month as if one of this 
writer’s “Utopia” columns of a couple 
of years ago, comprising reports on 
seemingly impossible news events, had 
come to life: fantasy was reality, and 
Ella was a smash hit at 10 E. 60th St.

It’s true that she did not top the 
bill. The show was closed by a comedian 
who was perfectly geared to Copa audi
ence tastes, extracting loads of fun 
from such jolly topics as obstetrics, 
homosexuality, and certain natal cere
monies. The impressive fact, though, 
is that the strange mixture of cloak- 
and-suiters, out-of-towners and show 
business personalities attracted to this 
club seemed to take Ella immediately 
to its heart; unless our ears deceived 
us, she was the big hit of both shows.

The dinner performance — which 
often tends to deteriorate into an ob
bligato for dish-rattling, audience 
small-talk, and the happy barks of 
maitres d’hotel bawling out captains 
— produced an atmosphere that ranged 
as high as pindrop silence.

There was applause at the opening 
of Lullaby of Birdland and at the tran
sition from verse to chorus nn Just 
One of Those Things. There was good- 
humored receptivity for A Tisket a 
Tasket, now in its 20th year of ad
vanced infantilism. Rut most important 
of all, when Ella was at her heart
warming best on Tenderly, they dug 
her, too.

At the first show, the Copa girls, 
poised for action as Ella finished her 
ninth number, had to be herded bad. 
to the dressing rooms while she did 
a 10th. At the second show, there were 
10 numbers again, and there could hav 
been more but for her being prevented, 
literally by main force, from continu
ing.

Attitude of Performance: Ella was 
31 pounds lighter than when last seen 
in New York, at the Paramount just 
before her illness. Her emerald green 
chiffon dress showed off the improved 
figure to advantage, and the visual im
provement may well have been psycho
logically helpful. .

Backed foi the most part simply by 
Don Abney, Jo Jones, and Bill Pem
berton, augmented now and then by 
the Copa house band, she showed little 
evidence of nervousness. Ella, an out
going girl who loves audiences, in
variably shows a facility for creating 

a mutual admiration society out of 
every occasion.

Commercial Potential. Since Norman 
Granz took over her personal manage
ment, Ella has played fewer and fewer 
of the sleazy clubs and has stopped 
recording dog tunes. As a result, she 
now can claim three of the top 10 
best-selling jazz LPs and is being 
booked into class spots that should 
have been opened up for her a decade 
ago.

With the added (or should subtract
ed be the word?) advantage of her cur
rent Slenderella appearance, no chan
nel should be closed to her—this in
cludes Channel 2, Channel 4, and down 
the line. Proof of the pudding: she s 
already been set for a four-week re
turn to the Copa in early ’58, and this 
time she'll headline the show.

Summary: To show you how one has 
to reach for criticism of a show of 
this nature, 1 am reduced to complain
ing that Larry Hatt had no business 
rhyming “lyrical” with “miracle” in 
Dancing on the Ceiling.

And I wonder whether the cat who 
sings the production numbers in the 
Copa shows doubles into a .laytime 
job operating a pneumatic drill.

Jean Hoffman Trio
Personnel: Jean Hoffman, piano; 

Dean Reilly, bass; Bill Young, drums.
Reviewed: Cloister inn, Chicago, 

during third week of indefinite booking.
Musical Evaluation: Two of the hip 

pest persons in the continental United 
States, Martha Glaser and Ralph Glea
son, have endorsed this group. Miss 
Glaser, who leads Erroll Garner from 
bank to bank, has undertaken to do 
likewise for the Hoffman trio. Gleason, 
who writes about jazz and knows what 
he’s writing about, recently devoted a 
column in this publication to the vir
tues of the group.

My own listening experience rein
forces the opinions expressed by the 
above-cited pair.

M iss Hoffman has been playing pi
ano since she was 5, but she wasn’t in
troduced to jazz until 1951. Now 26, 
she began playing jazz professionally 
in 1953. She’s been singing for approx
imately three years. Most of her ap
prenticeship has been put in on the 
west coast, specifically in the San 
Francisco area.

Bassist Reilly has worked with Earl 
Hines; drummer Young has worked 
with the Charlie Barnet band and 
Brew Moore’s group.

Mis» Hoffman plays an electric pi
ano, which sounds like a combination 
of guitar, organ, vibes, and piano. She 
plays it with pronounced vigor and 
considerable invention. Her singing is 
a delight, quite unlike most of the sing
ers around today. She often alters the 
melodic line substantially to fit her 
own concepts of vocal expression. This 
includes a rather provocative manner 
of singing entire phrases on the same 
note.

The group’s performance is divided 
between Miss Hoffman’ singing and in
strumentals. Among the vocals per

formed the night I was present were 
BAat Is There To Say?, But Not for 
Me, Taking a Chance on Love, and 
Sometimes I'm Happy. The instrumen
tals included Exactly Like You, a 
charming Lavender Blue, I’ll Remem
ber April, and Billy Boy that hard-bop 
pers and tinklers alike would dig.

The three members of the group il
lustrate a refreshing approach to jazz 
Young’s drum work is always appro
priate and his solos make sense. Reilly 
makes a comparable contribution. Miss 
Hoffman, wonderfully vivacious and 
abundantly talented, plays piano with 
appreciable exhuberance and concep
tion to match. Her singing is relaxed, 
but penetrating. In group terms, there 
>s a splendid integration present dur
ing both instrumentals and vocals

Audience Reaction: Although the 
Hoffman trio had not appeared in the 
Chicago area before, it is developing a 
solid following. Many of the musicians 
in town have made a point of hearing 
the group and the lay audience as well 
proves responsive to the group’s efforts.

Attitude of Performer»: Part of the 
group’s communicative appeal is the 
fact that Reilly, Young, and Miss Hoff
man are enjoying themselves, mstand 
and off. They are eager, ambitious, wit
ty people and this assists in maintain
ing rapport with the audience.

Commercial Potential: With Martha 
Glaser’s astute backing, the group is 
heading up. This includes radio-TV po
tential and club work in any major 
jazz club. In addition, the group un
doubtedly will sign with a record label 
soon, although this had not been ac
complished when this was written. 
There is much ahead for this group.

Summary: This is one of the most 
versatile, thoroughly enjoyable groups 
to crash the jazz barrier in some time. 
There are no attempts to create ex
tended forms here, just a straightfor
ward, forceful effort to sustain the 
warmth of jazz expression.

Paul Bley Quartet
Personnel: Paul Bley, piano: Dave 

Pike, vibes; Charlie Hayden, bass; 
Lennie McBrown, drums.

Reviewed: Second week of six-week 
minimum engagement at the Hillcrest 
Club, Log Angeles, Calif.

Musical Evaluation: This new group 
led by the 24-year-old Canadian pianist 
concentrates principally on two lines 
of musical approach: playing as many 
as possible of their own originals, dis
carding a standard for every new com
position inserted; and displaying a 
basically swinging conception that sel
dom lets up.

There’s a high degree of original 
thought evident in the material chosen. 
From a medium-tempoed Birks’ Works, 
which enters and leaves on a vibes 
and tom-tom motif, Bley may follow 
with an arrangement of his on a me
dium-up “double feature,” i.e., vibes 
and piano simultaneously playing the 
lines of No Orchids for My Lady and 
There Will Never Be Another You, 
respectively, before soloing on the in
dividual themes.

All four have ample opportunity to 
solo at will on fast things like Pen» 
Up House or the color-rich ballad, 1 
Remember Harlem, Bley displays a
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clean, two-handed angular approach 
His statements are far from flashy; 
rather, they are deep-rooted in the 
value of the line with which he’s work
ing. His beat is more subtly pulsing 
than overtly driving, although at times 
he’ll punctuate startlingly with sudden, 
blasting chord patterns.

Pike could well turn out to be the 
vibes find of the year. He’s fast, de
cisive, and what he presently lacks in 
imagination is compensated for in u 
way by relentless driving energy which 
invests his solos with a passion and 
basic jazz feeling that fires an audience 
as well as the band. Most spectacular 
is his work on the almost frighteningly 
fast Things To Come, with dramatic 
pauses, at times for several bars, cli
maxing a statement, What obvious 
technical shortcomings he now displays 
are the more discernible only because 
of his bold ideas.

Although at times one feels that Mc- 
Brown’s playing is too loud for such a 
quartet, he remains the guts of the 
unit, driving his colleagues with intel
ligence and imagination. Hayden is a 
constantly growing bass player in close 
rapport with his teammate. Though 
his tone still is rather rough and unre
fined, he’s a reliable timekeeper, as 
evidenced particularly in his work on 
the ultra-fast Things To Come.

Writer for the group is San Fran
ciscan Carla Borg. One of her originals 
played the night of review, Oplus One, 
showed a rather stark, haunting con
ception, yet with a spare lyricism 
evident in the line.

Audience Reaction: Bley is develop
ing a stay-till-closing following which 
responds warmly to the individual solo
ists and the unit.

Attitude of the Performed: The 
leader’s informative announcements 
help greatly to enhance the overall 
presentation. However, with the drums 
situated behind the vibes, as on the 
Hillcrest stand, Pike should step well 
out of the line of vision when Mc- 
Brown solos. Also, Pike’s acknowledg
ment of applause could stand some 
polish.

Commercial Potential: No conces
sions musically in this group. As pre
viously noted, they showcase as many 
of their own originals as possible. 
Eventually, says Bley, they hope to 
play only their own tunes. “And,” he 
adds with a grin, “if a customer insists 
on Sweet Georgia Brown, we’ll have 
our own line on that, too.” The quartet 
is not for the fringe-policy rooms J 
listening to what’s being played is 
mandatory. In a straight jazz club it 
should score well and build a strong 
fan following.

Summary: Originality of conception 
is most evident in the Paul Bley quar
tet, with attention givei! to fresh, in
teresting compositions. Vibist Pike is 
a major factor in the group, possibly 
with a great future.
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Billies Blues
Philadelphia — Billie Holiday 

nearly blew her top during a club 
engagement here. The spot’s man
ager listened to her pianist, Mal 
Waldron, and then asked:

“He’s pretty modern, Billie. 
Think you can keep up with 
him?”
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Hollywood sound track 
and hit record His Opera 
model Olds clarinet and 

sax —with their instant 
response and tonal 

brilliance—answer Sal's 
every demand in this most 

exacting musical field
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Telemsion Has Brought us religious 
rock and roll and a preacher who can 

answer quiz ques
tions about jazz.

The other Satur
day night, however, 
it really cut loose 
and brought us the 
zestiest religio-musi
cal treat of all:

A religious strip
tease.

On a special pro
gram called A Gal
axy of Stars on 
NBC. Vaughan Mon

roe stepped forth and introduced Mar
tha Carson singing “a song of faith.” 

Miss Carson stepped forth in a gown 
cut in the old Faye Emerson tradition 
but with a couple of stoles or veils or 
something hanging over her shoulders.

She began a singing, shouting de
li very of Let the Light Shine an Me.

AS SHE SANG, she got rid of the 
shoulder coverings, one at a time, al
lowing the light to shine on more and 
more of her all the time.

Miss Carson’s shouting, if I under
stood her original intent correctly, was 
directed at The Great Spotlight Man 
Up Yonder. Citizens who did not get 
some of their early schooling at the 
old Grand theater in Canton, Ohio, 
may have read her message loud and 
clear.

But I readily admit to having a low 
type of mind that is easily distracted 
by having a woman undress right there 
in front of me. And I began thinking 
back to the Grand, and to the other 
midwestern burlesque houses where I 
gained my only experience in such mat
ters, and to how they were likely as 
not to have an inept spotlight man at 
the controls.

I couldn’t help wishing that some of 
the poor girls who had to suffer in 
those places had had special material 
like Miss Carson’s. As it was, all they 
could do w’as look up at the spotlight 
man and glare.

WHEN IT M AS time for Julius La
Rosa’s first summer show to go on the 
air, the camera showed us a profile of 
LaRosa getting a good-luck peck from 
a girl.

Then he turned to the camera and 
said, “Hello, I’m Julius LaRosa. Just 
been gettin’ some good-luck kisses from 
Artie Malvin’s group — the girls in
Artie Malvin’s group.”

Next he made a little 
ment:

“We’re just gonna be 
dancin’ and singin* and 
great deal of fun.”

Then the summer replacement for 
Perry Como said, “I’m not as relaxed 
as HE is.”

After these nnd a few other things 
had been said, a character came in 
and yelled, “Five minutes to air time!”

Then the music started up, and it 
was like the show really hadn’t been 
on the air before.

Now we all know Julius was joshing 
us, and Julius knows we all know 
he was joshing us, and that the show 
was really on the air from the first 
moment we saw him.

______________________ By Will Jones

SO MANY PERSONS besides Julius 
like to josh us the same way, though, 
I have to wonder why.

The show that doesn’t really start 
until after it’s been on the air foi 
awhile is too old a gambit to be con 
sidered clever any more, so they can’t 
have that in mind.

After the coy horsing around, they 
always get to the smash-bang musical 
opening that they’d have used if they 
hadn’t decided on Opening B, or open 
ing-that-isn't-an-opening.

I think the creative brains behind a 
show like LaRosa’s are ashamed, that’s 
what. They can't invent anything bet
ter than one of the variations of the 
standard musical opening, but unless 
they want to get Ed Murrowish that’s 
what they’re stuck with. So they use 
this other stuff first, to show that 
they’re kind of putting down the stand
ard musical opening, and then they 
go ahead and open the show the best 
way they know how’.

AS FOR LAROSA, once they finally 
got to him and his singing, it didn’t 
really make much difference how they 
had opened the show. He was in.

I make judgments like that by ob
serving my wife.

LaRose was in the middle of Do I 
Love You, and my wife’s eyes kind of 
glazed over and she growled:

“Gaaawwwwd. he’s darling! He sings 
in tune, too!”

With reactions like that, and with 
guests the caliber of Count Basie and 
his orchestra, I had the feeling La
Rosa was off to a good summer.

(Will Jones* column, After Last Night, appear« 
dally in the Minneapolis Tribune.)

(Ed. Note: Following is the sixth 
prize-winning letter in Down Beat's 
favorite jazz record contest. Although 
the letter is relatively brief, wc felt 
it to be particularly significant in terms 
of the age of the sender. The $10 prize 
goes to Stephen Witty, 1070 Park Ave., 
New York City 28.

(You can win $10, too, and see your 
views on jazz in print, by telling us 
in 250 words or fewer which selection 
in your jazz collection you’d be most 
reluctant to give up.

(Send letters to Down Beat, Edito
rial Department, 2001 Calumet Ave., 
Chicago 16, III.)

I’m 11 years old, and I can’t boast of 
my knowledge of jazz, but in my col
lection I like a record that was recently 
put on Atlantic, The Modern Jazz Quar
tet at Music Inn, with Jimmy Giuffre.

When I heard about it, 1 pictured 
the MJQ playing more or less a back
ground to Jimmy’s fine clarinet, but to 
my pleasant suprise Mr. Giuffre fills 
in with them quite as though he was 
one of them.

The blending of the instruments, each 
with its own equality, makes for a 
beautiful and almost classic album. 
John Lewis’ excellent variations on 
God Bless Ye Merry, Gentlemen is done 
very well. Serenade is done with Mr. 
Giuffre, fabulously. A great record.

FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA
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Louis Armstrong 
Georgie Auld 
Henry "Red” Allen 
Nat Adderley 
Julian Adderley 
Australian Jazz Quintet 
Dorothy Ashhy 
Lillian Armstrong 
Dave Brubeck 
Chet Baker 
Basin Street Six 
Al Belletto 
Boyd Bennett 
Bob Brookmeyer 
The Block Büsten 
Romaine Brown 
Blut Stan 
Barbara Carroll 
Jackie Cain 
Page Cavanaugh Trio 
Conte Candoli 
Eddie Condon 
The Chuckles 
Joe Castro 
Cy Coleman 
De Marco Sisters 
Paul Desmond 
Jackie Davis 
Dixieland Rhythm Kings 
Billy Ward Dominoes 
Dorothy Donegan 
Johnny "Scat” Davis 
Dukes of Dixieland 
Bob Dorough 
Dozier Boys 
Don Elliott 
Herbie Fields 
Frances Faye 
The Flamingos 
The Flairs 
The Gaylords

4119 SUNSET BOULEVARD 
Hollywood 46, California 
Phone: OLympia 2-9940
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Stomp Gordon Gerry Mulligan
Buddy Greco Mil-Con-Bo
Jimmy Giuffre Charlie Mingus
Erroll Garner Pat Moran Trio
Bobby Hackett Vido Musso
Earl Hines Rose Murphy
Art Hodges Red Nichols
Neal Hefti Red Norvo
Chico Hamilton Novelties
Eddie Heywood Jean Nelson
Ivory Joe Hunter Dave Pell
Joe Huston The Platters
Jutta Hipp Fats Pichon
Russ Haddock Peter Sisters
Pee Wee Irwin Max Roach
Ahmad Jamal Frank Rosolino
Jazz Workshop Trio George Shearing
Four Joes Muggsy Spanier
J. J. Johnson Bud Shank
Pete Jolly Hazel Scott
Calvin Jackson Lou Stein
Lee Konitz Stuff Smith
Roy Kral Eddie South
Gene Krupa Ralph Sutton
Alex Kallio Bobby Stevenson
Max Kaminsky Tony Scott
Joe Loco Zoot Sims
Marian McPartland Teen-Agers
Jimmy McPartland Don Shirley
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W tngy Manone Johnny Smith
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JOE GLASER, Chairman of the Board
7« FIFTH AVENUE 
New York 22. N. Y. 
Phone: PLaza 9-4600

203 N WABASH AVENUE
Chicago Illinois 
Phone: ¿Entrai 4-9451

MIAMI BEACH FEDERAL BLDG 
407 Lincoln Road 
Miami Beach, Florida 
Phone: JEfferson 3-0383
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Want To Buy A Combo?
Are you looking for a cocktail unit? A jazz combo? A comedy gioup? Whether you are 

night club owi r, hotel man, or aupicr club opeiator, the DOWN BEAT combo directory will 
bell you select the group you want. This is the largest listing of cocktail units and combos in 
(lie country, but Is not intended to be a complete roster, for there are more than 10,000 such 
group« working at present. However, wo think you will And thia to be a —lected cross section 
ot all types of units.

Explanation of booking office symbols: Associated Booking Cor)- (ABC); Al Dvorin Agency 
(ADA); Artistry in Promotion (AIT); Consolidated Artists Corp. (CAC); Foster Agency (FA); 
• tie Agency (Gale): General Artists Corp. (GAI-); McConkey Artists Corp. (MAC); Mercury
Artists Corp. (Mercury); Music 
iMEA); National Orchestra Sei 
Artists Corp. (SAC); Universal

’orp. of America (MCA), Mutual Entertainment Agency, Inc, 
Ice (NOS); Philadelphia Entertainment Agency (PEA): Shaw 
Attractions (UA): Willard Alexander (WA). For Information

<.n any combo listed, «rite in care of the agency to DOWN BEAT, Editorial Department, 2001 
s. Calumet Ave., Chicago 16, Ill. If the combo has no agency listed or it it is listed as an 
independent, write to DOWN BEAT in care oi the combo Itself.

Copyright, 1957,
JULIAN (CANNONBALL) ADDERLEY 

(ABC); Featuring Julian on alto with a Jazz 
group that is getting lots of good publicity. 
EmArcy.

TOSHIKO AKIYOSHI (ABC): The young 
jazz pianist from Japan has a fine modern

ALFRED QUINTET (GAC). Saxo-
Alfred group in instru-

mental and singing Interpretations, many of 
which are jazz-based. Savoy.

GENE AMMONS (Gale). Instrumental six- 
piece jazz group headed by tenor saxist Am
mons. Prestige.

ARISTOCRATS OF RHYTHM (A1P) Novel
li tunes and light comedy, featuring piano 
ind bass with vocals.

LOUIS ARMSTRONG ALL-STARS (ABC): 
Veteran jazzman is known th«- world ovet 
for his work, and plays any and all type» of 
dat«s (including ballrooms) with equal facil
ity. Star sidemen include Trummy Young, 
trombone, and Edmond Hall, clarinet.

THE ARTONE8: A vocal und Instiumental 
quintet Interspersed with light comedy.

AUSTRALIAN JAZZ QUINTET I ABC) 
Each n । mber of this quintet la a thoroughly 
schooled musician presenting u unique soun-l 
In jazz Bethlehem.

HARRI BABASIN’S JAZZPICKERS (Jack 
Hampton): Babasln’s well-tempered jazz 
group includes cello, guitar bass, vibes, and 
drums and presents a diverslfli'd book of jazz 
tunes.

CHET BAKER (ABC) A winner Oi many 
polls. Baker's work with a born is delicate 
with plenty of drive. Pacific Jazz.

EDDIE BAKER TRIO: Experienced modern 
jazz group, with leader Baker on piano.

TOMMY BAKER (MAC): Gypsy trio with 
violin, basa, and guitar. Are tops on nostalgic 
and mood tunes.

THE BACHELORS (GAC): This versatile 
vocal and Instrumental trio features piano, 
accordion, trumpet, trombone, bongos, drums, 
and vibes--played by three men.

BEL-AIRE TRIO (Independent): All girl 
vocal and instrumental group, playing the 
piano, bass, and drums.

DAVE BELL TRIO (ABC): Three unusual 
voices, clever instrumentals, impressions and 
impersonations.

AL BELLETTO SEXTET (ABC): Group 
gets a big band sound, with men doubling. Pri
marily a jazz group, but also is fine for danc
ing. Four-way vocals also used Capitol.

BETTZE * RAMON CHAUNKE (MAC): 
Tops in hotels and lounges, they play the 
accordion and organ from classics to pops.

RIP (SHOWTIME) BEVINS (AIP): Fea
tures tenor »ax, bass, drums, vocals, calypso, 
and current hit tunes.

BIG THREE TRIO (MCA): The boys 
sparkle .it piano, bass, and guitar, presenting 
diversity of music und novelties Columbia.

JIMMY BINKLEY & THE BLUE NOTES 
(SAC): Good vocal and Instrumental quartet. 
Blues, rhvthm. Checker Records.

ART BI AKEY AND HIS JAZZ MESSEN
GERS (SAC) This group is gaining promi
nence throughout the country as one of the 
most versatile jazz combos In the business. 
Blakey on drums Is one reason why. Blue

ROSE BLAND tMIC): A duo with organ 
and drums, they’re booked as a floor show 
act, or lounge attraction.

BLUE CHIPS: A lively group with complete
comedy material, 
rangements.

PAUL BLEY 
Bley Is a virile 
his own group

vocal, and instrumental ar-

QtTARTET (Independent): 
jazz piano stylist fronting

BOBBY BOYD’S JAZZ BOMBERS (PEA) 
Rhythm and blues, vocal, and comedy quintet. 
Tattler Records.

ROY BRILL (MAC): A pantomlnc act and 
dance trio with drums, sccordion, organ.

DREX BROOME TRIO (MAC): Vo, al and 
Instrumentals, with wax. drums, and piano.

DOW N BEAT, INC.

HAL BROWN QUARTET (MCA): Highly-
entertaining vocal instrumental 
Ing leader Hal Browu playing 
and bass.

JIMMY BROWN: A variety

group, featur- 
guitar, violin,

of pop tunes
and specialty numbers is the repertoire of this 
quartet.

DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET (ABC)- Well- 
known Jazz group, featuring pianist Brubeck 
and alto saxophonist Paul Desmond. Columbia.

MILT BUCKNER TRIO (SAC): Former 
Lionel Hampton pianist now plays Hammond 
organ in his Instrumental ja.z trio. Capitol.

TEDDY BUCKNER (Independent): Teddy 
left Kid Ory to form this unit. Haa been at 
400 club, Los Angeles, for past year.

DICK BURGESS THUNDERBIRDS (MAC) 
Lots of comedy, action with pl >no, sax, bass, 
trumpet, vibes.

GEORGE BURKE QUARTET (MAC) Three 
boys and a girl give out with special tunes, 
and dance music.

JACKIE CAIN & ROY KRAL (ABC): This 
handsome and talent« d duo doing smart nitcry 
act. Both sing, with Roy doing the piano 
backing. ABC-Paramount.

JIMMY’ CALVIN (MAC): A quartet featur
ing harmony In a variety of vocals.

NORM AN CARLIN Ä THE ATOMI-K.ATS 
(MEA): Norm doos record pantomtne, plays 
sax and druinu while the Kats supply piano, 
basu, and vocals for dance and comedy.

LEN CARRIE AND HIS KRACKERJACK8 
(MCA) This act Is suited te those who like 
their shows fast, funny, and noisy. Decca.

BARBARA CARROLL TRIO (ABC) A 
femme pianist with excellent arrangements, 
can hold her own in any room. Victor.

JOE CASTRO (ABC): A capable pianist en-
compassine smooth transition from ths
classics to pop. to jazz.

CELL BLOCK 7 (Artist’s Rep. of Texas) 
Zany Dixieland group. Columbia.

CELLAR DWELLERS (Independent); Six- 
piece Dixieland and jump band. Monitor

CHAMACO (MAC) A society mambo attrac
tion. RCA.

CHARLEY CHANEY (MEA); Charley is a 
pianist and comic who specializes In popular 
humor.

TEDDY CHARLES QUARTET (WA): Mod
ern jazz quartet, with Charles on vibes. At
lantic.

CHEERFUL EARFULS (MAC): Quintet 
(Mickey LaMorte—drums; Tuny Sotlrakls— 
sax; Jim Sotlrakls—guitar, electric bass; Bill 
Caramante — piano; Jimmy Fry — trumpet). 
Eier-moving group special! sing In rock & roll, 
choreography, und jazz Good dance tempos, 

CHELLA & HER FELLAS (MEA): Chella 
handler combo drum? vocals and novelties, 
with Fellas playing piano, bat»»

LOS CHICANOS QUINTET (MCA): Talent
ed family group from Chile describe romantic 
A humorous tales of Latin life through songs, 
dancing and interesting music.

THE CHUCKLES (ABC); Popular singing 
and instrumental trio, Label "X”.

SVATA CIZA A THE INTERNATIONAL 
FIVE (ABC): Authentic Dixieland group.

DOROTHY CLARKE AND THE COLONY 
CLUB BOYS (MAC) An entertaining lounge 
trio, featuring Dorothy, with two boys, and 
drums, bass, accordion.

COZY COLE: Star drumm-r Cole heads his 
owl quintet ot jazzmen. MGM

HELEN COLE AND HER QUEENS OF 
SWING (MAC) A versatll«« oil girl trio.

HANS & MADELINE COLLINS (MAC): A 
sophisticated couple using clever arrangements 
-n the piano and voice.

THE CONLEYS (MEA) Thu trio give with 
songs and Instrumentation piano, vibraphone 
electric guitar, and bass.

VICKI DARI.IN (Independent, 5 W. 73rd 
St., New York) Pianist ind sing« r from mod
ern jazz to classic with a song repertoire of 
over SO- numbers.

a-------------------------
Petite 

Vivacious

Helen
Scuti

Pianist • Organist • Vocalist
in

Unusual Organ • Piano Medleys

New Sapphire Hoorn
Park Shelton Hotel

Detroit, Michigan

The CAL TJADER QUINTETTE 
currently 

Ciro a. Hollywood 
Management:

Milton D«.utsch Agency, Inc.
9034 Sunset Blvd 
Hollywood 46. Cali'

200 West -7th St. 
New York 19 N.Y.

The
WINDSORS !»
currently—

Marineland — Pato« Verde«, Calif.
Management: Milton Deutsch Agency. Inc.

9034 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 46. Calif

200 West 57th St.
New York 19 N Y.

Personal Management: Norman Malian

BETTZE & RAMON
Accordion and Organ 

from 
Classics to pops 

Tops in hotels and lounges 
McConkey Artists Corp.
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Personal Manager: 
Bill McDonald 
8419 Sunset Blvd 
Hollywood Calif

play Instruments, and can be

with vocals, drums. bae-, accordion.

JERRY
JAYE
TRIO

McConkey artists corp.

"SHANNA"
( the girl from Manila i

Just concluded smash engagement 
at the Dunn—Las Vegas 

Summer booking at 
The Palace—Lake Tahoe

But it’s good to be back ...
Be seeing you soon when the Quartet 
hits the nation’s top jazz spots.

BaJ Slant

Esclusive Recording Artist, 
Pacific Jan Records

Personal Management:
Jos Napoli, 8255 Sunset Blvd. 

Hollywood, Calif.

Harry Babasin 
& his Jazzpickers*

Harry—Cell* 
Deo Overbera—Gallar

Ink Hininjtcn—Vlbn 
Ledet Viimgat—Ims

Selected by the 
Hollywood Jan Society 
as the most outstanding 

new Combo of 1956.
EmARCY
Record«

Jack Hampton Agency 
22k S. tevarly Driva 
Beverly Hills. Calif.

DAUGHERTY AND FRASER (MAC): Fea
tured as floor show act or lounge attraction. 
Top pantomine

WILD BILL DAVIS (SAC): Organist Bill 
Davis plays in a swinging fashion much in 
the rhythm and blues vein. Epic.

MILES DAVIS (SAC): Jazz trumpeter whose 
instrumental combo la In the modern vein. 
Prestige

NICKIE DAVIS :skreplch): Modern jazz for 
ousy listening, with piano, bass drum and 
female vocalist.

DIANNE DAWN (MAC) Three boys and a 
girl who make with comedy and dance music

Lounge and dance rooms
BUDDY DeFRANCO QUARTET (WA): 

Clarinetist has won all major jazz polls for 
several years. Provides choice instrumental 
work, augmented by plane bass drums. Clef.

THE DELL TRIO (MCA): Popular singing 
group also on organ, accordion, and guitar. 
Columbia

JACK DENETTE (MAC): This piano, buss, 
guitar trio also features vocaln, comedy. lots 
of action. Lounges and hotela

JOE DERISE (SAC): Joe sings and plays 
piano, others cn baas, and drums. Bethlehem.

BILLY DEV-ROE AND THE DEVIL-AIRES 
iMEA): A new comedy discovery. Bill beats 
his drums, accompanied by piano and bass.

DICK & KIZ (MEA): Modern show with 
Dick playing electric piano and Kis singing.

BILL DOGGETT COMBO (SAC): Starr Bill 
Doggett swings on the Hammond organ, al
ways a favorite with jazz enthusiasts. King.

FATS DOMINO (SAC) Rhythm und blues 
sextet is one of biggest items on r&b circuit.

DOROTHY DONEGAN TRIO (ABC): Miss 
Donegan plays piano, in many styles, and 
.n^pires appreciable audience response. Rou
lette.

THE DOZIER BOYS (ABC). Good instru
mental, vocal quintet. Currently at Basil club, 
Kokomo, Ind.

CHARLES DRAKE (MAC). A society band 
including trumpet, sax, piano, drums. Play at 
leauing Hotels.

DUBONNET TRIO (MAC) Latin-American 
music along with subtle group and single 
comedy.

BILLY DUKE AND HIS DUKES (Suez- 
Rothbard); A vocal and instrumental quintutl' 
playing popular, rhythm and blues, and jazz 
Sound.

DUKES OF DIXIELAND (ABC): Frank 
(Muutu loads th« group, six boys and a girl, 
Betty Owen, the duchess. This New Orleans 
Dixieland organization is on a return engage
ment at the Preview, Chicago.

THE DYNAMICS (MEA): Trio iters piano, 
sax drums Vocals and comedy by female 
member.

DYNATONES (MAC): An act In a quartet. 
Accordion, drums, sax, boss. Held over on 
every date.

VAL EDDY (MAC): Two boys ou piano and 
bass; they're popula. in the iuung,».

ANN EDWARDS TRIO (MAC): Two boys 
and u girl, accordion doubling piano, druma, 
and st- ng bass. Post engagements Include 
Black Oiciiid, Chicago.

COZY EGGLESTON QUINTET (ABC) Four 
guys and a girl with a lot ol personality.

DENNIS EHR1CKE (MEA): Dennis plays 
Hammond organ piano, and celeste, handling 
both pops and classics.

ROY ELDRIDGE (SAC) : Veteran jasa trum
peter and a star of Jazz at the Philharmonic 
available both us a single .«nd with own trio. 
Clef.

ELI'S CHOSEN SIX: This Is Dixieland off 
the Yale campus, played with enthusiasm by 
Ivy league post graduates.

MARY ELLEN TRIO (MCA) Comedienne 
Mary Ellen Is backed by two excellent must
clans, a versatile group. ,

DON ELLIOTT (ABC): Billed as “Mr Ver
satile,“ plays vibes, mellophor.u, trumpet, pi
ano, and sings. One of the excellent jazz 
groups in the country. ABC-Paramount.

JIMMY ELLYN AND HIS SOCIETY BAND
(MAC) : home in hotel, night club.
lounge. Many years as nation-wide band lead
er. Featured ' ocalist is Jeep Jensen.

ESPOSITO TRIO (Independent)
Chicago group has excellent Jazz «experience. 
Leader plays piano and trumpet. Salem.

HARRY EVANS (MAC): Organ and guitar 
duo in a highly listenable blend of tunes.

JACK EVERETTE TRIO (MAC): Features 
a variety of tunes & dance music.

TAL FARLOW (WA): Has been u recent 
poll winner in several magazines. Heads group 
with Vinnie Burke on bass, Eddie Costa on 
piano *d vibes. Norgran.

RUTH FIELD TRIO (MAC) Organ, druma. 
guitar, trumpet. A hotel-night club group cur- 
renth with Pick chain.

HERBIE FIELDS (ABC): A versatile, en
tertaining Jaas group that feature«, sax and 
darin« t work of Fields und the vocals and 
guitar of sidekick Rudy Cafaro.

JACK FLINDT: society dance quartet
and their organ, trumpet, »ax, und druiiu.

FRANZ & HIS VIOLIN WITH CARL ZIM 
MERMAN ON PIANO (MEA): Strong In 
smart rooms and hotels.

FOUR FRESHMEN (GAC): Highly re 
nowne 1 for their tastotul arrangements, they 
combine their vocal talents with instrumental 
attractions. Capitol.

FOUR KATS A A KITTEN (MAC): A quin
tet that includes the famous Benson Bros. 
Comedy & instruméntala

ART FOX ALL (Jack Hampton): Leader of 
a flexible group which varies tr im trio to 
sextet, this New England tenorlst features 
rhythmic music from bop to ballads, with 
rock ’n roll thrown in.

THE FRANT1CS (MCA): They sing, danct

riotous as you want. Also will revert to tb** 
sweeter aide If need be.

AL FRECHETTE (MAC) Man-wife team 
up on trumpet und organ, with light comedy

BUD FREEMAN QUAKTET (Wt): Free 
mun’a highly individualistic iityle drawn ja» 
lovers wherever he la booked, Bethlehem.

CHARLIE GABRIEL (ACA) This group io 
booked as modern rock ’n* roll, also playa

THE GALLIONS St GINNY (MAC) An an 
tertainlng musical and vocal qua tet.

FREDDIE GIBSON TRIO (MAC): Present
ing the piano, guitar, bass, and drum-.

ERROLL GARNER TRIO (ABC): Humor 
ous pianist whose different und individualistic 
approach to jazz hu- won him wide audience, 
is a good bet for almost any jazz room, and 
nlso Is a top concert attraction. Columbia.

STAN GETZ (SAC): Poll winning tenor 
saxlst load * a quintet that has worked st< adi- 
ly in most of the nation’s top Jazz rooms. Clef.

TERRY GIBBS QUARTET ■ ABC): Driving 
vlblsf leads an instrumental quartet spotting 
the piano work of Terry Pollard, who also 
contributes to an exciting vibe.« duet with 
Rader. EmArcy.

ELMER GILL TRIO (Independent, <01 
Fischer Bldg., Seattle. Wash.): Al Larkins on 
baa and Al Turay’s guitar merge with El
mer’s piano In modern jazz.

THE GIOVANNIS (GAC): One richly en
dowed 'amily make up this group to produce 
a highly unique act.

JIMMY GIUFFRE TRIO (ABC): With reed 
man Giuffre as one of Jazz’ most vital figures, 
this trio has infinite interest. Guitarist Jim 
Hall and bassist Ralph Pena complete the 
group. Atlantic.

THE GOOFERS (MCA): This musical
comedy quintet ha. appeared at top clubs and 
television shows. Coral.

STOMP GORDON QUARTET (ABC) : A go
man r&b group, with Stomp on piano. Mer
cury.

BILL GRASSICK (MAC): Presenting music 
for dancing and listening.

GREAT SCOTTY QUARTET GMP) A rock 
'n’ roll group consisting of tenor sax, piano, 
bass, drums, & vocals.

CONLEY GRAVES TRIG (Belefin Enter
prises. Hollywood, Calif.): Graves is an out
standing pian„ soloist, rounding out the group 
with baas and drums Decca.

BUDDY GRECO i ABC): Popular singer
pianist formerly with Benny Goodman but 
now working with his own quartet.

URBIE GREEN QUARTET (WA) Urbie 
Groen is on trombone and is backed by piano, 
burs, and drums. A swinging group getting 
lots of attention. ABC-Par..mount.

EMIL GREY COMMANDAIRE^ TRIO 
(MAC)' Accordion »asn, and guitar, with lots 
of vocals and comedy.

DUKE GRONER (MAC): A rhythm combo 
with baas guitar, and piano

LENNY HAMBRO QUINTET (WA): Fea
turing alto, trumpet, baas, piano, and drums 
A highly styled jazz group. Columbia.

CHICO HAMILTON QUINTET (ABC): A 
veteran drummer of high standing, Chico 
with his new group achieves fresh and pleas
ing effects. Cello, flute. Pacific Jazz.

JOHNNY HAMLIN QUINTET (MAC): Com
mercial Jazz fivesome with seven instrument
al doubles Victor.

LEE HARLAN (MAC). Musical duo present 
organ, bass vocals.

DARYL HARPA (ABC): The personable 
Harpa und that girl from Manila, Shanna, 
provide variety entertainment, with the mu
sicians making for something different In 
presentation.

THE HARRISONS (MAC): Two with music 
for dancing and listening. Gert plays organ;
Neil IC 

TOM 
drums, 

DON 
Rated 
groupa

featured on sax, clarinet, drums, vocal. 
HARVEY TRIO (MAC): Sax, piano, 

and vocals, featuring jazz.
HAVEN A THE HI FI’S (ABC), 

ar one of ths finest musical vocal 
around. Capitol.

HAMPTON HAWES TRIO (SAC): Hnwea 
Is an exceptionally talented young lass pian
ist, now on tour after spending aom< time 
on the west coast. Contemporary,

JOE HAZDRA TUNE CRIERS (MAC)*
Much comedy and good music.

HANK HAZLETT TRIO (ABC): Instru- 
m« ntal, vocals.
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LENNY HERMAN (ABC): Billed as "The 
Biggest Little Band in the Land.’* combo 
features sweet music, standards and makes a 
point of playing requests. Hammond organ 
highlights the combo that can be heard in 
top hotel toom« and lounges. Coral.

EDDIE HEYWOOD TRIO (ABC): Heywood, 
well-known pianist-composer, plays "Begin 
the Begulne," "Canadian Sunset." and a 
variety of well-tempered jazz Interpretations. 
RCA Victor.

HIAWATHA A HIS MUSICAL TRIBE 
(ABC): Formerly Stomp Gordon's tenor on 
Decca and Mercury records, now with his own 
quartet. Rock and roll rhythms.

ED HIGGINS TRIO (ABC): Capable modern 
Jazz unit, headed by Higgins on pt&no. Crea
tive, tasteful group.

JEAN HOFFMAN TRIO (ABC): The Hoff
man trio, a west coast favorite, has gone on 
tour. It's a modern jazz group, featuring 
Jean on piano.

JOE HOLIDAY (Gale): Alto aaxlat heads 
Instrumental Jazz group. Prestige.

LYNN HOPE (SAC): Beturbaned tenor aax- 
ist leads a strongly rhythmic sextet. Aladdin.

WILSON HUMBER (Mac): A duo featuring 
boy and girl in piano and vocals.

RED INGLE A HIS UN-NATURAL SEVEN 
(MCA): High-lighting the comedy and musical 
talents of Don Ingle and the Musical Zanies. 
Capitol.

DON ISIDRO LATIN TRIO (Charlie Sprouse 
Arnold Agcy.): Although they feature latln 
music, they also play jazx and old pop stand
ard*.

CALVIN JACKSON QUARTET (ABC): An 
entertaining group with a unique modern jazz 
sound. RCA-Victor.

FRANZ JACKSON ALL-STARS (Indepen
dent): One of the most experienced Dixieland 
bands In America, this group boasts a total 
of 265 years of jazz experience, with some 
of the most important figure* and leader* In 
jazz history. Replica.

MORTY JACOBS TRIO: Jacobs, on piano, 
combines with bass and drums to present 
a variety of sounds, from cocktail to jazz to

AHMAD JAMAL TRIO (ABC): Featuring 
the compentent jazz stylings of pianist Jamal, 
this group offers tasteful modern jazz. Argo.

NADINE JANSEN (MAC): The two boys 
and girl were featured with Horace Heidt 
two years. Plano, trumpet, bass, drums.

JOE JAROS (Independent): Always a popu
lar dance attraction wherever they are booked. 
Olympia.

JERRY JAYE TRIO (MAC): Young, spirited 
trio. Including piano and drum*, featuring 
rock 'n' roll treatments. DeLuxe.

JAZZ COURIERS: This quartet, headed by 
pianist Eugene Russell, includes piano, vibes, 
bass, and drums, playing In the modern jaxz 
idiom.

JAZZ LAB QUINTET: This group, including 
alto man Gigi Gryce and trumpeter Don 
Byrd offers firstrate modern jazz. Riverside.

JO ANN JORDAN TRIO (MEA): Merry 
Canadian crew sailed to U. S. via piano bass, 
bongo drums, and vocals.

J. J. JOHNSON (ABC): The Illustrious jazz 
trombonist has his own group again, after 
affiliation with Kai Winding for some time. 
Columbia.
/n4AVKIE JUMPER'S JUMPIN' JACKS 
(PEA): rnstrumental go-go-go group that also 
employs «oca la and comedy, plays for danc
ing. Tattler Records.

Jl’jTTA HIPP TRIO (ABC): The attractive, 
capable Jazz pianist from Germany Is making 
her way in the U. S. jazz world and doing 
well at it. Blue Nota

ALEX KALLAO (ABC): A young pianist 
from Detroit. Alez play* progressive and mod
ern jazx. RCA-Victor.

BEN KAY AND SHERRY BARLOW 
(MEA): Ben on organ, accordion, and piano; 
Sherry playing piano and combo drums. Good 
vocals and personality.

EDDIE KAYE TRFO (MAC): Two boys on 
piano and bass; they’re popular In the lounges.

GEORGE KAY (MAC): An action trio with 
drums, vibes, bass, vocal*, and comedy.

THE KINGS (GAC): Formerly known as 
the Nomads, this quartet is primarily a vocal 
one, although each member plays an Instru
ment, including baas, guitar, banjo, and 
mandolin. Fraternity.

KING’S IV (MCA)' Four fellows who dis
play tasteful musicianship and versatile abili
ties. Coral.

KIRBY STONE FOUR (GAC): This group 
places the accent on comedy, with an act 
based on song and satire.

CLAUDE KELLY TRIO (MEA): Claude 
plays saz and combo drums; others on piano, 
bass. Clever vocals and novelties.

BILL KELSEY TRIO (MEA): The bass- 
playing leader of the comedy group la assisted 
by sax, clarinet, drums, accordion.

KERRY PIPERS (PEA): Instrumental, vo
cal. comedy quintet that also specialises in 
playing for dances. Tattler Records.

KING A SYLVA (MEA): Roy King plays 
piano and GII Sylva accompanies with base. 
Vocal* and comedy.

“Get fast, full sound”

SALVADOR
ON

GUITARS
Praises quick respon

sive action of his Gretsch 
guitar... calls tone 

quality the finest. Likes
slim neck and streamlined Gretsch body... says his 
Gretsch guitar "feels comfortable —plays fastest.”

Sal plays the Gretsch Electromatic Cutaway 
model... used it for his new record album 

“Shades of Sal Salvador” (Bethlehem — BCP 39).
Top Jazz stylists play Gretsch guitars —why don't you? 

See your dealer.. .write for Free Gretsch guitar catalog... 
shows many models in color... tells how to 

get Sal’s own Guitar Chord Book.

■ ■Ivp IVI ff The FRED GRETSCH Mfg. Co . Da pt OB725? 

wAI I Wl I 60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N. V.

The west coast's 

newest singing 

personality . . .

NOW IN HER 6+h 
BIG WEEK AT 

SAN FRANCISCO'S 
FAMOUS "HUNGRY I"

wn Beat July 25. 1957
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Julius Watkins unun tenor.

vocalist Richards.
The group concentrates on standards. Argo.
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horn, a modern, -winging unit. Dawn.
WAYNE MUIR (MAC): Dance band, prac-

Q 
quai

clarinet, piano drums, bass, sax

greatest pianist to cornu

accordion, bass.

sattle book, from show tunes

Charlie 
Fiench

vibes; Jolin l.ewis, piano

Vocalist Bobbi Boyle formerly with Ralph 
Flanagan, complements the group.

bass, and Connie Kay, drums.

lentie.
LES 

Rouse

fixture at the Congress hotel In

mainstays of this quiet intricate unit that 
was named world's to) jazz combo in last 
year's DOWN BEAT Jazz. Critics Poll. At-

along since Art Tatum.” He's backed by 
bass and drums. RCA Victor.

RED NICHOLS AND HIS FIVE PENNIES 
(Independent): Red is an outstanding jazz 
figure and a veteran cornotist. Unit Includes

MODES QUINTET (WA)

NANCY LEE

THE KINGS AND QUEENS iMAC): 
boys and two girls maki up this quartet, 
bass, piano, drums, vocals.

RONNIE KOLE TRIO (MAC): Ronnie 
tures one of the few stand-up accordions 

•»I always USE

VIBRATOR REEDS
they’re the finest! 

tony scon
World famout C lor I not it!

Two
Sax.

fea- 
plus

piano celeste, bass, guitars. clarinet.
flute, drums. Anything from classics to bop.

GENE KRUPA QUARTET (ABC): Fiery 
drummer is a top jazz draw. Clef.

JOHNNY LAMONTE & THE LEASE
BREAKERS (ABC): Zany comedy trio. La- 
monte, formerly with Spike Jones, injects this 
humor into the act.

SONNY LAND TRIO (MAC): Accordion, 
bass, drums, and trumpet, and u capable 
group produce unusual arrangements.

DAVE LAWRENCE (Independent. 636 Al
iengrove St., Philadelphia, Pa.): instrument
al-vocal five-piece combo playing clubs and
dances tn Pennsylvania, 
Maryland.

New Jeisey, and

Chiron VIBRATOR 
REEDS are hand fin* 
ished and are the 
only reeds of their 
kind with patented 
tone grooves run* 
nmg parallel to in
sure improved tonal 
brilliance.

and Cl AKIN ft

Art your Doolot

H. CHIRON CO., Inc

New York 19, N. Y

LEAKE TWINS COMBO (ABC): Entertain
ing musical and vocal quartet.

CAROLYN LEE (MAC): Four way vocals, 
piano, bass guitar, drums, violin. Tops in 
dancing and entertainment.

CHUCK LEONARD QUARTET (ABC): 
Quartet specializing tn comic vocals, instru
mentals. Also dance music.

PHIL LEV ANSON TRIO (MAC): The group 
make music with piano. viola, and drums,

DON LEWIS (MAC): Quartet, with dynamic 
■ong-styling.

JOHNNY LEWIS TRIO (MCA): Exceptional 
dinner music, soft A «weet also include Latin 
dance routines.

RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO (Independent): Ex
tremely well-integrated modern jazz group, 
with Lewis, piano; El Dee Young, baas, and 
Red Holt, drums. Argo.

ED LIBATORE (MAC) Boy-girl lounge at 
traction with special vocal arrangements.

LITTLE ERNIE AND THE FOUR HORSE
MEN (MAC): They do their galloping on ac
cordion, sax, bass, and drums.

LOS CHICANOS QUINTET (MCA) im
ported South American group effervesce in 
Latin style; boys and girls sing and dance 
plus piano, guitar accordion, flute, bongos.

BOP A OLYMPIA LLOYD (MCA): They 
[lay thi organ, two pianos, celesta, Latin 
drums, and both sing. Are greeted with warm 
enthusiasm wherever they appear.

JOE LOCO (ABC): A well established Latin 
American rhythm-type band. Columbia.

RAY LUCKEY TRIO (MAC): Three boys 
playing accordion, bass, guitar, plus singing 
und comedy. Hotel and lounge act.

JOE MAIZE AND HIS CORDSMEN (GAC): 
This quartet emphasizes wit and melody. The 
group has appt ared on television and at many 
leading clubs. Decca.

EDDIE MAKINS TRIO (Dick Stev. ns): A 
musical and comedy group with standard nnd 
popular tunes.

MAX MALLARD QUARTET (MEA) Sax 
was with Duke E'Hngton. Now he and his 
r&b unit play clubs.

RUBEN MALOYAN TRIO (AIP)' An easy- 
swinging jazz trio with piano, bass, and 
drums.

THE MANHATTERS (MCA): This 1« a 
group featuring Instrumental and vocal 
prowess. The instrumentation ts pianu, bass, 
and drums, but each member is a capable 
singer. .

SHELLY MANNE (MCA): This renowned 
jazz drummer is heading his own quintet. 
In top-rate jazz Interpretations. Contemporary.

DICK MARI A THE BLUE-NOTES (ABC): 
Highly styled musical trio.

DICK MARTIN AND BOB HUGHES 
(MAC): Billed as “America's Most Fabulous 
Entertaining Team,” Martin and Hughes com
bine to present romantic hit tunes of the day 
(Hughes sings them) and Broadway rhow 
tunes (Martin sings ind plays piano).

SIPIC MARTIN TRIO (MEA): The mem
bers play piano, drums; Sipic blows fine sax.

M ARY ELLEN TRIO (MCA) Comedy and 
songs by Mary backed by Frank on accordion 
und Don handling bass.

THE MASCOTS (MCA) Formerly called 
“The Four Guys, ’ consist of four talented 
fellows who produce hnrm nlous music and 
top comedy.

VIRGIL MASON (ABC): Good hotel-type 
four-piece band.

MASTER SOUNDS (Independent): Thia 
quartet features vibes, piano, ba^s, und drumu 
in jazz-based Interpretations. Celestial Stereo.

FREDDIE MASTERS SEXTET (MCA): 
Masters’ group plays Dixieland, sweet, special
ty numbers, and sings. Jose Duarte “The 
Man with a Thousand Voices,” is featured.

BILLY MAXTED AND HIS MANHATTAN 
JAZZ BAND (ABC): Strictly Dixie. Cadence.

FRANK MAYO’S NEW YORKERS (PEA): 
Vocal and Instrumental quintet.

JOHNNIE McCORMICK QUINTET (M<’A): 
Smooth group harmony is the keynote in 
McCormick’s group, which features a ver-

SARAH McLAWLER TRIO (Gale) Ml 
McLawler plays organ, backed by violin and 
drums, in jazz interpretations. Brunswick.

Marian McPartland trio (ab> । 
Femme pianist has excellent jazz trio that 
also slips easily into spots like NYC’s Embe s. 
Instrumentals only. Capitol.

MEL-DON DUO (MAC): These boys pla> 
organ, guitar, and sing. Their spet laity i.- 
lounges and nance rooms.

MICHELINE A HER MERRY MEN (MAI 1: 
Au outstanding trio presenting an exciting 
show of Instrumentals and vocals.

AMOS MILBURN (SAC): Plays tho piano 
and sings in i tempo that Is bright and m< 1- 
ern with a folk-song quality. Aladdin.

MIL-COMBO (GAC) They with
piano electric guitar, and bass to prodw 
jazz tn the progressive vein. Capitol.

KENNY MILES QUARTET (Independent): 
Features guitar, piano, vibes, and bass.

CHARLIE MINGUS JAZZ WORKSHOP 
QUINTET (WA): This is one of the most 
adventuresome jazz groups around presenting 
many of Charlie’s own compositions. Atlanta 
and Debut.

RED MITCHELL QUARTET This out 
standing jazz bassist leads a hard-swinging 
modern Jazz combo featuring tenur discovery 
James Clay, wh.- doubles flute. Plano (Lor
raine Geller) and drums (Billy Mitchell) com 
plete tlie group. Contemporary.

MODERN JAZZ QUARTET (SAC): Milt

mat 
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JAMES MOODY (SAC); Alto man Mood» 
has large following of funs for his seven- 
piecer Prestige.

FRANK MOORE FOUR <M> A): The Moore 
group repertoire is an all-encompassing one. 
from singing and dancing, to comedy and 
instrumentals.

PAT MORAN QUARTET (ABC): A ver
satile, jazz-based group, the Moran quartet 
plays interesting modern jazz Instrumentals, 
mixed with well-arranged vocals. Bethlehem.

EDDIE MORISEY TRIO (MEA): Eddie on 
sax, clarinet, and bass leads his effervescent 
youthful group who blend their voices, play 
acc ordion, piano, nnd drums providing dance 
able rhythm.

GERRY MULLIGAN (ABC): Baritone saxist 
and arranger, Gerry has become a symltol of 
tho attention jazz lias been receiving. EmArcy.

JERRY MURAD'S HARMONICATS (MEA) 
Murad Is the organizer, and leader of the 
famous group, while Al Fiore and Don Les 
round out the trio. Mercury.

DICK LANE QUARTET (GAC): The Lane 
quartet features the leader on clarinet, with

THREE (MAC): They play the piano, drums, 
sax, bass with 10 doubles, four way vocals. 
Lounge or dance act.

THE STAN NELSON TRIO (MCA): Ver
satile young vocal and instrumental group. 
Leader plays piano and sings, other two con
tribute ovals and instrumentals.

PHINEAS NEWBORN JR. .WA): Has been

Distinctive jazz for dancing and listening 
Capitol.

THE NOCTURES (MCA). This group relies 
on the "good old-fashioned dance music,” 
with the accent on good entertainment. The 
four member combo plays all types of music.
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name of Norvo needs little elaboration The 
celebrated vibist lias a fine trio, including 
Ruita> and bass. Fantasy.

JOHNNY’ NOUBA RIAN TRIO (AIP): In
strumental and comedy routines.

NOTE-A-BELLES ( ABC): F our attractive 
girls who competently vocalize.

O'BRIEN AND EVANS (MAC): Organ and 
guitar with doubles on celeste and piano. 
Vocals by Mary O’Brien.

THE ORIGINAI THREE (MCA): The trio 
sings ballads, semidassics, mambos, novelties, 
with bass, eongos. bongos.

KID ORY AND HIS CREOLE JAZZ BAND 
(MCA) An all-time great jazz performer of 
the old school. Kid Ory is still able to capti
vate audiences with his New Orleans style. 
Good Time Jazz.

TIM PASMA (Indeiiendent). A rhythm and 
blues and progressive jazz group. American 
Recording Co.
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SALT
Alger heads this Dixieland jazz group. Jubilee.
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A refreshing quartet with piano,
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shorty, an Important figure In modern jazz, 
heads his own group playing trumpet and 
fluegelhorn RCA Victor.

BCD 
winning

CA): Ver
ta! group. 
• two con-

BORRY 
young li 
heads a

ST. JAMES FOUR (MAC): 
quartet.

THE SAINTS (Independent):

pianist - composer - singer 
irto, in the modern jazz

Has been 
to como 

backed by

ZZ BAND 
■former of 
■ to capti- 
ans style.

AND HIS TIGERTOWN

doubling on violin, basa, piano, accordion and 
lots of vocals.

Kenton Lass player has made Lighthouse the 
coast’s top center for de> otees of modern jazz. 
Available for concerts Monday and Tuesday 
nights. Contemporary.

and blues. Mercury.
GENE PRINGLE 

type orchestrations, 
vocalist.

QUARTERNOTES

Peiffer on piano.

SCOTT TRIO

Irums, are 
unit that 

bo in last
Poll. At-

This out- 
d swinging 

discover) 
iano (Lor- 
■hell) com-

STAN RUBIN

saxophonist Pell,

THE WILDWINDS

can provide appealing jazz ariango- 
and diim-ealde tertipo*. RCA Victor.

[THOUBE FOUR: The group do nicely

KEN 8IGARS (MAC): A duo with organ 
and guitar and a wide range of tunes.

HORACE SILVER QUINTET (SAC): Silver

and. pra<*- 
- hotel In

FIVE (Independent) Will

STARS (Independent): Rumsey.

modern jazz trio with 
Em A rey.

this well-balanced

DON ROTH THIO (MAC): Organ, accor
dion, guitar, ('ardiñal records.

modern jazz pianist, heads this

SHANK QUARTET (ARC): Poll- 
altoist-flutist Shank fronts a top-

cover comedy (mimicry, acrobatics), 
(piano, bass), nnd vocals.

section. featuring Claude

>: Charlie 
on French

LE8 PAUL & MARY FORD (GAC): Known 
(lie world over for their "new sound," they 
feature the work of two guitars anil Mary 
vocalizing Capitol.

BERNARD PEIFFER (OAC): All exciting

DAVE PELL OCTET (ABC): Headed by

ROGERS QUINTET (MCA):

around the west coast.
SAL SALVADOR QUARTET 

dor i x Stan Kenton guitarist.

lale) Miss 
violin and 

runswick. 
IO (ABC); 
.. trio that 
"t Embers.

the piano 
t and mod- 
ddln.
rk with a 
to produ- < 
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lependent) : 
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the most 
presenting 

is. Atlanti.

on accordion, guitar, sax, base, with four way 
vocals.

PEP-TONES TRIO (A1P): A peppy group 
with an assortment of unusual arrangements.

ART PEPPER QUARTET (ABC): The fine 
jazz altoist heads a vibrant group, including 
drums, bass, and piano. Intro.

PEPPER POTS (ABC): Complete comedy 
material plus music for dancing.

collection of specialty tunes and votsals.
BERNIE PESCHANGE (MAC): Billed a« 

the Hammondaires, this duo la much in de
mand in hotels and loungea. Organ and drum» 
are the spotlight Instruments.

OSCAR PETERSON (SAC) Well-established 
trio of Peterson Is adaptable to almost any 
room with jazz customers. Long-time cohort« 
are bassist Ray Brown and guitarist Herb 
Ellis. Clef.

VINCE PETTE QUINTET 1MCA): Propon- 
•nta of modern jazz, rhythm und blues, Dixie
land, and just straight music for dancing.

OSCAR PETTIFORD TRIO (WA): Oscar 
ha« been acclaimed as one of the greatest 
base players of our time, group also feature« 
piano and drums. Bethlehem

NORMAN PETTY TRIO <M< A): A high 
standard of polished entertainment la the 
result of this combination of organ, piano, 
■nd guitar. Vlli

THE PHALENS A lounge trio presenting 
l-op tunes and spevlalt» numbers.

iti quartet 
rumenta)«, 
Set hlehem 
: Eddie on 
Hervoeceat, 
>l<es. play 
ing dance-

u«al and Instrumental group, with guitar, 
cocktail drums, piano, and bass. Rainbow

PLINK. PLANK ’N PLUNK Versatile in
strumental and three-way vocals.

THE PLATTERS (ABC): Four guys an«l a 
gal with lots of talent give out with rhythm 

tone saxist 
symbol ot

: EmArcy 
['S (MEA): 
1er of the 
I Don Lea

quartet with topnotch arrangements.
QUINTETTO ALLEGRO (MCA): Known as 

“ambassadors of melody & humor” which has 
the group interchanging on three violins, a 
guitar, and a clarinet.

DON RAGON QUINTET (MAC): Features 
Alice Ragon. Trumpet, sax, drums, piano, 
bass, guitar. Plays leading hotels, night clubs.

HARRY RANCH (ABC) A top combo with 
Individual entertainers. Choral und comedy 
numbers. MGM Records

ERNIE KAY (MAC): Band concentrates on 
dance tempo primarily for hotels. Ensemble 
singing. Dixieland, Latin music, features pia
no.

JOHN RE TRIO (Independent, 1287 Lajoie 
St., Montreal. Canada): Plano, baas, and clar
inet group, with members also handling vo
cals. Also offer a bit of jazz.

DONNA REAPER: Attrai tlve young accor
dionist with personality and voice. Held over 
indefinitely at Albert Pick hotels.

RENEE & HER ESCORTS Two boys und 
> girl with drive, vocals, skits.

AI,VINO REY QUINTET (MCA) Alvino 
Rey, famous guitarist heads this swinging 
quintet, with vocals by Jan St-wart and 
Sparky Berg.

RAY REYNOLDS (MAC): Ray features his 
musical trapeze act starring Jackie Barnette. 
Also trumpet, sax, piano, bass, drums.

RICCHIO TRIO (MAC): Features accordion, 
drums, and guitar.

T. RILEY’S SAINTS (Independent): Thia 
Dixieland group has developed many fans 
in the Los Angeles area. Chico Alvarez Is 
featured on trumpet.

MAX ROACH QUINTET (ABC): Modern 
jazz group headed by jazz giant Roach. 
«Irums, and fine tenor saxophonist Sonny Rol
lins. Among best modern jazz groups. EmArcy

ELLA MAE ROBERTS QUARTET IMU’): 
Their Instrumentals and vocals make them 
real show-stoppers.

TOMMY ROBERTS (MAC) A dynamic 
quint« I featuring Evelyn nt the piano. A show 
and band.

DON RODRIGO TRIO (MAC): Specializing 
in 'dance music, also good for easy listening.

ROSSI & MacDERMOTT IMEA): Bill Rossi 
on vibra-harp, and Gordon MacDermott plays 
bass violin when not joining in comedy antics.

FIVE (MCA): A Dixieland swing sextet.
PETE RUBINO QUINTET (MCA) Rubin«» 

plays (lie trumpet and his group provide the 
rhythm, from an interesting selection, which 
includes comedy.

HOWARD RUMSEY—LIGHTHOUSE ALL

drums, bass, trombone, clarinet, and sax.
DICK SARLO (MAC): A good hotel dance 

band.
LEON SASH QUARTET (CAC): Quartet 

playing excellent modern jazz, .-itoryville.
JOHNNY SAVAGE (MAC) Three boys and 

* girl make up this quartet presenting a 
variety of Instrumentals and votals.

JOE SAVE QUARTET (WA): Scottish pi
anist leads flute, guitar, bass in sophisticated 
jazz with Scottish tang. EmArcy.

MURRAY 8« HAFF & HIS ARISTOCRATS 
(MCA): Murray plays the sax. John McLean 
on guitar, Lou Cave on baas, Jerry Kay on 
piano. Jubilee Records.

DON 8CHRA1ER QUINTET (Central Book 
ing» ■ A fast-moving unit playing predomi
nantly jazz. Imperial

l«»B SCOBEY (ABC): Dixieland fans need 
no Introduction to Scobey’s enthusiastic group. 
It's th>. exhilarating sound of traditional jazz. 
RCA Victor.

Williamson on piano. Group has played all 
Imimrtant Iazz rooms. Pacific Jazz.

SHARKEY AND HIS KINGS OF DIXIE
LAND (MCA): Sharkey an accomplished 
trumpeter, leads his Kings In authentic New 
Orleans jazz. Capitol.

RALPH SHARON (SAC): British pianist 
fits easily Into any type of room and atmos
phere due to his flexibility. Works with trio. 
Bethlehem.

ALEX SHAY TRIO (MEA) : Accordion, base, 
nnd guitar with strong vocals and comedy.

GEORGE SHEARING QUINTET (ABC): 
For years has been recognized ae one of the 
best draws on the jazz circuit; also does a lot 
of theaters, one niters, concert tours. Capitol.

PAT SHERIDAN: An all-girl quintet that 
spei laliz«« in dan« e rooms lounges. Trumpet 
piano, two saxes, drums, and vocals.

SHERWIN TWINS ORK (Al She man) Are 
booked most regularly in hotels and canteens. 
Billed as "music as It should tn« played.”

HELEN SCOTT (MAC): Pianist and Ham
mond organist who also sings- and well—In 
a Jeri Souhernish style. Is In tho midst of a 
long engagement at the New Sapphire room 
of Park Shelton hotel in Detroit.

JILL SHARON QUINTET This jazz on 
semble, headed by the attractive Miss Sharon 
on drums, has played In the Los Angeles area, 
winning considerable praise.

THE SHY-GUYS (MEA) Six capable guys 

group a top-flight jazz coinbo Blue Note.
JIMMY SMITH TRIO (SAC): Jimmy Smith 

plays excellent modern Jazz organ. Blue Note.
NORMAN SIMMONS TRIO (ABC): Exper

ienced jazz pianist heads capable modern 
group. Argo.

TED SMALI & LOIS (MAC): Organ, piano 
duo with vocals ranging from old standards 
to up-to-date show tunes.

SOMETHIN' SMITH St THE REDHEADS 
(GAC): They present a piano, bass, guitar 
banjo, and a topnotch sense of humor. One 
of the most popular groups around. Epi« .

SONS OF THE GOLDEN WEST (MEA): 
Sons handle two guitars, violin, bass, and sing 
four-way. in versatile manner.

MUGGSY SPANIER SEXTET (ABC): A 
hard-driving Dixieland jazz band that works 
steadily the year around. Leader is noted 
trumpeter; band is strictly ln»truinental. Dec-

. they're the best!
LUCKY THOMPSON 

World fomovl tenor So.oohoniil

Chiron VIBRATOR 
REEDS are hand fin
ished and are the 
only reeds of their 
kind with patented 
tone grooves run* 
ning parallel to in
sure improved tonal 
brilliance.

Tops for SAX 
and CLARINtT

Art your DwIm

H. CHIRON CO, Inc

RCA Victor Recording Artltt
DAVE PELL OCTET

currently

CRESCENDO. Sunset Strip. Holljwwd
IP i Available on RCA Victor, 

Atlantic Kapp & Capitol

Fell Mell Minie Co. 
Hollywood 2-3911

5627 Klump Ave. 
North Hollywood. Col.

Excluait» Photo»
BANDS IN ACTION

Action pictures of all nam» lender«, muai 
ciam, vocalista, also Rock 'n’ Roil Artist«.
Guaranteed to please. 50c each: « for tl.00

ARSENE STUDIOS
756 — 7th Avenu», N. Y., N Y.

Gio.». 0'10 Unobtainable



Th» New Ludwig
PROFESSIONAL CYMBALS!

ED SPAYER TRIO (MAC) A combo with
base.

instrumental

PRICE LIST

ELMO TANNER (MAC): favorite for

LUDWIG DRUM CO
Makers: V F L Drum Line

1728 N. Damen Ave., Chicago 47, III.

LASS (MEA):THE THREE LADS &

ier instrument action.

JuDown Bruì

Arr dropper applicator 35c 
With swab applicator 30c

(MAC): Headed by 
has a large reper-

an unusual style, highlights accordion, 
and drums.

mental 
pianist 
artists.

TED

ing and dancing, 
sings.

THE STYLISTS 
Styles, this group 
mentation includes

vocals in both English 
Records.

THE THREE CHORDS 
Stan Walker, this group

Accordionist Stuart also

most entertaining vocal and

trio that features the facile fingers of 
Taylor, one of the nation’s best jazz 
ABC-Paramount
AND LOIS (MAC): An organ-piano

(MCA). Headed by Lou 
accents comedy. Instru- 

accordion doubling piano.

dance», hotel rooms, lounges. Trumpet, piano 
drums, Ivas. Dot.

BILLY TAYLOR TRIO (ABC): Instru

BUY IT AT 
MUSIC DEALERS EVERYWHERE

and French. RCA

tolre of vocals and novelty tunes 
THE THREE JACKS’ 1 sparkling young 

vocal, instrumental, .nd comedy group.

Ludwig

The new LUDWIG cymbals possess 
that fine, high-quality professional 
cymbal tone and response you have 
been looking for! Tone, response, 
and resonance is really terrific! An 
entirely NEW experience awaits 
you—try the NEW SOUND in cym
bals today!
Available in sizes 10" through 22" 
and weights thin, medium, or heavy. 
Specify for band, ride, or hi-hat 
uses!

Ro. 210—10" Ludwig Cymbal 
Me. 21 i—II" Ludwig Cymbal 
No. 212—12" Ludwig Cymbal 
No. 213-18” Ludwig Cymbal 
No. 214—14" Ludwig Cymbal 
No. 218—10" Ludwig Cymbal 
No. 210—16" Ludwig Cymbal 
No. 211—17" Ludwig Cymbal 
No. 218—19" Ludwig Cymbal 
No. 219—19" Ludwig Cymbal 
No. 220-20" Ludwig Cymbal 
No. 221—21" Ludwig Cymbal 
No. 222—22" Ludwig Cymbal

SI0.00 
12.00 
15.00 
17.00 
2140 
24.00 
2748 
30.00 
33.00 
27.50 
30.00 
42.50 
44.00

SPREADS FARTHER 
LASTS LONGER

HOLTON 
OIL

Superior spreading 
power, slower evapo
ration, uniform consist
ency—Holton Oil tests

Play That Thing
New York—Two cats were leaf

ing through a stack of albums at 
the Record Hunter shop in mid
town when a clerk asked if he 
could help them.

“We’re looking for a record of 
Beethoven’s Ninth,” one said.

The clerk showed him a section 
with several different Ninths on 
various labels. They studied each 
package, then turned in despera
tion to the clerk.

“What we’re looking for,” one 
explained, “is a copy without the 
vocal.”

THE STAFFORDS (MAC): A west coast 
group comprised of two boys and a girl. 
Good vocals, piano, sax, drums. Decca.

BILL STANTON TRIO (MCA): Pianist lead
er h ads instrumental group.

DELL STATON (MAC). these three Godfrey 
Talent Scout winners play piano, bass, guitar.

SAMMY STEVENS TRIO (NOS): Three ex
perienced musicians and pretty vocalist. Cur
rently at the Chez Jay, Estes Park, Colo.

SMOKY STOVER (MAC): Dixieland band 
including trumpet, sax, drums, piano, vocals. 
Also some comedy.

BARBARA STRADER QUARTET (MAC): 
Barbara and three boys are a top attraction 
tor dance rooms and lounges. Sax, trumpet, 
drums, piano. Dance—entertainment.

LENNY STUART TRIO (MCA): Using elec
tric accordion, alto sax, and tymbales, this 
group offers Latin American music, for listen- 

clarinet doubling saxophones nnd flute, and 
bass doubling trumpet.

LEONARD SUES QUINTET (MCA): Known 
a a show-stopper, Leonard Sues plays truin 
pet, dances, sings, and provides a full bill 
of kicks.

BOB SUMMERS TRIO (MAC): Excellent 
instrumental group, in which leader is fea
tured on alto, tenor, clarinet, and vocals in 
dance-styled arrangements.

duo with vocals.
JON THOMAS COMBO (Gale). This quartet 

teatures piano, drums, trumpet, und guitar. 
Mercury.

CAL TJADER QUARTET (Milt Deutsch): 
Tjader’» inspired vibes playing, backed by 
piano, bass and drums, gives this group 
modern jazz appeal. Fantasy.

TENOR SAX UNLIMITED (ABC): A jazz 
unit featuring three tenor stylist» playing 
bop swing, and blues. Argo.

RED THOMPSON TRIO (MAC): An action- 
packed unit with lota of lively entertainment.

TOWNE CRIERS (MEA). Piano, guitars 
violin and combo drums, plus vocals and 
comedy.

THE THREE BARS (Independent, 1287 La
joie St., Montreal, Canada) Piano, bae- and 
cocktail drum trio with one member handlnc

Hohn Magruder leads this versátil« group, 
and blows tenor sax, clarinet, doubling on 
string bass. Rest of quartet provides bass, gul 
tar. banjo, drums, harmony-vocals. King Rec
ords.

THE THREE SI'ARKS (Stan Zuckes): Vocal 
and instrumental trio featuring both Dixie 
and moden, jazz arrangements.

THE THREE SUNS (MCA): The guitar 
accordion and electric organ are the instru
ments with this group, out of which comes a 
very anlque sound that cannot be duplicated. 
Artie Dunn, at the console is leader. RCA- 
Victor.

PAUL TOGAWA QUARTET This west 
coast group headed by drummer Togawa, has 
appeared in jazz spots and on television. 

I Mode.

BOBBT TROUP AND HIS TRIO (Independ 
ent): Troup la popular m both vocalist and 
piano stylist. His unit includes guitar, drums 
and baas. Bethlehem.

THE TUNESMEN (MAC) They offer a 
variety of specially written songs, ballad«, 
comedy ikita, ind instrumental numbers.

TUNE TAILORS (Independent): Tho vocal 
comedy and Instrumental quartet includes 
leader Tony DeNunzio on sax, clarinet, and 
drums, with tccordion, guitar, and bass.

TUNETIMERS (MAC) Two guys and a girl. 
Comedy; dance music with vocals, drums, 
trumi et, piano.

TURNABOUTS (MAC): Three hoys und a 
girl play 10 instruments, sing, and act. funny.

TWO CLICKS A A CHICK Boys and nn 
attractive girl blend vocally with instru
mentals.

THE VAGABONDS (MCA): Thi- group 1» 
billed as “America’s Dnffiest, Laughlest Swing 
Quartet,” and they are usually held-over a. 
a result of packing the house-

THE TYRONES (GAC): A rock ’n’ roll 
vocal and instrumental group. Mercury.

VAL-AIRES (MAC): A girl and two boys 
who play lounge« with piano, accordion, bus a, 
and vocals.

ART VAN DAMME QUINTET (Ja< k Rus
sell): The NBC Chicago group han had con 
siderable record exposure and radio-television 
work. Accordionist Van Damme is Lacked by 
vib, s, guitar, bass, und drums. Columbia.

THE VERS ATONES (GAC): One of the 
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calypso groups this group (s an "Arthur God 
frej Talent Scout Show” winner. RCA Victor.

THE WAGNERS AND THEIR MUSIC (In 
dependi ot) Instrumentation is Hammond or
gan and piano, with added drums for rhythm.

STAN WALKER TRIO (MAC) Thii Jane 
group a good bet for clubs, hotels. Organ, 
drums, piano.

GEORGE WALLINGTON TRIO: Pianist 
head» modern jazz trio that includes ba«« 
and drums.

JACK WEDELL (MAC)' A capable trio of 
two boys and a girl on piano, bass, and guitar

THE WESTERN CAPERS: A top flight 
western And popular quartet who feature 
Paulette Marshall, a Godfrey Talent Scout 
winner.

WHISPERING WINDS (MEA) W Hide blow 
xax, play accordion, drums, basu Harmonize 
nnd do ion»di as wolL

BOB WHITE TRIO: Bob plays piano and 
trumpet, other boy and girl on guitar, vibes 
bass, drum. Featured as floor show act and in 
lounges. Dance routines by meri-Ellen.

GERALD WIGGINS TRIO (Independent) 
Wiggins plays modern jazz piano, backed by 
drums and bass. Motif, Parade.

PAUL WILLIAMS & HIS ORK (SAC): A 
“little” orchestra, they play a smooth dunce- 
tempo. Savoy

TEDDY WILSON TRIO (ABC) A good trio 
tor any jazz room. Teddy features th. re
doubtable Jo Jones or drums Verve

KAI WINDING SEPTET (WA) Winding, 
with substantial experience in th> Ja’z field, 
has formed his own group, including four 
trombones ind rhythm section. Columbia.

WINDSORS (Milton Deutsch): These two 
men and girl constitute a highly entertainln,’ 
lounge trio, with plenty of personality and 
versatility.

BETTY WINTON QUARTET (AIP) Along 
with good Individual vocal- and four part 
harmony this group include» Impersonations 
and special material.

THE MARY WOOD TRIO (MCA) This In
strumental trio concentrates m piano, violin, 
and guile', off< ring musical varieties including 
gypsy nnd jazz.
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Bitter T
Boston — Toshiko Akiyoshi, the 

Japanese pianist studying jazz at 
the Berklee school here, is so care
ful that when she rents a car, she 
disdains the state’s $5.000-$10,000 
compulsory insurance requirement 
and insures for $500,000-$l,000,- 
000.

Yet, here’s what happened to her 
recently: In Toronto, her handbag 
containing her passport and papers 
was stolen and she was almost un
able to re-enter the U. S. A new 
set had to be obtained from Tokyo 
via Washington.

When she returned to Boston, 
she found that an explosion had 
wrecked her apartment.
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Universal’s Joe Gershenson batoned 
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On And Off The Beat: Trudy 
Ewen (spouse of saxist-bandleader 
Dick Stabile) is the soundtrack “ghost” 
for Kim Novak in Columbia’s Pal 
Joey. Kim is seen mouthing Funny

cury. 
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green eye evincing all the emotion of a 
well bred head of livestock.
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Films In Review: Loring You (El
vis Presley, Lizabeth Scott, Wendell 
Corey, Dolores Hart. A Hal Wallis 
production for Paramount Pictures, di
rected by Hal Kanter).

We’re a bit recalcitrant when it 
comes to sampling embarrassing fads 
like Bermuda dress shorts or Elvis 
Presley. But finally to resolve the pro
position: What makes the Pelvis 
twitch?, we followed the previewers 
to a screening of his second film epic.

Frankly, there was a time we didn’t 
take issue with those who hotly de
spised Presley. We were, m fact, pre
pared to dismiss him with a decimating 
round of punfire. But after seeing 
Loving You, it seems amiss to speak 
unkindly of this wonderfully well nour
ished barefoot boy of the richly lashed 
eyes and gargly voice.

What you may expect for the price 
of admission is a more than adequate 
representation (12 songs in all) of the 
Presley pipes and a rundown of the 
life, traumas, hard times, and ultimate 
triumph of one Deke Rivers, country 
boy vocalist who’s got a wondrous way 
with the wimmin.

This here Deke delivers beer for a 
living via hotrod in a hicktown. He 
doesn’t even want to sing at first but 
is armtwisted to perform at a political 
rally with the pseudo-western band of 
Tex Warner (Wendell Corey). Natu
rally, songster Deke causes a near not 
and, before you can mumble “houn* 
dawg,” is huwgtied by a wily press 
agent (Lizabeth Scott) ino touring 
with the band.

Abetted by a succession of shrewd 
publicity stunts (all strikingly similar 
to the rise of Elvis himself), he rocks 
and swivel-, into the palpitatin’ hearts 
of the Texas screamagers, and finally 
lands on network television.

Innocent Deke, of course, knows 
naught of the machinations of the 
press agent. Poor lumpkin believes his 
popularity is due solely to hips and 
tonsils. Crisis looms when he learns 
he’s been hoodwinked. Even the fond 
feeling foi- him professed by the lady 
P.A. turns out to be a shuck. (She’s 
really in love with the bandleader and, 
inasmuch as he’s her ex-husband, he’s 
got an in right there.)

Grand finale allies press agent with 
bandleader; Deke with little singin' 
Suzie (whom he’s been lovin’ all along 
without realizing it); and everybody 
looks like they’ll be eatin’ high on the 
hog through a plump TV contract.

Albeit, this comes up a rathe/ enter
taining pic. As the bandleader, Wendell 
Corey obviously has the time of his life 
with witty lines, opportunity for a 
Fernandel range of expression? and a 
high distain for the music he’s selling. 
Miss Scott is, as always, soignee und 
shiny blonde and so, so resourceful. A 
standout is Dolores Hart as Suzie the 
band singer. The girl has positive act
ing ability augmented by a fresh pret
tiness.

Elvis sings, growls, prances, swivels, 
exuding nothing so much as buoyant 
good health. His primary stock-in-trade 
comes through unfailingly in an over
powering, if touchingly naive, cellu
loid sexuality. For all his liigh voltage

Selected by the American Ac
cordionist Association as the 
Outstanding Jazz Accordionist 
of the Year, Mat Mathews is a 
popular TV, radio and night
club entertainer well known for 
his albums of jazz recordings 
and jazz arrangements.
He plays a Hohner Accordion 
exclusively, for Hohner Accor-

on-stage erotica, however, he plays the
sullen country boy convincingly, glass-

Rock, Pretty Baby sequel, Summer 
Love.

Plas Johnson, tenor; Dave Pell, bari
tone; Barney Kessel, guitar; Bobby 
Bain, bass guitar; Ray Sherman, pi
ano; Mike Pacheco, bongos; and Alvin 
Stoller, drums.

Decca is pulling out all stops in its 
push to boost the music from Hecht- 
Hill-Lancaster’s Sweet Smell Of Suc
cess into the Big League. There’ll be 
two 12" LP’s and a single record with 
the filmusic showcased. One album con
tains the entire Elmer Bernstein score; 
the other ha^ the Chico Hamilton quin
tet in a reprise of its own selections 
from the pic. The Hamiltonians were 
loaned out from the Pacific Jazz stable 
for the duration of the record date.

Mat Mathews, Jazz King of the 

Accordion, Plays a HOHNER Exclusively

dions — developed by the com
bined efforts of research scien
tists, sound engineers, musician
craftsmen and design stylists— 
are the world’s highest expres
sion of the accordion.
Send for catalogue illustrating 
the smart new models in a wide 
range of prices.

M. HOHNER. INC.
351 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

Celebrating 100 Years o) Leadership



Jewel Mouthpieces

• Used by such musical greats as:
Eddy Bert 

Les Elgart 
Carl Erca 

Ruby Braff 
Bobby Hackett 

Billy Butterfield

The precision built ZOTTOLA 
mouthpieces, with exclusive 
“Stepped Back-Bore’’ 

promotes comfort • reduces fa
tigue • assures the most exciting - 
brilliant tones

ZOTTOLA mouthpieces*. . .
The World's Finest

For trumpet, cornet and trombone

k / / oitola
Z——. ^1 products

Port Chester, N.Y. WE 9-1130

SEALERS . . . DISTRIBUTORS 
Write today for information on this fast selling, 

high quality line.

State

Neme
Addr eu
City

FOUR WESTLAKE GRADS ON 
SPADE COOLEY TV SHOW

Gloria Tonnes, Harp (Above), Jo Ann 
Castle — Piano, Jerry Tracy — Arranger, 
Bill Stafford—Musical Director on weekly 
TV Show.
Write for college illustrated catalog. All 
classes modern. Appr. Vets, too. Doily 
combo & band. Practicing in dorm. 2 yr. 
h 4 yr. degree course. Apply early!

(DB757)

WESTLAKE* COLLEGE oKmÜSIC 
7190 Sunset. Hollywood 46. Calif.

Dave Brubeck
(Continued from Page 14)

thing a sideman felt was necessary for 
him to play—I’ve gone this way with 
every group I’ve had.

“Totalitarism makes for a good re
sult, but I figure I’ve gotten there by 
being the antithesis of this. I’ll be the 
guy that changes. I made this a rule. 
I hired these guys, and I feel that I 
can change my style and I won’t ask 
them to change theirs. It’s up to me to 
keep a unity and play within the limi
tations of these other guys, and I’ve 
never told a guy how to play.

“I DON’T PUT DOWN any guys 
I’ve ever had. They might not be the 
easiest to work with, like I don’t like 
the criticism that I’m hard to work 
with, which I still read; but at the 
same time I’ve had something that 
couldn’t be duplicated any place in the 
country. And that’s an individual 
sound.

“I’ve had guys who would, to an 
extent, be fresh in their approach. 
There’re all kinds of ways to think 
about my group, but these guys were 
able to retain their individualism. In 
other words, all the way through I’ve 
always been the one to take what’s 
left after everybody else takes his pick, 
and I think that’s the way it should 
be.”

Dave also says he feels that his 
success is definitely related to the spon
taneity of the group’s improvisation:

“It gets back to the premise that if 
it’s going to be written music and com
posed jazz, we’re in competition with 
the greatest symphony orchestras, the 
greatest quartets; we’re in competition 
with Stravinsky, Milhaud, Bartok, and 
Bach and it’s got to be pretty darn 
high level.

“But how we can contribute some
thing and not be compared to these is 
through improvisation. The people now 
need, in our society, a return to group 
participation which they can find in 
jazz by simply being in the audience.

“They have what far back in every 
society was part of everyday living, 
whether it was dancing or improvising 
on the violin or any instrument. This 
is about the last stronghold of impro
visation left in this culture outside of 
folk music.”

DAVE’S REACTION to criticism, 
too, has been ambivalent. Some of it

Snappy Crack
New York — During a recent 

Prestige session, trumpeter John
ny Windhurst laid out while vo
calist Barbara Lea sang with 
rhythm. Windhurst used the few 
spare minutes to start on a sand
wich but left the studio after one
bite.

“I’d better go,’ he said, eyeing
the microphones nearby, 
lettuce in this sandwich. 

I’ve got

has made him fighting mad. He once 
discussed with his lawyer suing over 
some criticism, but was talked out of it.

When his picture made the cover of 
Time he said, “It was a big thrill, but 
I knew it sounded the time for execu
tion! I knew in front what was going 
to happen and that was really the turn
ing point where I became the target of 
everybody that hadn’t cared too much 
one way or the other before. So I’m 
not surprised.

“I knew exactly what was going to 
happen. I didn’t try in any way to get 
the Time cover. I went along with what 
was happening, and immediately there 
was a cry of protest from all sides. I 
recall Leonard Feather’s article where 
he said Duke Ellington should have had 
it first. Well, I agreed with him. But 
I didn’t write the story. I’m not in 
control of Time magazine.

“Duke called me at 7 o’clock in the 
morning, and he was the first to con
gratulate me—and that even worsened 
it. Of course, I was of the opinion Duke 
should have had it first. So what could 
I do? That even made me feel worse.

“But I’m to the point now where it’s 
practically water off a duck’s back. 
When Miles put me down, he also said 
he liked one thing I played very much, 
and I think I could turn around and 
say the same thing to any artist. And 
Miles has recorded one of my tunes 
and is going to record another. Besides 
if there’s just ONE thing I like, I’ll 
buy the whole LP.

“I USED TO GET furious I never 
could understand how a guy could like 
YOU and not your music. Since then, 
I’ve gotten over that. After the Feather 
put-down, I usually use any emotional 
situation to advantage.

“If I’m furious I’ll write something. 
Sometimes poetry will come out after 
some kind of a put-down. I know I 
wrote a good poem because Leonard 
Feather put me down, so we’re even! 
When the occasion is right and I can’t 
get it out of me any other way, I’ll 
usually write poetry. I’ve written may
be 20 or so by now.”

Dave’s advice to the young musician 
today also reflects this growing ma
turity of viewpoint. “Musically, he 
should try to make it on a contemporary 
level and then he’ll be accepted as a 
person contributing now,” Brubeck 
says. “Then, he can broaden his back
ground as quickly as he can. You have 
to be prepared to do as much, if not 
more, work than in any other profes
sion that he can go into, and for more 
years than the equivalent of carrying 
out bedpans that the doctor has to go 
through when he’s an intern.

“A doctor has to do this for only 
two years. A jazzman might have to 
do it for 10, 20 or a lifetime without 
actually making it financially or being 
recognized. I take that back. You’ve got 
a long period before you’ll be recog
nized, and you’ve got to have the moral 
and physical courage to wait this thing 
out and eventually, if you have the 
talent, talent can never be hidden.”

(This is the first of three articles.)
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real bad

MARIM

VIBES
LPs with other groups.

new for them andsomething new

Double-cup MOUTHPIECE
TRADE MARK

orchestra

Sole Manufacturers 140 West 49th St., New York City 19

OeMIRE’s MARCHING AIDNEW ON THE MARKET

Bex 1143
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Boston—At the June meeting of 
the Teenage Jazz club here, disc 
jockey John McLellan introduced 
the .lazz Workshop sextet from 
the Stable, and asked Charlie 
Mingus to sit in for its missing 
bass player.

Mingus strode to the microphone 
and announced that he had copy
righted the name Jazz Workshop, 
and if the Stable group didn’t 
stop using it, he would sue,

There was a moment of silence, 
broken finally by tenor man Vardy 
Haroutunian, “Charlie,” he said, 
"it’s all right. We spell it 
s-h-o-p-p-e.”

Protects and develops better embouchures for all brass musicians This pat
ented adjustable chin rest is simple to essemble and consists of 3 essential 
parts which are fully guaranteed Models are available for cornets, trumpets, 
and tenor trombones. Its smartness in color, black nylon adjustable arm 
nickel plated wing nut and thumb screw, and black rust proof coil spring 
grip, will add to the appearance of any brass instrument.

Price $2.50

tries to work in as many “new” num
bers as he can remember, depending on 
the request situation and the audience 
response.

“Actually, when you program, you 
are the only one who decides what to 
play,” he said. “It has to be that way, 
even though you may give as much as 
the audience wants without becoming 
repetitious, you also have to give them

and announce that the set coming up 
is all requests. Then we play some 
things we want to play.”

Taylor’s trio has a working book 
of perhaps 500 tunes, of which about 
135 have been recorded, either on his 'Witte foi

fatty of alt 
Md PliCt*
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JOHNNY RAE
CAPITOL RECORDING ARTIST 
Outstanding S o I ” । 11 with Iha 
George Shearing Quintette . . 
Night Club and Theater favorites.

(This ad is an invitation to retailer and musicians I
Malo Manufacturing Company 

Berkley, Michigan

for you, too.”
Often Ed Thigpen or bassist Earl 

May will feel like playing a tune, and 
Billy will call that number. He feels 
that the group members have a definite 
say in suggesting tunes.

NEW MATERIAL, TOO. proves a 
problem. Billy is unable to find enough 
time to listen to his phonograph for 
pleasure, let alone digging for material. 
He would like to work with some of 
Bartok’s pieces, but hasn’t had the time 
needed to analyze them.

He has acquired, as u working pian
ist, a closet full of piano music. To 
these stacks he turns regularly for old
er tunes, show tunes not done much, 
and other material. But he admits it’s 
getting rougher to find things that 
haven’t been done into the ground al
ready, and particularly by trios.

To program an LP, he has to con
sider existing versions of the tunes he 
is considering, and whether his are 
competing with orchestral, vocal, or 
trio versions, and perhaps all three.

But, the request situation and the 
public relations involved are a problem 
facing him right now.

Mind you, Billy’s not complaining. 
He’s just concerned.

Billy Taylor
(Continued from Page 15) 

play it again and then don’t play

Ü1U55ER MARIMBAS, INC
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ENROLL NOW
to top off your

TRAINING
in

JAZZ
Dixieland, or 
swing and sweet 
... the top rung 
awaits those

who climb from solid foundations. 
UEC Courses provide brush-up 

of fundamentals and study 
in advanced techniques 

that can make you 
master of all the 

tricks in your 
trade.

Do it 
the modern 
convenient HOME 
STUDY way, your time 
free to meet all engagements.
Send today for catalog and illus

trated lessons.
Check courses that interest you most.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
CONSERVATORY
Dept t lU. 2110 S. Michigau, Chlcaw U 
□ Dance Band Arranging
□ History, Analysis of Music
□ HARMONY
□ Trumpet
□ Advanced Composition

Piano 
Guitar 
Clarinet 
Saxophone 
Violin

□
□

and 10 other Courses. Send for Catalog.
Name-
Street

.State.

WILWERK^
Revel*'™

THE WORLD’S FINEST BAND 
INSTRUMENT LUDRICANTS A
FINEST • SMOOTHEST 
• SLICKEST 
• FASTEST Regular size

- 40<* 
King size

SI .50

3 scientific formulas:
>alve. slide: key & 

spring

leaking music steres everywhere 
” HERCO PRODUCTS Inc

SS West 2Jrt Street • New Yerk 10, N. Y.

Bop Glosses 
$2.25 Fair

I Clear or
Tinted Lenses

_ (Men • Ladies)
Case Hee Brown or Black Frames 

Hand Maha Optical Frame Bop Glasses S3.SO 
Bop B String Tie*....................... SI .00 an.

SESTON SALES CO. Dept. D
114S E. 14th St Brooklyn 30. N. Y.

C.O.D. i accepted in U. S. only

PHOTOS
BAND LEADERS A VOCALISTS

Actual photos, B"xlO". glossy prints, 
ready to frame or put in a scrapbook.

4 for $1. Sample photo Me (Ind. substitutes) 
For c limlfd tim.l It for I?

riEQte 1143 4th Ave., N.Y. 34, N.Y.Kian • 44M . 4SM

Strictly Ad Lib

(Continued from Page 8)

Garner . . . Vic Damone kicked off his 
CBS-TV show July 3 with Peggy King 
and Roger Williams on his guest roster 
. . . The Hi-Lo’s inked to replace the 
Modernaires on the Bob Crosby CBS- 
TV show.

ENTERTAINMENT - IN - THE - 
ROUND: The Paramount theater book- 
booked another Alan Freed rock ’n* roll 
show for a week starting July 3. Fea
tured were Sam (The Man) Taylor and 
Al Sears . . . Dean Martin was signed 
for the leading role opposite Marlon 
Brando and Montgomery Clift in the 
forthcoming 20th Century Fox picture, 
The Young Lions, based on Irwin 
Shaw’s novel of World War II . . . 
4ndv Griffith is mulling acceptance of 
the leading role in Meredith Willson’s 
The Music Man, due on Broadway next 
season . . . Ethel Water’s new play, 
Solitaire Lady, will be tested on the 
summer circuit before opening on 
Broadway next fall.

CHICAGO
IAZZ, CHICAGO-STYLE: The Duke 

of Ellington and his non-calypso sound
ing band are at the Blue Note recreat
ing indigo moods. Dizzy Gillespie’s very 
big band opens at the Note July 24 for 
a pair of weeks, to be followed by 
Bobby Hackett’s sextet and Carmen 
McRae on Aug. 7 . . . Oscar Peterson’s 
invigorating trio, with guitarist Herb 
Ellis and bassist Ray Brown, is at the 
London House. Erroll Garner is slated 
to return to the London House during 
August. Andre Previn is scheduled to 
head a trio at that club beginning 
Sept. 4, with Cal Tjader’» quartet mov
ing in for the month of October . . . 
Martha Davis and Spouse and Cindy 
and Ijndy are in residence at Mister 
Kelly’s. Bobby Troup opens at Kelly’s 
on July 30, to be joined by singer
comedienne Sue Carson on Aug. 2. June 
Christy has been signed to a Kelly’s 
contract for a two-week booking begin
ning Oct. 18 . . . Chico Hamilton’s 
quintet has begun a three wcek engage
ment at the Modern Jazz room. Max 
Roach’s quintet succeeds the Hamilton 
group on July 31 for two weeks. The 
Dukes of Dixieland continue at the 
downstairs Preview lounge.

The Australian Jazz quintet opens at 
Robert’s show club July 24 for two 
weeks. Carmen McRae, backed by Ray 
Bryant’s trio, is set for two weeks in 
early September at Robert’s, with Gene 
Krupa bringing his group in for a pair 
of weeks in early October . . . Jack Tea
garden will head a group at the Brass 
Rail for four weeks, beginning Aug. 
13 . . . The Leon Sash quartet is set 
for a jazz concert in Waukegan July 
21. The Sash quartet will be at 
Sleepy’s, in Kenosha, Wis., for a week 
commencing July 23 . . . Organist Les 
Strand is at the Colonial hotel, in Roch
ester, Ind., for a summer-long stay . . . 
Nat Cole’s brother Ike has cut an LP 
for Bally Records titled Get a Load of 
Cole . . . Singer Peggy Taft has de
parted from the SRO’s talent roster 
. . . Jazz, Ltd. recently celebrated its 
11th anniversary, a testimony to the 
unwavering quality of Dixieland the 

club has presented . . . Disc jockey Sam 
Evans recently emceed a show, featur
ing Dinah Washington, for inmates of 
the Cook County jail . . . Bandleader 
Andy Anderson has disbanded his large 
group and is heading a quartet at the 
Alpine Lodge, in Egg Harbor, Wis. 
He’ll resume big band activity when he 
returns in mid-August.

ADDED NOTES: Sammy Davis Jr. 
opens at the Chez Paree July 24 for 
four weeks . . . Comedian Larry Storch, 
opens at the Black Orchid Aug 8 for 
three weeks . . . The Jean Hoffman 
trio continues at the Cloister Inn. with 
Ed Higgins’ trio and singer Lucy Reed 
featured on Wednesday and Thusday 
. . . Don Cherry made his ballroom 
singing debut recently at the northside 
Holiday ballroom, backed by Dick 
Long's band . . . Martha Schlamme and 
Bob Gibson are at the Gate of Horn. 
Miss Schlamme departs and Marilyn 
Child joins Gibson July 31. Theodore 
Bikel is slated to return upon comple
tion of Killer on the Wall, a film in 
production in Hollywood . . . Henry 
Doney, of Tiffany Records, recently 
suffered a heart attack and is hospital
ized at Lake Forest hospital, Lake For
est, Ill. He’d welcome hearing from his 
friends.

Hollywood
SWITCH OF THE MONTH: Zardi’s 

Jazzland installed a floor show and 
dancing, with Don Tosti’s rhumba band 
and the Will Osborne ork, plus a comic. 
And Ciro’s, longtime showplace with a 
movie clientele, now features tjazz with 
Cal Tjader combo. Cal opened June 28 
and, if public response is socko, the 
club will continue a jazz policy.

NITE RY NOTES: Art Blakey brings 
new personnel into the Peacock Lane 
July 19, following current Chet Baker 
quintet . . . Summer season is now in 
full swing—and we do mean swing— 
at The Lighthouse, Hermosa Beach . . 
Perez Prado followed the Mills Broth
ers into the Crescendo the 9th with 
band and revue. Decca’s a&r topper, 
Milt Gabler, flew in to record the freres 
Mills onstage at the club.

Another new spot catching on with 
the blowers around town is the Red 
Feather, Manchester & Figueroa, 
where jazz singer Daphne Laurel wails 
six nights a week backed by Jo Ann 
Grogan, piano; George Stearn, bass; 
and Don Joham, drums . . . The excit
ing Paul Bley quartet, featuring vibist 
Dave Pike, currently at the Hillcrest 
club, signed with Intro Records. First 
album due to be recorded soon . . . 
Harry James was set to return to the 
Palladium June 28 for another series 
of weekend stands . . . Jerry Gray, 
playing weekends at the Deauville 
club in Santa Monica, is giving some 
heavy solo play to Dave Wells* bass 
trumpet. Dave duets with Charlie Bar- 
net on the latter’s new Verve album, 
Lonely Street.

ADDED NOTES: Summer lineup for 
Greek theater has Jose Greco booked 
till the 13th; Harry Belafonte from 
the 15th till Aug. 4; Victor Borge from 
Aug. 12-18 . . . Frances Faye and Vido 
Musso’s band opened the new Hesperia 
Inn, in the Mojave desert, June 28. 
Hesperia is about two hours drive from 
L.A. . . . The second version of jazz 
renditions of songs from Around the 
World in 80 Days will be out soon on
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MUSICIANS

SPECIALS)! Voice] for Trumpet, Alto, Tenor 
plus rhythm Also Trumpet Tenor Trombone, 
and Trumpet, Alto. Tenor, Trombone, Bari 
tone arrangements. Arranging Service. 24 
Lincoln Ave . Pittsford, N. Y.

We arrange modem jazz choruses on all impor
tant standards especially for your instrument. 
Our staff writes tor America s leading jazz 
soloists.

SONGWRITERS! lad us help you. Write. Holly
wood Songwriters’ Bureau, 5880 Hollywo, d 

Blvd., Hollywood, California._________________

WANTED: MUSICIANS. Top Grand. Bick every 
night. Top wages. Clem Brau Orch , Arling

ton, Minn______________________________________

FRcE CATALOG Hard-To-Get Ja-z Records.
_ Rose, 211 East 15. NYC 3.______________________

European jazz—labels. World-wide-jazz. 430-, 
li ornai St.. Vnncouver B.C.

WRITE SONGS77 Read “Songwriter’s Review” 
magazine. 1650-DB Broadway, New York 19. 

__25c copy: $2.50 year._____________________________

SONGWRITERS, piotect your itleaa' Hold al 
songs, poema! Write for safe, correct pro
cedure. SONG SERVICE. D. it. DB 338 W«wt

21 000 COMEDY LINES, bits, parodies, routines! 
Free Catalog Write: ROBERT ORBEN. 73-11 
BELL BOl'LEV 3RD. bYYSIDI. *1 NEW 
YORK.__________________

SAVE MONEY ON Instrument«. Drums, Acces
sories. Write for detail«. Chuck Regen Box 
25S. Simix Falls S D.

SONGWRITERS, need help ? Get our book ”Pop- 
ular Songwriting -only *1.50. Send mon y 
order: TIME MUSIC. 841 W. George St., Chi

cago 14, III._____________________________________

FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
43—CHORD CONSTRUCTION ANO ANALYSIS 

How to use chords as fill-ins background

COMBS »OR EVERYTHING — MUSIC SWEET, 
SWINGING AND DANCEABLE ’ FIRST-RATE’’ 
THE HOST RUSS BOWMAN ORCHESTRAS, 
JU 4-4300—N. V,_______________

57—HOW m MEMORIZE MUSIC. A scientific 
method with exercises that develop and 
mprove the capacity for memorizing mu

sic .............................................................
959—SIGHT READING TECHNIQUE A tested 

practical method that wi>l improve your 
sight reading .....................................

52—HOW Ii HARMONIZE MEloDIES The 
principles of improvising correct harmonu 

progression- for any me ody 1

Minimum prices. 
WRITE FOR FREE INFORMATION TODAY!

DIXIE ARRANGEMENTS 75c each. Zer Meissner, 
5015 Biloxi. North Hollywood. Calif

CANADA. Free Catalogue, over

JAZZ CHORUSES, your 3, »1.00; Fake Books, 
20 tunes, $3.00; “Drumming bv Ear,” $2.00; 
Brasses, "'Range-Endurance,” $3.00. Creigh- 
i on. Box 5173, Sarasota, Fla.

912—CHORDS BUILT BY FOURTH INTER- ’ 
VALS. A chart of ultramodern 3, 4, 5 
and ft note chord? and how to substitute 
them for conventional chords...........$100

Minimum Order $150—Maney Back Guarantee

FREE CATALOG OF $00 PUBLICATIONS
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TENOR BANO ARRANGEMENTS For details 
write; hob Bullard. 1118 North Sixth, May
wood, Illinois.___________________________________

DAVE FELLSTYLED ARRANGEMENTS for Trum
pet, Trombone Alto-Baritone, Tenor, Rhythm 
B. Eberhart, P. O. Box 323, East Lansing. 
Michigan.________________________________________

USED WHITE ORCHESTRA COATS SINGLE 
BREASTED S5. TUXEDO TROUSERS $4 KALI 
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RECORDING TAPE -Toj> Quality 7* Reel 1200', 
3 for »4.95, 10 for $15.45: 7' reel 1*00', 3 
for $5.45, 10 for $17.95. Satisfaction guaran
teed or money refunded Pleas« include post
age. Florman & Babb, Inc 68 West 46th St., 
New York 36, N. Y.___________________________
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GIOVANNI GRANCINO 1727 (his very best) 
violin very good conditioi with certificate. 
Ve 9-5712, Robert Kobler, 1792 So. Robertson, 
L. A„ Calif.____________________________________

SHAWLCOLLA* BAND JACKETS, 111 sizes, 
white. Blue, Maroon, only $14.75 prepaid. 
Immediate delivery. Jan Stevens, P. O. Box 
311, Massapequa, L. I._________________________
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ATTENTION SONGWRITERS! Your song profes
sionally copied- 1 page--12 copies—$5 On Str J 
Check or Money Order Knight Music. 165» 
Broadway New York 19. N.Y

LEARN PIANO TUNING AND REPAIRING AT 
HOME WRITE KARL BARTENBACH, 1001 
WELLS ST.. LAFAYETTE. INDIANA

RCA Victor by the Dave Pell octet. 
First platter was cut by Gerry Wiggin», 
Eugene Wright, and Bill Douglas. for 

their appearance of KABC-TV’s Star* 
of Jazz, Paul TogaMu and group were 

YOU CAN SOUND LIKE 
THE TOP JAZZ PERFORMERS!

pearcd, 
Sept. 4.

Dorwey ap- 
rebroadcast

dances at the Sands ballroom June 16 
and will resume in the fall . . . Frank 
Sinatra drew 4,500 people to the Cow 
Palace on a Sunday afternoon, a bigger 
crowd than Louin Armstrong and Dave 
Brubeck drew on a Sunday night to the 
auditorium in town . . . The Jazz Mc«- 
senger. opened July 2 at the Black 
Hawk, followed by Chet Baker and Cal 
Tjader . . . Turk Murphy planed east 
for the Newport Jazz Festival and re
turned to the Tin Angel July 8. Bob 
Hodes’ band, with Don Ewell, piano; 
Bob Helm, clarinet; Jim Leigh, tiom- 
bone, and Bill Dart, drums, played dur
ing Murphy’s absence . . . Bob Scobey 
playing weekends in July at the Pioneer 
Village in San Leandro while Bob 
Mielke's Bearcats did likewise at the 
other Pioneer Village in San Leandro.

—ralph. j. pleas on

47— IMPROVISING and HOT Pl AYING
Hundreds of improvisation patterns
shown on all chords. A chord index lo
cates many jazz phrases for any chord 
combinations .................................................... !

365—AD-LIB JAZZ PHRASES. 1728 mod
ern two measure jazz phrases to fit all 

chords .....................................................!
04-MODERN CHORD SUBSTITUTIONS chart 

of chords that may be used in place of 
any regular major, minor, and 7th chords 

902 —PROGRESSIVE .AZZ PASSAGES Typical 
Be oop examples in all popular keys..

Philadelphia

Sea Isle Casino, at Wildwood, N. J., 
has Ellu Fitzgerald and Sarah Vaughan 
signed. Booked at Wildwood’s Diamond 
Beach Lodge are Nat Cole, I '.hurlie Spi
vak, and Ray Eberle . . . Atlantic City’s 
Steel Pier had Stan Kenton for a one- 
niter. after his date at Hershey park, 
Hershey, Pa Richard Maltby and Bud
dy William« also were at the Pier. 
Maynard Ferguson is scheduled.

Four Freshmen followed Chico Ham
ilton into Red Hill Inn, closing out

371—MODERN BLUES STYLES New style 
blues examples for aM treble clef in

strument? ...............................................
372—NEW STYLE AD LIB SOLOS. Modem 

themes with ad-lib takeoffs. For all 
treble clef instruments (chord symbols 
Included) ............................................... !

16—HOW T PLAY BE-BOP. Full analysis, 
theory and many examples.................. J

907—HOW TO REHARM0NIZI SONGS In
structions In finding more modern sub
stitute chords for conventional sheet mu

sic harmony .......................................

FOR PIANO
940—NEW CHORDS -OR STANDARD HITS 

Exciting, different harmonization? of all 
the best known all-time hits. . . . $1 00

376—MODERN CHORI’ PROGRESSIONS FOR 
PIANO. How to transform sheet music 
chords Into modern extended chord posi
tions .......................................................$1.00

345—MAMi* RHYTHM PATTERNS FoR
PIANO ... 50

370—SINGLE NOTE FIGURATIONS FOR

Salvador played the Bandstand after 
Billie Holiday and Paul Quinichette 
date . . . Top-drawing musical attrac
tion thi) season at Celebrity room, non- 
jaiZ club, was June Christy.

Billy Root, back home after stints 
with Dizzy Gillespie and Stan Kenton, 
is playing tenor with Glenn Gale'- big 
band . . . Pianist Johnny Coatew Jr. left 
Charlie Ventura, returned to Trenton 
home. Johnny shared spotlight with 
Peanut- Hucko at recent bash at New 
Hope’s Playhouse Inn.

—dave bittan

Washington, D. C.
Drummer Uuh Gifford, a Harvard 

man himself, left Washington to jo>n 
Eli's Chosen Six in Chicago in mid
June . . . Freddy Merkle, another local 
drummer, led a group of Washing
tonians in a Vik record date. The LP, 
due for fall release, is called Jazz Un
der the Dome. The 11-piece band fea
tured many members of THE Orches
tra . . . Eugen« Sermely, the Hungarian 
refugee who plays jazz piano, is back 
in Washington after a swing around 
the country. He’s lining up a series of 
concert dates . . . Bobby Hackett played 
with Joe Rinaldi'« Swannee Six at the

STANDARD HITS Typical modern piano 
ad-lib variations applied ta song? 

88— MODERN BLOCK CHORD PROGRES
SIONS. Examples and exercises for the 
progressive pianist .......................................

80—THE BLOCK CHORD STYLE. Full ex
planation and examples of this modern 
piano Jtyle, Including a blockchord bar 
mony chart ................  1

49—DESCENDING PIANO RUNS For the 
right hand. Modern runs la fit the most 
used chord combination«

904—ASCENDING PIANO RONS For th- -igh« 
hand in all popular keys

6fc—PROGRESSIVE PIANO HAPMONIZA 
TI0NS. The modern way of harmonizing 
any melody note using unconventional 
chord formation

354—Ml nERN CHORD APPLICAT ON How in 
use fourth chords 9th, 11th and 13th 
chords in modem jazz piano styling ...

364—LEFT HAN" (PEAS F JR MODERN 
PIANIST and how to apply them. ..

366—HOW TO ACCOMPANY VOCALISTS on 
the piano Six effective styles of piano 
accompaniments clearly Illustrated

353—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISAT! INS Ad
lib jazz phrases to fit th« most used 
chord progressions .................

9B0 — MODERN JAZZ ACCOMPANIMENTS
How to play off-beat bop p>anp back
grounds ........................... .................................

PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER 
WALTER STUART Music studio Inc. 

Box 514-D, Union N J.



I Where To Go
I New York Area

ROAST BEEF • STEAKS • BARBECUED RIBS

161 E 54 NYC • PL 9 3228
I Los Angeles Area |

JAZZ INFORMAL 
• Recitals la The Madera Idiom • 

Every Monday Night 8:00-2:00 a.m. 

PURPLE ONION
729B Samet Blvd.. Hollywood HO 2-BM3

AH Blakey
Opens July If

PEACOCK LANE
Hollywood * Newest Jaa Room 

Hollywood Blvd. cor. Western HO 8-4052

HOWARD RUMSEY'S 
Lighthoate All-Stars 

THE LIGHTHOUSE 
Hermann Beach 

Top Modern Jan Mamrs 
la Concert

A fresh Sound Ie Olslelaad 
by

T. Riley 
end 

THE SAINTS 
Hermosa 1er Hermoso leach 

"PAUL BLEY QUARTET"
(Featuring Dave Pike) 

HILLCREST CLUF
4557 W Washington WEbster 5-3552

Friday - Saturday - Sunday - Monday 
Sunday 7 a.m. - II a.m

San Francisco Area

CAL TJADER
Coming Joly 2 

ART BLAKEY

BLACKHAWK
200 Hyde St., San Francisco, Calif.

In hollywood

It's
"CALL NINA"

The Musicians Exchange
For Complete 24 Hour Phone Service
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Band of Baltimore played at the Wash
ington Jazz Club meeting at the Charles 
Hotel on July 2. Club now is perma
nently organized. Dues are $7.50 a 
year, which includes ■ lot of live music 
at meetings . . . Plans are being made 
for a jazz room in the posh Windsor 
Park Hotel.

—paul sampson

Baltimore
The Julian (Cannonball) Adderley 

quintet opened at the Comedy club 
June 18 . . . The Max Roach quintet 
started at the Club Tijuana on June 
25th, with Sonny Rollin« on tenor and 
Kenn? Dorham, trumpet. Chico Hamil
ton'« quintet was scheduled tentatively 
to follow Roach. The Tijuana has 
taken over the Saturday evening con
certs, which formerly were sponsored 
by the Interracial Jazz society, and the 
first group to appear was the Shirley 
Horn quintet . . . The Gene Smith 
quartet is uptown at the Carnival 
lounge indefinitely.

—al cottman

Cleveland
Joe Howard'« trio rec» ntly opened at 

a new room in the Shakei Village 
tavern called Smoochie’s Hideaway 
. . . Will Roxenburg’« Dixie Dandy'« 
opened at the El Toro room of the 
Black Angus restaurant downtown . . . 
The Johnny Smith quartet opened at 
the Modern Jazz room instead of <b»car 
Peter«on. Smith was followed by Toshi
ko. Dizzy Gillespie is booked for next 
week . . . And next week the Loop 
lounge presents 41 Hibbler followed on 
the 22nd by Sil iurtin ... At Korn- 
man’s Back room. Lynn Burton will 
sing thrugh July 22.

—fan frost

Columbus
Earl Ue«t, former disc jockey of 

WMRP, Flint, Mich., has taken the 
job of bringing top names to Marty’s 
502 Club, beginning with lllinoi« Jac
quet on July 16 Herman Chittinon, 
of Casey, Crime Photographer fame, is 
featured at the Gloria restaurant . . . 
Stan Kenton will be at the Crystal ball
room July 19 for a one night stand . . . 
Woody Herman is slated for the San 
Juan ballroom at Indian Lake . . . The 
Latin Lounge is presenting W hitey 
Theador, jazz organist . . . The Walter 
Knick quartet plays dinner music at 
the Jai-Lai. In addition to Knick at the 
piano, the group consists of Connie 
Feist, violin; Norman Barnhart, bass, 
and John TatgenhoiM, drums . • . Hal 
McIntyre play» a one nighter at Ceder 
Point, July 20, followed by Ernie Rud?. 
July 27 . . . Tony Americo follows the 
Tunesmm into the Grandview Inn . . . 
Carmen McRae did a one nighter at the 
Club Copa, followed by Arnett Cobb.

—don basham

St. Louis
The town’s night life sector, known 

as the De Baliviere Strip, is becoming 
exactly that as strippers continue to 
invade the clubs ... St. Louisan Sid 
Dawson has joined Art Hodes . . . 
Peacock Alley departed briefly from 
the jazz realm with La Verne Baker 
in for three nights at the end of June. 
July brought a reaffirmation of the 
club’s policy Ahmad Jumal was in the 
room July 5-11, and Lurlean Hunter 

and the Jamal trio shared the stand for 
the eight nights following

A concert presenting both classic- 
and iazz is planned for November w ith 
the St. Louis Symphony orchestra and 
local jazz musicians participating . . 
Slated to appear at Molina’s are Terry 
Gibb« and then Gene Krupu. Spec« 
Schulte’s combo fills in between nanu s.

—ken rneier

Detroit
Pianist Bobb? Stevenson is in the 

midst of a flve-week stay at the Lon
don Chop House . . . Stan Kenton and 
his orchestra were presented here in 
a recent Madison ballroom concert . . . 
Harr? Belafonte was featured for a 
week at the Riveria theater . . . Dine 
Brubeck is due to appear at Baker’s 
Keyboard lounge. Rooked to follow are 
Jerri Southern, Bobby Hackett nnd 
B u r b a r u Carroll. Organist - pianist 
Helen Scott continues at the Saphire 
room of the Park Shelton . . . Person
nel of the band currently at Lavert’s 
lounge is Johnny 4Ilen, piano; Ruy 
Studemeyer, tenor; Alvin Jackson, bass, 
and Farl William«, drums.

—donald r. stout

Toronto
The Peter 4pplr?nrd quin tet worked 

at Campbell’s in London, Ontario, for 
three weeks over June and July. The 
quartet’s stay at the Stage Door was 
cut by a fire which closed the club in 
mid-June . . . Pianist Oscar Peter«on 
is writing a monthly jazz column for 
Mayfair magazine . . Balladeer (»rex 
Curtis is booked at Muskoka lodge for 
three weeks, after which he goes to 
Europe . . . Pianist Alf Coward is 
fronting a quartet in the Plaza room.

The Contemporary Jazz club held a 
concert featuring the group« of Moe 
Kaufman and Rob McConnell at the 
Museum theater the latter part of June 
. . . The Brant inn at Burlington lists 
(ounl Basie, I^s Brown. U oody Her
man, and Ray McKinley for its summer 
lineup . . . Local pianist Lou Snider 
recorded a Holiday in I anadu LP for 
Decca . . . The Stratford Shakespearean 
festival announced a concert featuring 
the Duke Ellington band for Sept. 5. 
Scheduled on the program are Elling
ton’s Drum Is ii Woman and Such 
Sweet Thunder, The latter composition 
was commissioned by the Stratford 
festival last year.

—roger feather

Montreal
The Club Des Forges in Three Rivers 

has been blacklisted by the American 
Guild of Variety Artists for failure to 
make payments under its welfare 
clause. \GVA has threatened also to 
blacklist Montreal’s Mocambo . . ■ 
The seventh anniversary of Jazz at Its 
Best on CBM was a rousing success 
June 22. More than 300 persons filed 
into the old lecture hall, L’Ermitage, 
to share in some several hundred dol
lars worth of LPs and LP vouchers 
. . . Duke Ellington and his orchestra 
have been added to the 1957 Shake
spearean festival at Stratford, Onta
rio. They’re slated to appear at the 
festival concert hall Sept. 5. Prices 
will be unchanged at $4, $2.50, and $L 
This concert will be added to six al
ready planned for August.

—henry f. whist»"
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nch and vibrant in every register, always ’ 

at the complete command of the performer. 
Octave jumps no longer require the usual 
"humoring," but focus to hair-line accuracy with 

a natural, relaxed embouchutc- Execution is 

swift and effortless on keys that feel 
"custom tailored" Io the touch of the performer. 
New mechanical improvements featuring 

solid nickel silver side keys assure lifetime 

wear and years of trouble-free service.

In a language understood by musicians everywhere, 
the latest KING Super-20's "speak for themselves." 

They broadcast a musical message of 
advanced design, tonal excellence and mechanical 
perfection never before attained. It's an

These are only a few reasons you should see 

and play these ear and eye-appealing new 

KING creations. Available only at authorized 

KING dealers. See them soon or write to—
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